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Abstract: 
During a 40-year per1o~ beginning in 1880, the news-
( 
~ 
. paper underwent many changes-which resulted from industriali-
zation. By 1920, ·the newspaper industry had become consumer-
oriented and dominated by businessmen-publishers, less inter-
ested in disseminating news than making a profit. One of the 
businessmen-publishers was Jvios-es Louis Annenberg, who 1n 1936 
purchased the struggling Philadelphia Inquirer ~nd transformed 
it into a soun~ profitable operation. 
In this thesis, the author shows that Annenberg' s 
~mmigrant background and the acquisition of a sizeable for-
tune led him to ue8ire status, respectib111ty and power. 
~--
~-
t 11•, 
Like many other immigrants barred from seats of power, he 
ventured into somewhat illicit fields of operation. Annen-
berg disseminated racing news information to bookies and 
poolroom operators. He eventually monopolized the service 
by driving out or buying out his competitors. 
After securing the monopoly and a sizeable-. annual in-
come from 1 t, he attempted to hid.e behind legitimate enter-
prises. to refurbish his image. First he founded the Iviiam.1 · 
Tri bun·e, but sold· out when his attempted power grab was foiled 
by unfavorable publicity. ·He then purchased the prestigious 
-----~---~·-·· .. ~"'·~~~--·-------------------Ehi.la.del.phia _-Inquirer- __ ~nd sold" the Tribune_. _________ -------~----,:-~.----------·----~-----=~~--:._--=;~-~-:-~-~~::~--:~~~~~--:_--·; 
In Philadelphia, he transformed the Inquirer wt.th -__ _ 
---- cJ 
skillful financial management, a new format an~ promotions 
to build circulation. Unfortunately, he tried t·o make him-
.. V 
2 •. 
- - -------· -- ., ... , ·. ·--L._-_ ·-·- . . . __ · --·---~----_:_~--~ ·----~-~--------- - ---.---- --------, -
<>· 
·- - \-"- / 
/ 1 
. _ ____..,, 
self a power in Pennsylvania Republican circles. Annenberg 
played a crucial role in the -Jelection of Governor Arthur . 
' J 
James -in 1938, but he made many political enemies withhls· 
/ ' 
---i511stering attacks on key Pennsylv~nia Democratic leaders. 
In retaliatibn, they urged investigations of Annenberg 1 s 
""'- affairs which resulted in the collapse of his Nationwide News 
·A·:,,;, 
Service, his ,-racing wire service, and his eventual indictment \) 
for income-tax evasion. ~ 
Annenberg•s significance rests on the contributions 
he made to newspaper marketing and promotional techniques 
an~ his regeneration of the Philadelphia Inquirer. Unfor-
tunately, he is too often remembered for his tax evasion 
case and his monopoly of racing news information • 
• ____ •. .~  ~~:·- ~.-·--0.=.---·· -~···,...;-~----- .• -·~·- -
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-\1 INTRODUCTION 
\_ The modern newspaper emerged in the 40 years between 
1880 and 1920--a period which-witnessed the urbanization and 
industrialization of the United States. In rural society,, 
life had centered on close contact with on-e's family, church 
and neighbors. been simple, personal, 
and secure; but 1ndu'str1al1zation and urbanization shattered 
many of the old traditions and values, substituting an en-
vironment, often strange, anonymous, and impersonal. The 
majority _of city dwellers by 1920 had become part of that 
nebulous group referred to as the "urban.masses." Little 
drew them together. -· Nationality, religion, and race compli-
cated the impersonality of urban life. Perhaps only the 
newspaper supplied some sense of community in their culture. 
·.•,.•n 
.During the eighties, nineties and early 20th Century, edi-
tors increased the number of human-interest stories, cru-
s1:1.de-s-,---·-1nt-erviews and promotional devices designed to appeal _ 
to a mass readership and thereby made the newspaper a means 
- I 
· of surmounting the fragmentation of American urban life. , 
l. 
--- ·--··· ---- ·--~· -- ----·--~-·--=··-·· .. ----·--------·------:---·"-·-----·-
------------------M ... ____ , .. V ______ ....._,,__,_., __ ~•• .... ..._.....,. __ ....... ~ ... ....-............. -.-.~,~.0-.. ,,_...-,_ ........ .-.............. JM. ......... ·--··"••M....._-.... - ... - ..... -,--.,_~-·-----·-··· ·-~- • --·--------·---~·-•----·--·---
!,, 
Before the newspaper could assume its new role, however, it 
,.~ 
-- . ,----------- .. ---- ........ -~ ·----····-----------------··----··------------------.. -
too·--had-·--·t-o-·adapt-·----t-o·-·-·-1nd·u-s-t-r-1~l-i-3a-t-i-en-.---""."·-·----=..--. -. 
----- . - - -- - -----·--·--·--··-------------· -·----- ------ -
' 
:- .............. . 
~--peehrio 1 ogy---grea-tl-y---a-f-fee-te-d.----the---newspa-p-e-r---and---nia-d-=e·--~-
pos s 1 bl e · changes in style and c9ntent. In 1885, Ottm.ar 
J. 
- ~ 
/ 
4. ' 
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} Mergenthaler, a German-American living in Baltimore, in-
s 
vented the 11noty~:e, next to movable -type, the most important. 
•.; 
- ~ 
mechanical device in the history of printing. In 1886, the 
--, 
New York Tribune became the first newspaper to install. the 
new device. Before the linotype, a compositor picked up 1n-
di v1dual pieces of type which spelled a word and arranged 
them on a "compositor I s stick." This process we .. s repeated 
. · word by word, line by line, until the story was set. A slow, 
time-consuming_ process, it effectively limited.newspaper size 
to four or possibly six pages. One linotype operator just by 
hitting letters on a keyboard, could set more type than sev-
eral compos1tors.1 
A second invention of major_importa~ce was the four-
color, high-speed web press developed in the 1890s. In 1893, 
Joseph Pulitzer installed the first press of this kind to 
print the New York ·Jorld. It could print four pages in color. 
Three years later, l)Jilliam Randolph Hearst purehas-ed a 24-
page full-color press ·for the New York Journal. Coupled with 
the new half-tone engraving .~rocess developed in 188~ and. per~ 1 
I, -. ..... •. I:-;- .. 
----------- . -.,..,.,._. 
--------~-~-
----c,·-·• ... ,- ~ ••. 
fected for the high-speed press in 1894, newspapers printed 
color etchings, comics, magazine sections and advertising 
l_~yout·s .-2- -
I 
1-; tivillard Grosvenor Bleyer, Main Currents in .the History of 
' .. 
American Journalism, 39.3;· Edwin Emery, The Press and America:· 
---------------------------------.0----·---·---· ___ An ___ Inte.~;e.re_tative __ History of Journalism9 403_;_ t111-l _ r·r1tJ"in-~ ·--- -·--·-----· 
) 
- -~ 
Pro a .ands .. and the l\ie1tJ"S: tvhat Iviakes You Think So? o 58; Frank 
-- o · v e-:r·rc · o .. na · , : - i:;(.): - o · · · iAJsps .. pers in 
the United States Through 250 Years, 500am501. 'V' 
2. Bleyer, 395; Emery, 40J-408; Irwin, 57-58; Mott, 501-503, 
600. 
.. 
·/ 
------··~ 
• 
.... ..... , 1- ... 
, . 
./In 1877, a ~·sa.lem, ·Mass. reporter became the first· · ... · 
r 
newspaperman to "phone 1n11 his story.. Appropriately enough, 
it was about a lecture delivered by Alexander Graham Bell, 
the inventor of the telephone. By 1890, the telephone was 
standard equipment in newsrooms of major newspapers although 
' 
its use did not become widespread until JO years later.J 
\ More important than the telephone was the telegraph, I 
. _____ because it made possible the national wire services. ,.Although 
the telegraph was invented in 1844 and regional wire services 
opera:·ted as ·early as th.e Mexican viar, it was 1893 before a 
number of newspapers "Touriaecl the Associated Press·· as a coop-
erat1 v~ nationwide venture. Members supplied news from their 
circulation area for use by all~A.P. subscribers and shared 
expenses on a pro-rated basis.i In 189?, Scripps-McRae Papers, 
barred from A.P. membership, founded its own news service / 
. - ·l· - - ------··---------· ,-----~··»--"""" . ~~---·-·--·-··· ... 
.-
which took the name United Press in 1907. rrwo years la. ter._, .... _ ....... -----·-.. ·-·-·----·-· -·-·--
Hear·s·-17-·---oxgani. zed ··· -Inte rna t 1-ona-i-·-N·ews-- s ervr·c-e · t·o--· serve · his · em-----· · ·~··· -. ·-·-· 
pire. The two organizations merged in th~~l950s to form 
United Press International.4 
These 1nnove .. t1ons transformed the big c1 ty newspaper 
from a personal, one-edi tor~Rorgan--·-w-i·t·h·-·-1-1·m1-t-e-d· .. ··circu·lation 
into a highly complex, mechanized, business-oriented industry 
·serving all levels of society, from .the immigrant to the urban 
'~--
.. 
. 
. . .·_, 
.educated ·el1 te. Before 1880, the typical n.e.wspaper editor 
... 
). hmery, )8·8; Mott, 498-499. 
4. -Emery, 392-394; Alfred Iv'.rcClung Lee, ·rhe Daily Newspaper in 
America: The Evolution of a Social Instrument, 520-540; Mott,. 
251, 579-581. ~ 
. --·--- ·------------·--~-"-·,,,.- .. ,,,~c "'f':'1'7?-,".·' l"~-1' .,,·.'> -~"·,·-' · ... 
' .I 
"-· 
.Jt 
-·-· ·····-·· .. ---- -·- ······,-·~-·-,·~---
""'· 
• • -~ .... •-··· ···• •.• -· -········,··•····-•··~-·-•-•- ... ~''"I""-,·~-- , ~r·. •---•-"··,·• --·,··· 
' . 
6. 
. ,~ 
depended_, on the financial support (government printing con-
' 
' . . tracts, pri~rily) he received from the political party he 
supported. These newspapers emphasized editorials and circu-
lated among citizens who agreed with the editor's political 
opinions.~ 
Ciroulation increased because the n1.w devices made 
it possible for newspapers to print more ne s, faster, in a 
more appealing manner than ever before. 1.~i th larger circula-
tion, newspapers attracted more advertising, thus enabling 
them to sever financial ties with political parties. Freed 
of dependence on a party, newspapers deelared themselves po-
11 tically independent. .Some editors ·bolted their former 
benefactors, supported opposition or i~aependent candidates 
and earned a reputation for independence. James Gordon 
Bennett's New York Herald enjoyed such a reputation. Many 
quasi-independent papers challenged the party on specific 
issues wt~h widespread appeal to boom circulation. Most 
papers, however, retained party loyalty with the implied 
' 
right to bolt.6 · 
The newly 11 1ndependent11 publisher soon found ·the 
-· 
-- ~-- ----- --- -
price of freedom a high px:1.e • ------------ -~---'------~--------------------------------------------·--··--------·-----·-.. ·- ·---- .. -·-···-··-··· ··-·--- -·-··-·--·· .. - -·- ........ - . Tne cost of the new devices, 
.. 
- - -
- •. -:=-c·· ------=------
the-necessary buildings and their operation mounted higher 
and-_:_big-h-er-. · · Pu-1-itzer =repertff~that· -1-t · cos~-htm · $2;000, oou-·---·--·-
5. See Mott, 253-266; George Henry Payne, History of Journa-lism in the United States, 255-294, JJ6-J59; John Tebbel~ The Compact History of tlie American Newspaper, 79-206, for 
a discussion of personal journalism and the political party press o 
-··- ----- _ -.,C --~,--"•' 07, --•··· •. • --···------• 
6. Ivlott;,· 411-414; Berna.rd l·Jeisberger, The Am'erican Newspaper-
man, 88-120. 
. ' 
\ 
,. 
to publish the World in 1~€. 7 Mott esti,mated that a person 
(0 j, 
, ( 
• I 
~ planning' to establish a newspap:r in N:_w ynrk City in 1900 
wou·ld have needed a minimum of ~1))1, 000, 000 for equipment. 8 
,·· 
Inereased ~dvertising offered the only salvation. 
Newspapers qarried ~19,000,000 in advertisi?g in 1870. By 
1880, the figure had more than doubled to $39,000,000. Ten 
~·I,• 
years later, newspapers received $71,000,000, and by 1914, 
:_~ 2 5 0 , 0 0 0 , O·O O • 9 
... . - --·-- - ----- - . ·------- - -- -· - . . -- ---·· . . [-....._. . . . . . - - ..... 
, Having "solved" the revenue problem, the publisher 
7. 
- :._ •. 
( 
-- ------------------ --··- - - --- --~. - -
now found 1 t n.ecess·ary to increase the newspaper's size to 
; 
make space for ads. More news to balance advertising copy 
and to satisfy the increasing demand for information about-a 
----- ---. · · · variety of top-ics-inciuding sports, finance, society and in-
ternational affairs then became a necessity. Since the ad-
vertis~r wanted to reach the greatest number of people, the 
~-- ---··- ··-
newspaper with• the larges-t--e1.--reul-a.M-e-n---e-eu-14----Gn-a~g-e---.the~h-igh- ----·--·~--
-~·-·-··"···· .. ·······--.~----·~,.,..-.,,·-:~~---~;_: .... 0;,~:·~···w-oe-·s·t--··j:~ates arid s·ecure the greatest volume of advertising. But 
more advertisements meant larger newspapers, which in turn 
demanded larger presses, more personnel and more news. Thus 
-·--·-----··------···· ·. ~:...-· -·~------·-····· ---· ·--- ····--·· ·-···- ·-··- • - . -·· -·· - . . ... . . - . .. . . . .. . . .. -4"""" - ····· . .. • . 
the publisher found himself in a vicious cycle trying to build 
. 
& 1.-j • ~ 
···- --·---~----·~-----·----------··c·irculat':i~ori to draw advertisiri'g to pay for an improved staff 
{ 
. ' 
-- ····-- --·---- .... -. ------ ··-·-- ---·----~---·----1..---·-··-···----··-.. ----·--··--···-.. -~--·--· ............... _, ____ ... ____ .. -~-----·····----···------·-
an,d physical plant.10- · 
---·--·---- ·-·~-
-~-~·- --, ·'- ,.- -- - . -
7 • lVl Ott , 54 7 • __ ~- _ .__ --:-·-:::..--.. ==-~--~ 
8. Ibid. . . 
9. Iviott,. 50.3, 506, .593. See also Lee, 314-375, for an .. e_xcel ...... ·--···-··-··· 
I lent analysis of the growth of advertising and its effect on 
the communic~tions industry. 
10. Bleyer, 391; Tebbel, 263-264; \veisberger, 125. 
\. 
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a. 
-~· ·--,-· .. -- .----· .. 
----- - -- - -,--,--_ ~-
- - ---------------------'-------'--'--
1-
--------
-- - - - ----------- ·----- ---- ----------~-~-~~~~~=i The heart or the newspaper business was c1rculat1en, 
and threugheut this 40-year period, the publisher c0noerned 
himself primarily with ways to build readership. Thus, the_ 
circulation manager acquired new importance. He commanded a - -
-·-···-- -·-·--·----··-·-··----- --
fancy salary, and was censulted on high-level dec1s1ens. The 
... 
circulati~n mamager set the dead11me fer relling the press. 
Q_. because 1 t had beceme important te get ;y&ur n.ewspaper en the 
/ street as seen as possible. The newspaper with the best and 
fastest distributien system had an edge 0m its rivals. 11 
Before.wide scale extension of heme delivery in the 
1920 1 s, a paper I s ·appearance was important. Large headlines 
and pictures made a newspaper stand eut on the news stand. 
Also a. daily ttsheek11 story -:ne"lped newsboys selling papers 
f 
,-ll, 
1n the streets. "Extral Extra I Read all about 1 ti" echeed 
through the o1t1es.12 Altheugh newsboys are seldem seen any-
mere in the sraalltr cities where home deli!~ry prevails, the~y-~~~-
exist in seme metropelitan areas. In Atlantic City, N.J., 
newsboys still sell papers using the old 11 sheck" -technique. 
A personal anecdete will illustrate. A majer stery er 1969 
was Charles Winds@rns investiture as Prince ef wales. A news-
bey selling the Philadelphia Inquirer en -~he Boardwalk was 
--- -- ----- --- -- - -- -- ---~ - --·-- --- - --- --- - -
- -
- -~---=-----· __ -_____ -__ ---- ~---:-~-:-P•s.1~t1G>R-•--''---------T,h.e, .. b._l-:-s1urred h-i-s--w®rds so that ene theught -he------~-----,---~-~ 
said Prince Charles had been. shet and was in cr1 ti cal con.di- \-- · 
\.. .•. - .... - . 
1 ~"' •} ., 
11. Bleyer, 387; Lee, 258-312. 
12. Bleyer, 387; Mott. 597-598; Weisberger, 123-124. 
'-
\ 
.. 
scan 1 ccaaaszm : &S22lilmz::-~.--. -···· ., 
9. 
' , . 
. ---,---------·------· --------
·-----···--
.. 
~ ( 
. t"ion. This type of trick •s the stock in trade of news-
boys who used to sell papers on busy street corners, and it'"' 
still worked in 1969. 
Another method used to build circulation was sensa-
___ ,,... . 
t1onali sm which.had its greatest appeal among foreign immi-
grants and lower-class Americans who were just learning to 
read English with proficiency.13 A short, well-written story 
-
- - -- ----- ----
w1 th a big headline and a .. ~Pl.~f3_ll.y_ pie ture is. __ easi-e-r to e-ompr-e-------·---~ 
hend than a dull story about the workings of government or a 
' \ stodgy editorial. Gossip about society, sports or government . ' 
figures and the other people ere-
ated a sense of intimacy otherwise lacking in urban life. 
The newspaper·l:lridged the gap between the rural village where 
everyone knew everyone else and the city where one was lucky 
to know one's neighbor. The newspaper took the urban dweller 
to the _9-ebutante .. ball, the ba~eball game t0- cheer John McGraw• s 
' 
- .... --- - - ··---~- --------·-- ~G-i-an-ts-,-- the fire on 62nd--s-tre·et, the mine- disaster in tvest 
Virginia or the pyramids in Egypt.14 
---·----· .. ---- .. ----·--·--- .•·-·• .--,~------ ·- '. 
--~---~---- ----------·-- ' 
The prominent news feature of journalism between 1900 
.and 1920.was the 'crusade. These "Battles for ~he People," 
as Hearst called them, coincided with the Progressives' 
· attacks on corrup"'tion in government, th~ urOOn machine, mon-"F - • ,' 
',i 
. 
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r • / ~--=--....,.--------------;ptt2apers · campaigned for · better roads, parks., schools , ho~p1 tals 
' •.r -.. / 
and prisons; lobbied for child labor laws, direct election of 
Senators, women's suffrage and the income. tax, and attacked 
graft and corrupti·on. The crusading newspaper was an integral 
--~-·part of the Progressive Movement on the local level, but sig-
nificantly, the daily newspaper was not in the forefront of 
muckraking. The great muckrakers, Lincoln Steffens, Ida Tar-. . 
/ 
bell, Ray Stannard Baker, Jacob Riis and Dav~g __ ~r~ham Phillips, ··------ ---··------·---- -------··----·---- --·-·--····--------~----·· 
wrote for magazines, not newspapers. The Hearst papers alone 
carried on a national muckraking campaign which rivaled the 
magazines. Most newspe ..pers conducted local crusades and . 
occasionally picked up a topic of national interest for use 
... - . --- - -·- -~ ,--·------
·\ as a circulation builder. The daily newspaper did not have 
the space for the long stories and extensive displays which 
muckraking articles required. Also, the newspaper publisher 
feared the power of the advertiser. If he attacked a local 
- I: 
I 
,. 
D 
D 
D 
o 
_b_usiness, th·e inju..red businepsman. would take his-- eJd-vertising -- --~- -- u 
- . 
,,, 
··-t·· ·········· ... account to the paper down t e street. .The publishe~ engaged 
in muckraking when " ••• the immediate rise in circulation (was) 
large enough to nullify any fears of offending advertisers.nl5 ,. 
The great crusades were circulation builders only • 
. . Conservative publishers took up the ban!Ier of Pro._gresslvism 
/i· 
. ----•-,•--M--•'"" ····--····••••• • -- ' --- ··- ... -··-·•••"" ·:: ---··· 
15~~ lJeis.berger, 160. -See also Hofstadter, 186-192;. l~ott, \ 575; 
·· Theodore Peterson, Magazines in the Twentieth Centur1, 15-17., 448-449; Tebbel, 201. 
· 16. Mott, 575; Weisberger, 1601 Peterson, 16-17. 
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publisher wear1,,ed of the crusad·e. "By 1910, th·e fury of news-
.._ 
paper. crusading had pa~ssed 1 ts peak. ul7 Beset by pressure 
from the business community, the publisher lowered his banner 
, and returned to his office to ponder new means of building 
circulation.18 
--------,--,--. ___ '.~ . -:::---... -
- - - -- --- ---- ---- --- - ----- -
' ..l., . 
The newspaper publisher, that self-professed paragon 
of ·· 1ndependence, concerned himself with the whims of his con-
~um.ers __ and __ adve.rti.ser___s~- and consciously a,ro1ded s·tepping on 
toes. He continued his role of guardian of the public trust, 
- --- --------
-----
--- ~-
- - -
but most publishers identi:fied that trust- with the iiell-being 
of industry and business. The crusades of the _Progressive 
Era struck against the .evils of industrial society, but pub-
. 11shers carefully avoided antagonizing advertisers.- Crusades,· 
by 1920, had become devic-·es to raise funds for disaster vic-
tims or aid people in unfortunate situations. Newspaper 
attacks, especially after 1920, centered on encroachments of 
government into the realm of business_ and -pri-vate enterprise. 
1:£h~ ~~jori ty of Amari.can newspaper publishers espoused the 
conservative political and ecGnomis--ideal-egy---o-f- the bus~ines-s· 
comm.unity. 
fact, -he had become big-business's most outspoken champion.---
In the words of Arthur Brisbane, chief editorial writer for 
-- --- ------·---~-· -----·--------------
----
--·--··- -·--.. -----·-------
-----------~------~-- ------------··-------·~---
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17. Mott, 575. 
d 18. Hofstadter, 195; Mott, 575; Tebbel, 201; Weisberger, 160. 
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there will your heart be also.' '!19 
In the· drive for circulation and advertising revenue, 
the smaller newspapers could not-compete with their larger 
competitors. This led to the ·consolidations and mergers If 
-,i· ... - --- -
which characterized thJ~ period between 1900 and 1920. ·while 
··' 
' 
there was nothing new about a weak newspaper merging ~1th a 
~ stronger one, there were more consolidations after 1900 than 
ever before. Because s-mal:·ler newspapers could not secure ad-
vertising, the;y lacked the funcl.~~to "!)uy moQ._ern equi_pment a#d 
retain a competent staff •. Publishers of larger newspapers 
purchased struggling rivals and killed them to eliminate oom-
peti t1on. ~ome newspapers were purchased and killed for their 
A.P. franchise.20 In 1900, Philadelphia had seven major daily 
newspapers. By 1936, there were four--the Inquirer, the 
Evenine!i Bulletin, the Record and the Daily News. Now'---fhere 
·/ are three--the Record sold out to the Evening Bulletin in 
1947. New York City 1n 1900 boast-ed 11 major daily newspapers • 
. T,oday there are three.21 
While the number of papers decreased, the number of 
papers c,on trolle~-p_l_ __ Qhains ___ .increased ..... --In .. 199-€}:,~--e-1-ght--·c-Mtns · __. ... ~---~~~-~~~ ...... ~""1l"l,I.U,U ... ,,..,., ... ., ........... ,. ......... , ..... ~-"' .... ~'~'.Jl"i! .......... ,,. .... ,.....,, ... .,.,·- " - '""' - .,..__'OJ - ·"°:· ' . 
controlled _27 papers and 10 per cent of the daily c1rcula- --.-------.. ~ · 
t1on. 22 Twenty-seven years later, 55 n~~f?Ra~r 9ba_in&_.co • .&.-=-:___------·----·------ --------------~;;~~---=---- ------:--::= .. ;.=.-;.;.-==--'- ---- -=---- -- ... -. - -, . -,--- -. -········-: ff 
-
-- ::__ -- ·-.-.::::__--" ___:_---==-~- - - - --"~""'" - _____ ., ___ _ 
'..... .. . -
--·· - --- ' 
--- --·----··-------···-, . . . . 19. Quoted in I\llott, 5-48, and Tebbel~--20-9-~-~~ee,· 37~0~· , J 7 J ; Mott , 547-548 ; Tebbe 1, 2? ~ -? ?. Q ~'- __ ?._§_~_.:_?§_§_t ___ :.W~~-1.§t.e.rg_g:r:~i-,_:_15-!Jr~---.~~:;;::::~---~--::,::;:.=_;,_.~:-=~·: ::.:::., ,·cc.·::c:s.:::,==-o-""'-;c; .. ....:-:.::..,...:-,-·:·-:,=c:.=c.,::c:-=:.,--1-55• .... ,,,Cf(i, .. ,,I.:.rwc::i,n,·r-;::~&-=J-~-1,(}91;-----,- .... _.,.,.,.c~·,,,,~=,:""-.,,'""··--·-,~,,,..=-,,..,.,,_c: __ ~-=2-. ··· · _ · 
. ; 20. Bleyero 391; Mott, 635-637 • 
. ~-~ 21. Iviotto 656, 887-889. The latter citation is the index from which I counted the number of major newspapers _1n New York. 22. Mott, 648. 
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trolled 230 daily newspapers with ·a readership of lJ,000,000. -
Chain journalism enabled a publisher to cut~ costs because the 
-- ---central office supplied editorials,-·co·1umns·, features, car-
JJ> 
toons and comic strips. The ceptral office also coordinated 
promotions to build circulation and purchased newsprint and 
other supplies in volume at reduced rates. 
The end result of consolidations, mergers and chains 
~-- --.·-···-----
was standardization of opinion. Newspapers across the q9-µp.try_ -~-------------·-·- _ 
featured the same col11mnists ,· editorial writers and pol1 tical 
cartoonists. Press associations supplied state, national and 
international news. Residents of Maine and California usually 
~: 
read _/the same story about an international event. Syndicated 
featur\s on the theater, movies, religion, agriculture. edu-
cation and scores of other topics were distributed nationwide. 
In short, the newspaper industry was dominated by a few giants 
/ 
who set editorial opinion and determined the type of stories 
which would be used across the country-.- 11.'Phe na-tional mind 
had become. as never before a.n instrument upon which a . few men 
could play.1124 
By 1920, journalism had become a highly mechanized, f -· . 
----·-· 
---~-- -------·-·----- ___ c_onsume_r~ori.ent.ed .1ndustry------dem1na-t-ed~--by----eons~::r.Y§.P1Ye-:_business-~---------···-----=-~:-_~:-~-. 
··-··· .. ···--·-·-·--·--·---···..:· .. 
. -·-···-·-··--···-····- - -····-·-········-·-·""'"·" ''. 
-
-
---·-------·- ~ -,, .. 
2J. Frederick Lewis Allen, _Only Yesterdaz, 1.33. _____ _ __ ~---
----~-~-~--- - 24-;. Al·len-, -13.3. s-e-e--aI-so- IVIott 9 647-6 50; Tebbel, 231-245.J' and 
__ ·________ ·:.__.__ ... _· --.. ~~---~~=-1tl:!:r-Q-ld L~- Ickes9_ America., 1-S---Hous_e o-:f----Lords :-· - -An I-ngu1·ry -·1nt·o·-_----. ~-- __ _ 
· the Freedom of ·t~~ Presso Ickesu book is a scathing attack 
-~~c ..•. ,~ .. ~:~~~~cc,c. -- -~;--~P~~~--=-~~~~-"f?!!c:c=:-~~c:?l-,~-E§\!1~~.~.-:-,~¥]?'.l.,1:§lte.~:~c;:'.':~ll'lC'.l.udin.gc:'::'I"Ios -e-s,. -- -L.-·-- --Acrmen=b~~g-·c,· ----'~~.rh~=-le= 
------------------~-----~--------~- higllly partisan, it ,,contains, many examples of partisanship - --
on the part of so-called objective newspaper publishers • 
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men-publishers who were more interested in building circula-
tion and securing advertising ,_,than disseminating news. Pub-
_lishers ns longer attempted to ameliorate the effects of urban-
ization and industrialization. They had become more interested --
in making money than ref9~m. When t-he New Deal swept the 
.. 
---.. ,. I 
I 
c9untry in 1933 after the Crash 0if 1929, most publishers-----~- --- --~-- - -· :I 
.. 
,, opposed it, arguing that its programs were detrimental to 
business and a~~ threat to freedom of the press.2.5 •---.-·-···-··· ····-·· ~ 
In 1900, in the midst of this period of- change, a· 
young Jewish immigrant, Ivioses Louis Annenberg, was hired as 
a subscription salesman by Hearst's Chicago Evenin5 News. 
From this lowly position, tJ.e advanced. -c,o. become circulation 
manager of all Hearst publications after making his fortune 
operating a series of newstands in the Chicago-Milwaukee 
area. He left Hearst in 1924 to devote.his energies to the 
';:·••«-··;-·.-;• .•.••.. • 
I 
II 
1:1 
,L.. 
I 
------------- ------ somewhat illicit busine_s_s of supplying racing news. More - - -· -·-· - -- --- '''!"'1 
than a decade later, he purchased the financially troubled 
Philadelphia Inquirer. Using techniques he perfected as a . 
: .. ~, Hearst ~xecutive, he transformed the paper into a financial 
success Etnd made himself a ·power to reckon with in Pennsyl-
•. 1 
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25. For an in~ight into the relationshi-p-·--betwee -
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Moses Louis .Annenberg was born February 11, 1878, in 
the East Prussian farming village __ _9f ___ Kalwisghen, near the ·---------·--·--···-- - .... .,,. - - --· - -····-·· -- .... ·- ------- -- . - . - . --- ,,.,..------~--------~------------
--~ ---
Russian border.1 His father, Tobias, "Son of Israel," f~r~ed 
a smal-1 tra_ct and kept a store fc;,r the seven families who 
11 ved there. Tobias became Tobias Annenberg, meaning ''Of the 
H11l,_ 11 when a Prussian census taker insisted that he have a 
surname. In 1882, Tobias Annenberg emigrated to the United 
States and settled in Chioag-e-~. ~-Three years later, Ivloses, 
his mother and the rest of_ th·e eight children joined Tobias, 
who had found employment as a peddler. Moses was seven. 
Information about the boy's childhood and-education 
" is obscured in all accounts of his life. It 1s known that 
- - --- -- ----
-
- ,----········- -
he attended the public schools of Chicago, but there is 
--------------
-------
-·-------·-· ~- -----
·--------------n-o---;t--.h-----::i-n_g_t:--o-i11dicate he advanced beyond the primary grades. 2 
His family lived over a junk store on State Street in Chicago's 
South Side slum area. Although the boy helped there, his 
r 1. Gee John T. Flynn, "Smart 1''Ioney,'1 Collier's, Jan. 13,1940, - .. -····-- - ····-----.----~----·--·" .: . 9-10, · 51; Gae-ton -F0nzi, _ uir-he Annenberg Legend~" Pni·ladelphia MagaZi·n:E:11 April 1969,· 119-120, and Gaeton Fonzi, Annenberg: 
_ .............. ·-!' A Bio~ra_Ehy of Power, 58-59 , .. for the most complete accounts of Annenbe1~gi s _ earl.y_ ltfe __ .. ____ . ____ A ____ J...ess. ____ .d-e.-tai-lea--ae-e-o-t1nt is in A Great ~--·· .. ·······-·-··-~--·~-~~:~~-:-~~~:~:~::~: .. ,-~ffS,,,, .. , .. -Newspaper · 1smB.eborn9 9. The latter book ·was publisl'led by Annenberg in 1939 to answer_ charges made during the election of 1938 in 1-'ennsylvania.~- The book is partisan, but ~t ___ j_:;; ____ the _______ =--=---~--------- ---only primary source about Annenbe:rg •. -. Although h·e -did not wr1 te it, he approved it before it was published~ 
-~ 2. A Great Newspaper ••• , 9. 
15. 
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.-;:------;--- - - - --
1. 
~ 16. · 
I •t:""'•'··•-··• 
first paying job w~s as a $)-per-week messenger boy f~~ west-
• 
ern Union. Later, he worked as _a newsboy, a bartender and a 
stable hand. In 1899, Annenberg, then 21, married Sadie 
Cecelia Fried.man, also ·of Chicago. 
The. following year, William Randolph_ Hearst founded 
the. Chicago Evenin5"'<··~merican, ·ana_ Annenberg was _hired as· a 
subscription salesman by his older brother, Max, the city 
circulation manage·r. According to Annenberg' s account of--~~-~~ 
his life, ttHe secured so many more orders than his fellow 
canvassers that the city circulation manager ••• placed him in 
charge o-f·all its canvassers.nJ 
In 1902, Hearst entered the morning field with the 
Chicago Examiner, precipitating_a circulation war with the 
established Chicago Tribune. Because of his success on the 
Evening American, Moses became circulation manager for t·h.e. 
new paper. 
As the Examiner gained ste~dily in circulation, the 
'rribune 's management used thugs· .. t·o keep the Examiner's news-
boys off the streets, destroyed newspaper stands displaying .. 
/-
. · the new papers, . and intimidated drivers of deli very wagons. 
--- - - -- -- - - - - - ·-
. ..r 
"f?rolling ____ the __ newsboys __ a.11g. _tb.e_ ~t.re .. et __ J~ .. arn.e.r.s., .... , ... Hearst ts ... -e-1-:r- -· ·· --------------·-
culation -bosses hired their. own goons to protect ttieir _ne·ws-~ -
r·~•s.•---·•-- -· 
- . 
--- ... 
· boys. · Claims counterclaims make it difficult to deter-· ~-: ... ,, .. .'• I • 
·, .... 
-=--·=···------..:::._c----c..::.c...c· '--"-----,---~-~----~-~-------- ---------------~-- -------------------·-· 
J. Ibid., N'2ote t at the account does not state that. Max 
_Annenberg was the city circulation manager. 
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mine exactly what' happened. For example, Burton Rasco·e, the 
-~ . 
" lit~rary editor of. the Tribune, wrote in his autobiography: 
picture: 
) 
••• Those who were accustomed to purchase their morning Tribune at the corner news-
stand on.their way to work suddenly found that 9 morning after morning, the Tribune 
was "sold out0 11 There would, however, be plentiful stacks of the Examiner in lieu 
of a·Tribune • 
••• Andrew M. Lawrence, publisher in charge 
of the Hearst paper~ in Chicago, had hired Max and Ivloses Annen berg,, a.s circulation 
managers of the two· papers, and the Annen-bergs had in turn hired a crew of sluggers 
and gunmen. The gunmen would waylay Tribune delivery trucks 9 confiscate the newspapers 
and dump them in the river. The sluggers 
would visit the news stands and intimidate the dealers into refusing to take an ade-qu::t"t~_ supply of Tribunes, and, by TJ.ray of 
making their requests clear, would beat 
~p those who protested, wreck the stands ~ 
and destroy the Tribunes.4 
Ivlott, on the other hand, offered a more balanced . ~ 
Chicago competitors tried to keep the American (including the Examiner) off the 
street by employing thugs to intimidate dri v·ers and newsboys; but Hearst employed 
more and bigger thugs than his rivals, 
and the vicious gang warfare ensued.5 
Regardless of its origins, gang_ war raged .. from 19-04 
through 1907. Despite the fights, arguments and vandalism, 
no killings occurred· until 1907 when the "circulation" war . 
1· .. 
,· 
·, 
..... " ... 
-·~---~~---~-·---·-------- . ·--·- . " 
entered a newel phase. ____ Dur'9p.g the next' thr_ea _year_s,· ·27. persons, l--__.:....-------------------------·-··-. -·- . . . 
4. Burton Rascoe, Before I _Forget, 269. 5. Mott, 540 • 
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including several newsboys, were shot _ _or bludgeoned to death.-
' 
Thousands of dollars-· of equipment was destr·oyed •.. ( The Chicago 
circulation llar is a major blot on the history. of American 
journalism, but contrary to legend, Moses Annenberg di·d not 
cause i~ or participate in it. He had moved to Mtlwaukee be-
fore the killings began.6 
Moses left Chicago after an unexplained quarrel with 
Max.7. Although this may have been a contributing factor, 
~-
·-···· ...... ---~···- ···--·--·----------~-----
- -- ···-·-···-···-
. 
-Annenberg left to go into business for himself. While work-
ing for Hearst, he noticed that Chicago's circulation battles 
did not extend to outlying cities. There, a single agent 
handled distribution for all Chicago papers. Having learned 
.. 
that the Milwaukee agency was for sale, he purchased it for 
$1,500. Annenberg must have realized that to get ahead finan-
cially, he had to enter the business wo·rld. 8 As Annen berg has 
described it: 
It is the difference between a well-
fed house dog and the hungry wolf. 
You never hear of a well-fed house 
dog going out to hunt for food. But 
the hungry wolf must hunt or starve. 
6. Flynn, -Jan. 13, 9-10; Fonz1, "The Annenberg Legend," · April 1969, 119-120; A Great Newspaper ••• ,- 9. 7.· .B'lynn, Jano 13, 52. 
-·---· 
. \ 
8. Daniel Bellp The End of Ideology, 116. Bell argues that immigrants coming to the u.a. fol.loi"1ec1 the Horatio Alger model ..... to success by going into business 0 sometimes the business of. 
crime, 1vliich re fleeted the jungle._,like char·acter of .American·-------------:.-. --·---
··industry. · ~Jhile Annenberg'·s first busine_s-8_e.s wer,e. legitimate,· he would venture i~to the quasi-legal business of ra.cing news dissemination. The venture will be. explored later •. 
I ' 
-:' ... ,-------- -·' - - .. 
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"' - ,·J 
·\.. I was. a hungry wolf. I had a large 
----- -~family. ----I- had ---to ~-h-un-~C;;>~---:·s-tarve-. I 
learned how to hunt. And I kept ~t 
-~-----.---·-. - .. - ··-.. - .. 
up. 9 
Annenberg borrowed $800 at high ·_interest and pawned 
, his wife's jewelry to buy the Chicago News Agency. Despite @· 
the circulation w.ar, he handled the distribution of all 
Chicago newspapers in Iwlilwaukee and eventually expanded into 
more than 30 cities around Chicago. The Mi~~aukee agency 
alone brought him 1;150 a week, 10 but -that-- wasn't ~nough for 
a hungry wolf. He needed a gimmick to boost sales at his 
,stands. 
One day-Annenberg asked his wife to name a household 
1 t·em she always needed one more of. Her answer was teaspoons, 
and that became his gimmick. Annenberg ordered 30,000 silver 
/ 
teaspoons in lots of 5,000 with the state seals of Wisconsin 
and the five neighboring states on the handle. He advertised 
the spoons in~ newspaper for'l5 cents and a coupon clipped 
from the ad. To get a spoon, the ·money and the coupon had to 
be presented at one of his news stands. -~{alter Annenberg_ 
-- --- -- - -·- -
·· ·--···----~~-- · calls the silver spoon promoftion the turning point in his ( 
- father's career. Annenberg sold a· million spoons and inter-
. - ---_,-·,,------~----· -·----est-ed .. newspapers in every state of the union and Canada in 
--·----? 
the promotion:11 
... ·--· -·--~-. ·····- -., ... ~ -,-~--·-- ---.. _, - -·· ,.- .. -····-~·- -
l 
.) 
.- -----The silvex. spo·on provided Annenberg wit·h-~the ca-ptt·a:r:-·'----------
.t ---~--------~------- -~-----------·-,· 
9. Flynn, Ja.n.13, 52; Fonz1~ "The Annenberg Legend," April 19 69, 122. , 
10. Ibid. 
11. Flynn, 
1969, 122; 
• 
Jan. 13, 52; Fonz1, "The Annenberg Legend," Ap:ril· 
"Silver Spoons ••• , " Literary Digest, 8-9 • 
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he needed to invest in other businesses., One of Milwaukee's 
/ 
most acti~e builders, he constructed a number of apartment 
houses, theatres and garages.12 He owned a share ·or a taxi 
cab business, an electric car -agency, several restaurants, 
- . -----··_· - .-... ·--:---:· ---------·------····-·---·---------------------·-----------------------------·--···-··--·--····"···- ----- -----------·-·-----··-···-"···- ··- ---------------------
a drugstore, two bowling alleys, several pool halls and other 
real --~estate. It is estimated that the property was worth 
$3,000,00Q.13 
In 1917·, Annenberg became. publisher of the Wisconsin 
-::,/, __ . ' 
-- ----·------
. \ 
• • 
News, which had been started by Arthur Brisbane, Hearst's 
---
n um. ber one political columnist and editorial writer. Brisbane, 
one of Annenberg's cl9sest friends, had purchased three smkll 
newspapers--the. ?vening ii/iscons·1n, the Daily Press and t!}e 
Milwaukee Daily News--which he consolidated to form t~e 
Wisconsin News. Under Annenberg's direction, circulation in-
creased from 25,000 to 80,000 in one year. 
In a 1936 letter to Annenberg, Brisbane wrote: 
--·=----···~~-~·~~"-~-~--,·-'·--~·---- · · · · . · ------------ --- ••• -I-- have not forgotten the obligation 
. ··-'·"--- . -- ...... -, ... -.- ·--·-- ~--.--------~---------···------------ ... . --- - .. -- . . -- ..... .. .. . . ····-~---··-- ··--· .. --- ... ··- . .. .. . .. -··· .. 
under which I was placed by your admir-
able management, your amazingly efficient 
management of my papers in Milwaukee, 
as they were then, putting them together, 
developing circulation and business, 
moving the entire plants, and all with a 
-· 
-·- -· -· minimum of expense. I doubt if anybody ..... : ....... · . .:-------·----' ... ---=· -.o· ......... . 
·-·-··-····· .. ___ .. _______ ·----~~,---,---·-·~~--~---,·.,~-----,·---····--~~ ·-·-----··-C-···- e 1 s e in the co uri try could ·have a cc om-
. · · - · · · -------·-p-iished it o You:r energy there was all '~ - -·-- -- . - ~, .. , .... ,- ....... ·-·· •' --~-.-· ___ ,,.. ______ -··· ···- ·-------·--·---· -- ...... ·-·- .. -- ··-. --····· ·-- ···-
the more impressive because it~oomeant 
-· .-------- -·------·--- . ------ ---- .. -·-----------------·-:,-j·----·-·--- ---·---not~ing v-1hatever in- -the ... way
4
o f .- •• worth- ... -.- -. -: -_ ._. _--- __ ~:- - -~_._ ______ -:-_ · _ _ _ . 
: . while (sic) profit to you.l . _ _____ _ _ ,, .. _ _ 
. . 
•. - •·' ,-, ''' ' --- - -- .,, ' ... - . . . '. !., .... - --. - ' -_ ____::__ - ' 
_ .. ·------'--· '' •-:..__:_'.._ • ---- ""f"I~·· ~--·--. ----· ,-'-,"·",•· . 
- - ' .. ., 
-----------:.. .•• c - .--·-·----·---·. ··----·- • ••••.••••• J .... ~----·-· - ------------·-· ···-·:··----,·- ·-······-:··-~··"·-· ·- .. ----- ·- ------
'.'-. ,· · . .....:. .. :~-::::::;::·~;.:..:..;:.:;···· -=::;:-;..;:,~·!-::;.,,..=,,_,
0
.,'.,,-_;.,. .• ~-c-.,""""••·~.:,.;·,-,n.r~....._.•·•-··-· .. .c.. ..... ,. __ -·--,, ... .,.,.,..,..,. . .,.,",_..__~.,..,,..,-.,-..a.~..-._,.,_,_,,,,_,__.._,u,.u·_.,._ .. _, ____ .. ..,. ,...._ . .,...,,,.,_,.~ .. -.....,.. • .--,..~H•,M<'' 
12. A ~reat Newspaper ••• , 11. 
.. , 
·' 
i 
I 
lJ. Flynn, Jan. 13, 52; Fonzi, "The -Annenbe-Fg Leg-end," Apri----~~---
1969, 122. 
( 
14. Brisbane to Annenberg, Jan. 21, 1936. Reprinted in 
A Great Newspaper ••• , lJ. ~ 
I 
? . 
21 • 
. - , .. When Annen berg asked ~±:.isbane for more money to do promp-
-·-···--·----------~-------~--.:.=-~--==----·----tlons • Brisb~ne sold out to Hearst for a tidy profit. 15 
).. 
Annenberg 1eft the News to tend to.his own interests, 
· but he received a call from the "Lord of San Simeon" to re-
turn as circulation manager of all Hearst publications at an 
annual salary of $50,000. He was also to become president 
and publisher of the Daily Mirror, Hearst's New York tabloid. 
Annenberg accepted the positions w1 th the prov·ision that he 
be allowed to _manage his own affairs which by then· provided 
an income greater than $50,000 a year.16 
In joining Hearst, Annenberg was reaching for status--
the one thing which he could not buy for himself and his fam-
ily. Like other immigrants eJnd ''men on the make" Annenberg 
wanted to move into what E. Digby Baltzell calls "The Prot-
estant Establishment, 11 the seat of power in America. Baltzell 
argued that first generation immigrants were content to re-
main in "ethnic islands" within the poorer neighborhoods of 
American ci~ies. They clung to their native language and 
traditional way. Their children, however, sought to improve 
their condition. Many of the more talented and ambitious ones 
found careers 1n business, politics, the Church and cr1·me. 
--------···· 
-----
·-···---the-1-r---·eu·on·omi·c·-·-su-c}c ess···-··-1:nto status and power w1 thin the Esta b-
e c···- lishment.17 Ann~nberg, a second-generation immigrant, prob- l 
,,;r.; • • ~, ....... .+. .. ~- > '.:i'-"R·~- ........ _. __ .,·- . oh- :,..,,,,.,,. ... , ... ' .: .,.,~ ' . ,,, :"• ,"-'. ' ,• "" ... "------·~•• •••••• -••, ,,... • ••- . .. ~ '' • • •· • •• • • •, • •• ;.,:.., ' ••• . • • ! • • 
V 
15. Flynn, Jan. lJ, ·52; Fonzi, "The Annenberg Legend," April 
19690 122 •. 
l.6. Flynn, Jan. lJ, 52; Fonzi, "The Annenberg Legend," April 
1969, 122; A Great Newspapero •• , 14. 
·· 17. E. Digby Baltzell, The Protestant Establishment, 46-86 .. 
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I 22. 
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·~ 
ably was not satisfied with just wealth. He wanted status 
-J ___ ------ and power, and he may have seen1)an association with Hearst~ 
as the way to achieve it. Jie no doubt reasoned that some of 
:-J 
,; . 
Hearst's prestige and power would rub off on him. He was 
--- ~----
partially correct. 
In 1923, the marriage of Pearl Annenberg to Harold 
--···--------- --~---·~·-·-------- --· . ' . ----------
--------- -------- -- --•---- --
---Krane er was announced in the social pages of the New York 
Times. 18 A year later, when Annenberg purchased an estate 
' 
. 
at Great Neck, Long Island, the Times carried a story on this 
-
also.19 . - -In both cases, Annenberg was identified as a Hearst 
executive. While getting mentioned in the Times is not the 
same as being liste'.d in the Social Register, it does give 
.... 
.. 
- .... ____ ,,, __ ........ ··-···-· .. 
'""' .... _., _______ .. ________ ' -- ------.. ··. -···-··- .. ·-··-·-····---·-·-·----· 
--·-·· ------···· ... 
the South Side of Chicago. 
In 1922, 1qi th the purchase of the :Qaily Racing Form 
in partnership with Joe Bannon and Hugh Murray, two other 
Hearst executives, .Annenberg moved f~om the realm of legit-
imate enterprise into the somewhat illicit field of supply-
ing gamblers with horse racing data. Over the nex~ few years, 
------·-
- -····---·------- ------······-· - - ----- -- -- -- ----- - ----- - - -- ---
. -- - ---- ---- Anrie:riberg b-uil t a racing news .. empir·e with outlets in more than 
200 cities in 39 states. 
··········-·"••------------·-·- . . ·-···"" ·-····· ·-µ··-···------···-··-·-· ·········· .. ·-·-----------------. ··----···-~-·------· --·---· ---·· -· . 
·~·····-·· .. ······-···-·- - . ' ' . . ' ··. · .... - . 
.......... ------- ... -· . . - - - --- ------ ... ·- - ......... - --- ' 
---- .--- ---- -- While 1 t may seem 1ncons1sten.t---fo-r-a status seeker to 0 
. -------~-- ·- -
-~- ·- •••'"••P••··•••·••···•·· 
------------- ----- -------- .. -buy- -into an illicit operation, Bell and Baltzell have argued 
' 
--- - --- ' .. , --- ---- -
. -~---
18. New York Times, Dec. 12, 1923, 21. 
19. Ibid., Aug~4, 1924, 24. 
' 
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' 
immigrants. Bell wrote that crime in America, especially 
gambling because it served the useful purpose of keeping mone.y 
'r 
... , 
in circulation, acquired in the 1920s the characteristics of \ 
' . ) 
big business. Many immigrants, Bell argued, loo~ed upon crime······ --
as a legitimate means of social mobility. 
.-···. ·····-- ·---·· - . ~--- ·- ' ,-- --;---" - - ----. - --- - -
,. 
••• The desires satisfied in extra-legal 
ac ti vi ty ••• involved ••• such "normal" goals 
as independence through a business of 
one's own, and_ such "moral" aspirations 
as the desire for social advancement and 
social prestige. For crime •• 0has a 
----·· -------11fune ti onal" role in the society ti and the 
urban rackets--the illicit activity organ-
ized for continuing profito rather than 
individual illegal acts==is 9ne of the 
queer ladders of social mobility in Ameri-
can life •••• 20 
Annenberg purchased the Daily Racing Form for its 
------------
--·-4-- 1' __ -- ~---~------
······-----·----------. - .. --~~- . ---------···-··-·-·--···-····-··-·······----·--······ 
----· ·-···--·- . -----~, .......... -·--·--··----- --
money-making potential. Racing was popular again after a 
lull during the war~years, but no one supplied racing news on 
an organized, efficient basis. Annenberg saw that a person 
1.rno organized the operation could make a fortune from it. 21 
Speaking of A:hnenberg, Arthur Brisbane said, uA man who makes 
"' more money out of horse- rac·ing th0f1 any other in the Uni tea_ 
States never bet a dollar on a race. He ••• 1s content to sup-
ply infprmation on which the foolish gamble. n22 --- · l 
With the money Annenberg expected to make f-rem-ra~~..____ ___ _ 
news, he hoped to one day build a legitimate commun-ie-at-i-ens . 
, ... 
. ...................................... _ ......................... _________ ---- -·-···----:·-·--···-·---·"' ·- ' .. . . ' . ' .. 
empire to rival Hearst's. Haying achieved this, he assumed 
--------~~-
·-'-····· . .__- -~~"'."'."·.-'-." ----· --
....,..., ..__ -·- -·····--·--·--·-'""··=··--·-·----····· ·-·--
········-•-'""-.. "•---·•~•-•••-~···•••··· ..... .,•----·-w 
----·-20. Bell, 117. 
21. Bell,· 121¢. 
S-ee alss, __ _!3al t_z ell,~ Protestant ••• , 51 •.. ~ ________ :___ ___ ____ ___ _ ___________ _ 
' 22. Quoted in Emile Gauvreau, My Last Million Readers, Z61. 
. ·-· . ,:.·. 
-
- ,i -------- ------
) 
p 
he too ~ould command respect and power. 23 To Annenberg, 
----~-
. . 
-----·- ~--------~-Hearst was the symbol of a successful businessman-publisher 
who had moved into the Establishment~_ Tw1_th_h1s .. new_apap.e.r.s-,--------------:~--.---.,-. -
Hearst could mobilize ·public opinion, ele(ct his friends to 
. political office and destroy his enemies.24 Annenberg wanted 
the same kind of power. · In fact, it is difficult to under-
. '
' stand Annenberg unless one recognizes this drive for power. 
Also Annenberg, the nhungry wolf, u was no_t ____ sati-sf'i-ed-------------··· 
making an estimated $200,000 a year.25 His brother Max, ·~· 
·-~------ _.· ,-~--- .... ••, ~----------·--· 
after leaving Hearst in 1907, became circulation manager of 
the New York Daily NeliS, but Annen berg always ref erred to him 
as the 'Q-rother who didn't succeed. His salary was :;7150,000. 26 
Annenberg believed the more money he could accumulate, the 
better his chances· for suc_cess. Hence, his venture into the 
business of suppl:w'lng "turf" news. Annenberg was crude enough 
not to care how he made his money as long as he succeeded in 
making it. For future.status, he would sacrifice respecta-
bility, at. least for the pre~ent. Money would eventually buy 
- " - . -· ' . -·~ .... ,,..-- . 
23. Annenberg never recognized.that Jewish immigrants could not join the Establishment. r~1embership was limited to Anglo-Saxon Protestants& Immigrants were looked upon as slum dwell-ers. See Baltzell 0 Protestantooo 9 51~52o · 
__ _ __ _ 24. For a better understanding of Hear~~-~ s _ :pQ_~~-;r ., __ f3ee ... the _ ...... ,-~~,,---··---~·-"-~"--=~t~·~~=-~ _________________ pl,.ographyf} Citizen Hears·t 9 ··by 1r1·111·a.m .4.o Swanberg. 
. 25. I am assuming that he got a five percent return on his Iviilwaukee operations _ ($150,000) plus his salary from ·Hearst. ·rt could be that he was making less than this O because he· had to go into pa:r·tn·ership to b1iy the Daily_. Racing Form- for----:~~v==,..,.,.==---=- ---~~----~·-$·q;o~o-;-·oooo If -his _inc·ome had-b$en more_. ~A~ I sugges_tv -it.--~---~-would s·e-em···-·that he -wouid n.ot_, have needed partners for the acquisitiono I make this urtsupported assumption about his in9omeo because records of his affairs are retained by the Annenberg family. 26. Flynn, Jan. 13, 10 
r 
I 25. 
) 
. ·-.;.....: 
respect, he may have reasoned. 
-- - - ---
- - - - -- -------------- --------- -
The Da1·1y Racing Form·was a healthy publication,· but 
1 t was by no means the revenue-producer 1 t ~ras to ,become under 
--------------------- -- -- - -----·-·. .. - - . -- - - -- --- - ----- . , 
-...... 
Annenberg.27 The Form was founded by a 
Bruenell, in 1910 in Chicago. He later opened offices in 
Buffalo and{ New York City.28 
. 1 __ _ 
Under Annenberg' s direction, the Form built offices 
in New York, Chicago, lv1iam1, Houston, Los Angeles, }3_~~~'1?_!~--- _ 
and Toronto, each with its own high-speed press and separate 
staff. He raised the price to 25 cents a copy and limited 
distribution and circulation so there would be no leftovers. 
He published the Chicago Telegraph, the I'lanhattan -Guide, the 
Los .t\ngeles 1relegraph and the Daily Racing Record of Cincin-
nati, all of which were 10-cent versions of the Form for low-
income clients. In 1928, Annenberg purchased the New York 
Morning Telegraph, a turf and society scandal sheet, which he 
restructured to include a brief analysis of national,and in-
ternational news and complex, copyrighted racing charts, tip-
ster columns and handicapper sections. The ~orning Telesraph 
became the top of the l~ne in Annenberg' s empire,· appealing 
mainly to the more affluent, sophisticated gambl,er, who also 
.. -····~··· - .................. -·----·- -·-------·-·········--- ·--·-····"-·-·······---·-- -···· 1:>urchase·a.· --tlie··c])af-1y'"Racirig''-p6rm.· .. Annen b'erg published s Cratch 
sheets, run-down sheets... racing annuals -a;rid -a monthly track 
. '----
__ ,______ ------------··-·--------·------- ---------------------·-------------------··- --
-. . .. 
___________ 2z~ Bannon and _IvI~~ra¥,_ were ·silent partners in the Daily Racing 
----------- ·~----~--------4:i'o-rm. Annenberg exercised complete control over operations. 
28. Flyim, Jan. 2-0, 20; Fonzi, "The Annen berg Legend, n _ .l1p:ril 
1909, 123. 
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26. 
magazine on the presses of the'Form when ~hey yrere not in 
use. 2.9 
··- -•---------·-···-·-····---·---··-----·-····-··-- ---\ By 1930, Annenberg had established a-monopoly over 
racing news publication~ by serving all levels of readership 
--from ,the wealthy businessman to the "bums" in the horse 
- . parlors. Conventional newspapers could not compete because 
Annenberg had experimented with the style and form of infor-
mation in his publications until he had deve~Ped the most 
readable, easily understood method to convey the news. Then 
he copyrighted it. Once. a bookie or gambler becomes familiar 
with his sources, he is not likely to change. Thus, Annenberg 
made it virtually impossible for interlopers to cut into. his 
\ 
empire because .1) it would cost millions of dollars to dup-
licate Annenberg•s organization and get into operation and 
2) the gambler instinctively will go to a familiar, trus.ted 
.s.ourc.e of information. JO 
- -
In 1927, Annenberg purchased half interest in a racing 
news service--the missing link needed to consolidate his turf 
' 
~ publishing empire. His partner in General News Bureau was 
----·------------- -----
---·----- ---·-- - ----~--- -.-·------~·--~·-·---------·---"·-·------ ---- -
Monte Tennes, the czar of Chicago's gambling syndicate. An 
old man, Tennes allowed Annenberg to run the op·eration as he 
. ······-··· --··· - ····• -- -··-·· ....... ·-······ -- .. - ---·-- -
• 
.. ·-·-- ...... ·-··-·-·········-· ···------· -·---··"···-- .. .. . .. . . . ·····----...................................... ,.~-----·.-······--·--·· .. ··-···· .. ·~-.... - .......................... ::·---·· .. ··::''."..:~.:::=·.:....::·.::.:.:.:.:::···········---·· .... _ ... ,_ ... __:_:_:....:__:··········=..:.:.:...:_··_::·····-..:__:·•::.-······· ---- --- ..... :.:::_.-:..:~·-=:::.:.~:::.···--=··.::.=--:.:....:::..: - - -- - ~ -----··--··-·----~-------------
---- - ·- · · ·-----~,=-.. -·--=~~--------- --saw"fj_t·. T1;~fo-- ,--e~rs later, --When Tennes retired, he sold his in-
"" l-
' ', 
terest in the· wire service to another--n-hood 0 -named J-ohn-·L • 
. -
-~-~-- ·_ .~ Lyncn, · ii reputed associa?te··-·--:of' Al- Capone.- ' Dtir1:rfg 'tne la.te .. 1 20s r 
\ 
·- 29. F. B. v~arren, "Annenberg Race Tip Empire," The I\Jation, 
123-125; l11 • B. ~·la.rren, "The Billion Dollar Poolroom Racket, n 
The Nation, 106-109. 
JO. Ibid •. 
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- --- ·····- -- . - . ··-··----· -·----·-- -- -- ··- ·---
Capone terror1-zed- C-r.iieago -and· ran the -m1d-tPiJ"este·rn bootlegging 
operation which had 1 ts headquatters in the··-~vJI.ndy City. But, 
as Bell noted, racing ne!ws still was outside Capone'.s control, 
and the mob would not move into this area until the 1940s~-
after Annenberg had abandoned it. 31 However, "Moe" and "Al" 
.-
were linked together. J. David Stern, publisher of Annenberg's 
Philadelphia rival, the Record, claimed Annenberg paid Capone 
~l,000,000 a year to maintain his monopoly,32 an absurd assump-
tion when one considers the service was making a profit of 
4pl, 500,000 a year in 1934. John T. Flynn also linked Annen-
berg to the underworld, but he hedged on the issue by pointing 
out that Annenberg was not a gangster:himself--he only made 
it possible for them to operate by providing racing news. 
·Flynn's evidence is not convincing. He considered Tennes a 
gangster of the Capone type, while in fact, he was a respected 
man unfamiliar with the mob-like terrorist tactics of the 
1920s which were Capone's mark and style.· Tennes, like Annen-
berg, was a businessman who looked on gambling as a business 
which had a p_lace l!!_~ c_onsumer-oriented society. Bell cor-
rectly distinguished between gamblers and mobsters in the 
19 2 0 s be ca u~~ ____ Q_f ___ th_e .. aubtl-e-----d1-s-tin G--t-1--en---b-e-t-w-een· ----gainbl ing ana:-----. -·--_11 _~~=----~="·~----- ---·--. -~ ·- --~. -- ------~---- -- -·· -· ---······ ·- -- -------··· ·-···· ---·-·-· -- -- . - - - -~-- - ... - - ----·-··--·- ·····-··-·--- . --··-······-·--·· .... ,, ..... --- ---·-··· •'-• ·--·------···-···-"-···--·-·---····-· "···-- --- ·--- ---·-····-·"·--·····--··--·····- ....•...... ,., ····- .............. •-•--·· ··-·-·"·----··-··-··----- -··----·· ··-·-···· ---·-------·----·--·--·---·--·--~---·-··...........__ ______ ,--~---~~·-·-· --···-···--··· ·--·- .. -·~--·- -- - - ----- --·--- - -- ·· 
other forms of vice.33 
~. On the other hand, Lynch' worked ~2--~ ely_ with_- Capone _ :•~-=·-~-~-~-
, . 
-- I 
.. -
-- -----· by -th·e end of Prohibition. 
........... - ··-· --· ··-·-- .. ····-··-·-·-'· ······.·-· ~ ·;,._ 
. " In 1931, when he wa·s kidnapped 
Jl. Bell, 120-122. 
J2. J. David Stern, Memo1.rs of a Ivlaverick Publisher, 239. 33. Flynn, Jan. 20, 54; Bell, 122-124. 
~- ·-·····--
.i 
28_. 
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and held for ~~250, 000 ransom, 1 t was ''Al" who "talked" the 
_____ .k~1~Cl!'laJ2pers 1-_nto ___ turning __ him free for $75,000. The Daily 
..... 
Racin~ Form offered a $25,000 reward for his return.34 
-
When Capone be-gan buying gambling casinos ~d pool-
rooms after Prohibition, Annenberg felt his empire was in 
jeopardy. He therefore decided to end his association with 
Lynch and save his empire. In 1934, he started Nationwide 
News Service and lured customers and employees of General Ne~_s 
; 
~·~ 
to his new operation. Lynch was the only one hurt.- -.because 
Annenberg made up the loss on one operation witn the profits 
f;om tie other. It was a smart business move Which Annen-
berg had used earlier to get rid of his two partners in the 
Daily Racing Form. In 1928, he lowered the price o~ the 
Morning Telegraph to undercut the Daily Racing Form. Annen-
berg's partners were not about to fight him, so they settled 
for $2, 000,:00Q.35 He tried th~ s._~me squeeze on Lynch, but 
he didn • t give in as easily as IvfUI'ray and·· Bannon. He filed 
s:ui t in equity court, demanding compensation '--for his losses. 
Annenberg's attorneys filed an- answer claiming that equity 
court had no jurisdiction in a su1 t involving the di vision 
' 
of spoils in an illegal business. The case n~ver c·ame to 
. . . . -- ,_ . ·-··-··-' '- .. ~-----······ ·- --------·--·-------·--··--,.·· ,.,., 
--~-------~- ___ ....... ___ - ------
--~-·~· .. --· ·-- ---· ·--- ~-~---. ······ ···-· .... •·•·· -··- ..... - - ····-···· . ' ... -
. .. -- ' -- -··--··---··-· .. ~ .. ------·-···· -----·--------· --- -·-
- ---~ ------------tr 1 al'~-·-· b-e··caus--e·-·-1,ynch, rather than fight, sold out--~~-'---------
$750, 0oo .36 
-- ···-----·- ___ ,._________ .... ----·------ - ' - -
' . 
. . ,, :: __ -;:·.----=:---'-"i°-=-'·-·:-c--···"-c,-c-.··----·--. In· 19 34, - the work ~f · c·on~ol1 da_ting his -empf-r.ii=···c-o.m::--· -... 
-- --
-- ~. --- ·•-·•-·-·••n~-,,., ___ , .... ,.,· ••-- '••• -••--- ---·••• • • 
34. Flynn, Jan·. 20, 55. 
J5. Flynn,. Jan. 20,. 55. 
J6. Ibid. 
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' pleted, Annenberg moved to Miami Beach, Florida, to rest and 
•···· ~.;,· 
· collect his profits. The daily operation of the wire service 
had been entrusted to James Hagen, an associate since the 
Chicago circulation war. Annenberg had other things on his 
'\ 
mind. He was about to launch a 11 legi tima te" newsps .. per. 
The year before while vacsttioning in Miami Bea.ch, "a 
small group of local newspapermen" had approached Annenberg 
about starting a newspaper.37 He agreed, and the Miami Beach 
Tribune was stillborn in the Fall of 1933. It was a finan-
---.... 
cial disaster; the paper folded within three months and his 
partners withdrew leaving him to pay the debts. Then someone----- - --
suggested he start a "real paper," across the bay in r-11am1. 
He built a $400,000 plant, and the Miami Tribune was born.38 
While Annen berg hadn I t started the paper to fight for his 
wire service, that is what~the Tribune ended~~JrdOMlg-re!" .... -__ -----· --·.........-=--
the .guise of civic reform. 
In 1934, a grand jury investigation of gambling in 
Miami had revealed the obvious fact tha.t gambl4ng was wide-
~ 
spread and that it was centered in the horse parlors which 
subscribed to Nationwide News Service. The Miami city fathers 
sanctioned track pet_ting at Hialeah and Tropical Park race ·· 
--·---- ......... _________ _J ____ _, ____ ~;--s···-'"------------........... tr-acks ........ and .. -gambl.i.ng .. _ ... cas .. i-nos .. ---that-----e-a.t.e.;p.ed----to----·Va·e-at-·1eneT·S·-,--···---but--·----·-·--.......... _. ________ .... _. ___ : _____  
·-.. ·-·····-------·--··-:...:c..c~·_:_ _____ ~---~~th-e~---~e-~pe-seEi~--beek,1~~e~~~~:3-.e-1:n-ts.,··-·wh±-eh -- cater ed~:~tr"tfre~"l~cie~a:T~15~0~,t-:~~ :.,:::·-~-=~:~------- --c.c· ===-~~~~ 
- __ _.,,. __________________ _ 
. 1·a·t-iori~---------·Tne- f'undamen tali st- religious. backgroung Q_f.'_ ~he _Miami --- -~--~=-~~--=---=~~~ 
.. ;;./- --- -- -·· ., __ - ---···- ---··-·-·---'-----·- ------· ·-· ---- --------
. ~"' 
' 
37. Flynn, Feb. 3, 48. 
J8. Ibid. 
-- -·~- .. - .. ·-=-~"l,;(.~t;lt,.,,.-:--';'-!~~ .· 
_) 
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JO. 
residents could justify fleecing the rich Nor.therners, but .... -
-- J .J 
"~~Y were appalled by a Northerner fleecing the locals.39 · 
Annenberg had a big stake in the city: He owned a 
large home· on Biscayne Bay and spent much of his time relax- · 
ing there; his Dail¥ Racing Form had. a regional office and 
printing plan.t in Miami, and he now owned one of the city's -
.. 
three newspapers.40 
After the grand jury report was made public, Samuel 
IvicCreary, J,1iami 's director of public safety, went to Annen-
berg and asked him to cut his wire service to the local par-
lors. Annenberg apparently felt the $J·;·-ooo ... to $4,000 a week 
income· from these sources was more important than civic pride 
for he continued the service without interrupt1011. so···-McCreary 
raided the bookie joints and the office of Nationwide News.~1 
Annenberg was i~censed,. not because Ivic.cre~Y--ha~------·--··-·--·--------_: __ -
closed down his wire·, (he had 1 t back in. opera t1on within 
hours), but because politicians began denouncing him for own-
ing a racing news opera ti-on. In a pamphlet published by the 
city administration, Annenberg was tied incorrectly to the 
--------
-· Chicago circulation war and the· Miami underworld. Ann·enb-erg-·-. 
had been a respected citizen of the city, but now his status-
. - ... ~- ··-- -......... -·- ~. . --··. ------·· - ~- . . . -
--·--·--··-·' - .... · . ~ --.. ·-··--·-···----·--·-.---·-- . . .. - ... - . . . .. - - . - ·- ..... -·. -
conscious neighbors began questioning his businesses and repu- , 
;· ~ ' 
·""- ·-
......... 
--- -- - ~---- -- ------------·· -~- ---- --- -
/:"'t. . . '•, .J 
------- ------
------ ------- -- -
tation. He was. at_tacked -· by-- the, Flo·rida----l·e·g·i .. s,-la"tuzre·-wnen--·--·1 t·--·--·-.. ·-···--· · ·---· .. ·-·-" ........... ,. .. 
"'-
------ - ---------- -- ---- - .. --------~-----··-···~····--··-······ -· ----------- ------ ---- --- - -- -------~·--------------~·-··~ 
------------- --- ·------ --- --- - -- --- ------- --· 
- - .. -····--··-·"·····).. .. ,.. .. . ...... -·. ··-· 
39. Flynn, Feb. J,"48; Fonzi, 11 TheAnn·enbergLegend," April 1969, 127. \ 
40. The other newspapers were the Iviiami Herald and the i!JI1am1 Newso which was owned by James Cox, Harding's opponent in 1920. zn. Flynn, Feb. J, 48; Fonzi, '\The Annenberg Legend, 11 April 1969, 127. 
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' , 
moved to permit publishers to print racing news only after 
being 1n business for two years. Had the law been passed, 
. v/ 
Annenberg's competitors would have been able to print track 
b 
news, but he would have been barred by law from carrying it. 
Although the legislation failed, Annenberg retaliated with the 
only weapon at his d1sposal--the columns of the Miami Tribune. 
In 1936, he sponsored his own candidate for governor, 
but lost by a resounding margi~. The following year, the 
Tribune brought down the administration of Mayor E.G. s~well 
and installed a Tribune-backed team headed by RobeTt R. Williams. 
McCreary was one of the officials fired by the new administra-
tion. During the campaign, the Tribune hit hard at alleged 
-
' corruption, graft and vice in City Hall and exposed skele-
1:Dns in the closets of opposition city officials--all in the 
name of protecting the little guy. 
But Annenberg 1 s victory was not complete. His.back-
ground and business connections were dredged up again and .. 
again, so many times that he had retreated north in 1936 to 
------·--.. -------
escape the mud. ~While the Tri bun:e carried on the campaign 
against Sewell and McCreary, Annenberg stayed in Philadelphia 
,. 
. 
__ managi~g; .. ~~~- new ____ i:>aper, the .... l.?.hil~dJ:~lp_b_1a .I:ngu1 .. rer •.......... H.e .. so_ld ......... _ ...... -- .. --·-·-·--·- ............................. ,... --------------~~. --.:... -··., --- . .· . . . . ... ,., ....... ·····- ,., ....... ., ... , •. ,.. -····· ,., •.. . 
• the irribune five weeks after the 1937 election to John Knight 
Tribune. 
··:: - " 
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42. Ibid. •• ,.· i·· 
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~·Jhile the Tribune was a successful paper--1. t~ had the 
largest circulation in Miami--1 t v1as pr·obably Annenberg' s 
wor·st failure. The c1 ty adm.1n1str·ation which Annenberg put 
' into power was indicted by a grand jury for attempting to 
bribe the president of the Florida Power and Light Co. 43 The 
,,. 
administration was turned out of office in a recall effort 
spearheaded by the ~Iiami News. The effort earned that paper 
a Pulitzer Prize.44 
Annenberg forgot the Tribune, in fact, his connection 
... :_ with 1 t is not even mentioned in the biographical notes in 
l, ' 
''-' .... 
A Great Newspaper Is Reborn. 45 The Miami Tribune was an un-
happy experience, but it left no lasting impression on the 
new publisher of the Philadelphia Inquirer •. 
• I 
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43. Ibid. (Annenberg took note of the bribery charges· 1n the·--·--___ ---" --,, 
Inqumrer, but· the story did not me.nt1on his former ne:wspaper' s 
, ~9~e ,i.n the election.) See. Philadelphia Inquirer, Jan. 25, 
~ .... ~c:193 8 t 1. 
44. Flynn, Feb. 3, .48; Fonzi, April 1969, 127. 
45. See Footnote 1 on page 15. •• ••• ·, • 1. 
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The Philadelphia Inquirer was fouhded in 1829 but had 
an inauspicious history until the 20th Century.. Under the 
direction of Jesper Harding, its founder, the paper supported 
the vJhig Party. when the senior Harding died in 1859, his 
son, William, moved the paper into the Repµ.blics..n camp where 
it has remained ever since. During the Civil War, the paper 
boosted circulation to an amazing 60,000 by publishing large 
-
etchings and maps of battles and stories from front-line cor-
respondents.1 
In 1899, James Elverson, a former telegraph messenger 
___ ._ -··---. _____ boy _____ who_ made his for tun~ in .weekly n.ewspap~rs, purchased the 
Inquirer. Twelve years~later, he died and control passed to 
his son, Col. James Elverson, and his daughter, 1-'Irs. Eleanor . '-
Elverson Patenotre, wife of the ro·rmer French ambassador to" 
the United States. Under their direction, the paper gained "-' 
a reputation for conservative 11epublicanism and became a 
spokesman for Philadelphia's Main Line society. Upon Col. 
..... _ :,', 
Elverson' s de_~~-~ _;~ 192.9~_ M~-~-~---· :Pa._tenotr_e, _ a r.e.s.1.dent of Paris,----------·---·-·--------·---··_ .. ·--·------··-·--····-·-------. - . -- . •. _~.,-_-- .. -- - ·' ... - .... 
assumed control of the paper.2 
The depression· hurt the Inqu1r,er, fo:rc1ng. I"1rs. __ --c~~7,- ___ ·,------e- ---- -'' .. '. . -
·~. .. ··--·---·----_. ... ,._________~~~-~-~-
-----·-··· ____ ,,,..- ... ,-... ----·--· ... ·-·-i···-~-----·------.......------------------------------ ·------
- --~------~-·--·---~-~ _:_:_:_~.,-~_···· ··~---~ - -~--- _......:_., ..... , ..... ··-··-,.···.- -······-
"' 
~
. ··---------
-- ---- --------------- --··-·-·· 1·~ . Mott, ····188, . 3,47~ -
2. Ibid.,4.51, 657. 
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Pat eno tr e to sell 49 pe.rcent of the company to persons out-.. 
side the Elverson ·ramily.3 The following year, she sold her 
controlling interest to Cyrus H.K. Curtis of Curtis-Martin 
I 
Newspapers for ~pl8,000,000. The Inquirer ws.s-curtis' final 
attempt to publish a successful daily newspaper in Phila-
delphia.4 
.> Curtis purchased his first newspaper, the Public 
Ledger, in 1913 after building the Saturday Evening Post in-
to one of the major mass circulation magazines in the country. 
-···-·-- _____ --_. _____ . ·---- -
r.· 
· In 1915, he a.tarted the Evening Public Ledger, but neither 
paper was financially successful although both commanded a 
fa1 thful following. .In 1918,. Curtis purchased the Phila-
delphia Evening Telegraph for its Associated Press franchise 
.~~~-------a~nd-.. ··--ki-l-l-ed----1:·-t-. --He purb-Ira.s-ed the Philadelphia Press in 1920 
1$ and, the North American,~ the oldest published newspaper in 
the United States, in 1925, merging both papers into the 
ailing Public Ledger. The same year he killed the North 
American, he launched the Philadelphia Sun to compete with 
the Philadelphia Daily News, but it was dead within three 
years.. As a newspaper publisher, Curtis was a failure. 
After his death in 193.3 t--J.ohn- Martin, Cur~is I h.~_tr, ···-··········· 
.. -·,. ... --
-··- ,.,_ ... _ . ... . ., -- . __ _,, ----·- ·- -··- ····-- --- -- - ·-. - - ---- ·- - ---- . - . . - - . 
------------·-·--·----- · · · · · a.ssunrea con~rol of the Inquirer, but the depression restrict-
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. ed funds for promotions •. t1hen_.~.circulation -~ontin'l!~d_ to drop_, __ .~~'-'---... - - . ··-···~--,, . ' ·-·~·=···--.. ····1,-~;·~~ 
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Martin decilied in 1934 to1' salvage his inves·tment by merging 
the Inguirer and Public Ledger. Even this was not enough. 
J.j''Moe Annenberg Buys Philadelphia's G.O.P. Bible," Newsweek, JO-Jl; A Great Newspaper, ••• , 5-6. 
4. Iwiott, 656. 
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' Within a few months, the Inguirer reverted to Mrs. Patenotre 
' 
when Curtis-Martin defaulted on its agreement.5 · Mrs. Patenotre J ' 
began looking for another buyer. 
,--l I . --, ' ' 
- - , In ~1VJ1<ami, -:Anne:nbe1rg• s fight wi f;h the"' city ad.ministra-
tion convinced him he should retreat North. Failing in his 
attempt to purchase t;he Milwaukee Journal, 6 Annenberg began 
negotiating to purchase the Inquirer. On July 26, 1936, 
Annenberg took a 10-day option on the paper. Four days later, 
he transferred $7,000,000 in cash and ~ffe8, 000, 000 in promissory 
--- ---------~- --~------·-notes·-~to--Mrs-. Patenotre 1 s agent in a London bank. 7· 
.. t ... 
Moses L. Annenberg, son of a Chicago peddler and czar 
of racing news, had finally achieved his goal. He told 
lditor and Publisher: 
I am primarily interested in the pub-
lishing business and with the acquisition 
o~ the Philadelphia Inquirer, (sic.) I 
feel that my ambitions. have been fully 
realized. I shall do my'"utmost to make 
it one of the greatest newspapers.in the 
United States. 9 · __ 
_. 
As publisher of one of the most prestigious newspapers in the 
t . country, Annenberg could claim the status and power tha} hi;tc;l 
----~---· ~Cr-~i~r;it~E3}r;~~E;~te~;~~. "~~-~ Annenh~~ ~~~· •• , 11 N~~~week, _ _____ . 
----.. ----------------------------~--------------- 6; After the death Of Luci us w. Nieman, publisher of the 
Milwaukee Journal, Annenberg tried to buy the paper. Although 
he bid $4,250 per share; a Milwaukee judge in charge of the 
estate sold the stock to Nieman's niece for $J,50Q per share. / 
I=-=-:-----:.:______,_-· :.__.; •... _c - ~c- -=--~:___"Ill 1 s suing the dee i s ion O the . judge noted that the late pub- -~-
1 i sh er• swill stipulated that "the high ideals 11 of the news-
- paper must be maintained. Apparently, the -judge did not con• 
sider Annenberg the man for the job. See Editor and Publisher, 
Aug. 8, 19369 6; Dec. 19, 1936, 6. , 
7. Editor and Publisher, Aug. 1, 1936, 3. 
8. -Ibid. 
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elud~d him all his life. The Inquirer was the spokesman for 
--
Fhi lade l ph1 a' s Republican piachine, and its publisher tradi-
tionally sat at party councils·. Its publisher also had an 
entree to Main Line Society. H·owever, owning the Inquirer 
did not guarantee status and power, and Annenberg knew it. 
He realized that his raci~g news empire was a hand1cap--his 
efforts to achieve status in Miami had proven that--and he 
knew the Main Line was concerned about 1 t. 9 Therefore he ) 
moved to d1Epel opposition by issuing two public statements. 
In the first, he attempted to disavow his connections 
with racing news. He told Editor _and Publisher:10 
Contrary to the opinion expr·essed maliciously by sqme persons,from time to time, I have never in all my life had any interest in any gambling device or bus1nesso I have never owned a share of stock directly or indirectly in a horse track, and I do not own any race horses and have no desire to own any.11 
While this statement avoided the main issue of who owned 
.. Nationwide· News Service, Annenberg apparently felt it dis-
associated him f~om gambling and any·aspect of horse~racing. 
In the second statement released the day he assumed 
control of the Inquirer, Ann,enberg pledged " ••• to make no ____________ " ..:~--------·-·---_ . . -·-- ··- ... -· ··-- .... '" ... . ...... -·-· -- . "'"""" ..... -' .... '. ······-·" --·- .. ~-..::: ..... ·-·--~::.-.-.-.-:~.-.~:.-~~.:-.. -.:. ~.-.-:····'" -·-·:~~--.: ~--·:-.-.~ ~ ·_-··· ------··:--::-:·--~ ... ·~--~~--- --··-·-:--:-.... ---·· ·--· '<·--·-----~ .... -----. _, ____ , __ . .__,_ ·-·------·· ·-·-·-·-~-····" .. ' .. . 
[ 
I 
I 
• A Great-Newspa-;pel? •• ~., 13; Gauvarau, 377-378. · --y---- -- ~ - 10. Annen berg probably made his denial in Edi tor and- -Publ1:-sh-er ____________ :~ 
• 
because the journal was a highly_ resp,ected _trade publicatLon, ------ ~ .. ----ot--th·e.., newspaper indu ..stry o His argument wo'uld ·: carry more --- - ---~ -:--\,, weight if printed thereo Also O he no doubt expected other - newspapers and .. the ___ w1_:r_e_ se_rJl'ic_e_s .. -,.-to ~-e-w-:e-1-t-e·--·-Editor---and----puo-lisner-··ror··use in -their own editions. 11. Editor and Publisher 0 Aug. 1, 19.36, .3. Quoted in George Seldes, Lords of the Press, 241. 
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cha.ages in. the editorial pelic1es et the I•qu1rer (sic.)."12 
He cent1nued: 
It (the Inquirer) will remain a sound, ferceful a~d aggressive newspapero Polit-ically it will continue to upheld the 
pri~ciples and pel1c1es ef the Republican PartyoooolJ 
The last statement played to Main Line Republican sym-
pathies. _Although undeserved, Anneaberg had acquired a repu~ 
tat1om fer " ••• decidedly progressive political ideals and 
ideas, 1114 possibly because he supported Franklin D. Roesevelt 
during the early stages ef~ the New Deai.15 Like many other 
conservative businessmen, Am.nemberg may have voted for F.D.R. 
1n 1932 because he felt it was time fer a change.16 Roosevelt's 
campaign promises in 19J2 were similar te th•se proposed by 
Herbert Heever and the Republican Party. Alse, ReoseveLt 
vacillated en the issues and presented few pregress1ve pre-
grams.17 Thus a censervative businessman like Anaemberg 
could have supported Reesevelt without compremis1ng his ideals. 
12. Inguirer, Aug. 6, 1936, 1. 
lJ. Ibido 
14. Edit<ir &Eid Publisher 0 Aug. l, 19J6, libera.1 j®u:rmal0 ·quGsti@mied An11.enberg 1 s 
magazime felt that A~emberg acted ~s ~ 
J. The Natien, a 
pregressi vism.. The~-:--··~::.: ... _._: 
"dummy '11 J f)r the 
.. ----......... 
. --~-~-~~.~-~y ~~~g~G? s~~ avMlte __ AmneJtb_erg -amd the Four ta ··-· Es.tat e-,·" ··--··-·-·-·--·----·-·--
----·:.-.-.-.=.:~=:::=:.::=-·-···--·--=--=·==--==~===:::.,=,.,:=. --The 1\J & ti ®ta o ····· 17 3 o 
---: -- ----~·~=~ _ 15. ~ qreg"t Ne,1rs~e+;.o o., J4. As w~uld be expected ef a ·· ---~--
--------- - ----- southerm maewsp!!.per 0 the M1am1 Tribu.TlAG. supperted the ___ Dem.eo_ra1.tLct_=~·-··-·~----~ 
--·---_ ---·----_ .. -_ -···- --- ·Partto ·- ----s--G)·e ·. F@~U~. -.l~l1i eaf)er!-o·:_:-:·.~.--.----~86~--'-----·~-------------~=-=--=====-:-=-~~=---·-·-·----------· ·-···~--.----------------··· --·----,------,--
• - :. ' ·c~ c••>c·c~l6•- i;.G:t'Gat=-w~;,,SJ$e:r:: ~- 0°0 J4o O Ajfilfte;berg 's~id he s·upp@rted . · ..•. ·~.--~-----··-· 
, · . F.D0Ro be@aus@ u9 o o o the time was ripe f@r th@ g@vermmeil't @t this 
e;'.!'e~t m&ti<©m tt C®IMeeJrJi its0lf seri®>usly i1i th the ~rushi~ --·· __ . -···- --- ·-······· -.. , ~ .. ··- . pribI ems ®r-·-t!ii e p@® r-~ -,, ---- - -- -- -- - ---
., 
17. ltlilliam Ee Leuchten.berg, Franklin Do Reesevelt and the-New Deal, 9-11~~·· ·.~. ····· .... 
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Or Annenberg 1 s suppor~ of the Democracy and Roose-
velt may have been an ·outgrowth of his Jewish background.18 
Although the majority of Jews in America had backed the Repub-
., lican Party as.r late as 1920, most Jews by 1932 supported the 
•. ,!J 
Democrats and Franklin D. Roosevelt. In Chicago, where Annen-
berg.had business ties, and New York, where he resided,· Jew-
ish wards voted Democratic by large majorities. Quite possi-
bly, Annenberg•s vote for Roosevelt may have been a part of 
-· 
this larger movement of Jewish voter.s to the Democr·atic 
· Party. 19 
Forgetting the personal poll tical implications, A~nen~ 
berg traded his independence20 for Ivlain Line support when he 
declared. for the G.O.P. F·i·rs.t of all, Annenberg believed he 
and his fe.,mily had to be accep·ted by the £'Iain Line to function 
·.socially in Philadelphia. The Ma_in Line was the family's key 
tQ res~ectability, and Annenberg lmew it. I-f ··he were excluded 
~ociallJ his chances.for political power would be impaired. 
, 
-····-'·I 
I 
" 
l 
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Il 
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\ 
18. Unfortunately, one has little information about the effects 
of Annenberg's Jewish heritage on his politica .. l v1-ewpoints. 
Even his commitment to the ·religion of his birtl1 is clouded. Although a Rabbi officiated at his funeral, there is nothing 
· ······ · ........... -~. :~e!n:~:th1!h:~~~~~~~i~~;~fr~i:e~6 ~!~i~~~ ~~~~f ~l~~~; ···s~~~ ........... . 
- "t lt l t b E i 11 
.............. -.. -- ................ ----·-.. -----------·--····-···----.. ·-·--__ , ..... __________ ..... -·------.. ·---·--·---------.. -- .. =-~~=-----.~--~.r, .... -•~-·.: .. er:···· .... ec~me _ ~:n···_·· .. _ P---~ sc .. opa_ ·-·· -.·an· ... ······~·----···· -~----······· --.--~-~·~-~•• :-~._-- ----- .. --· -~ · · 19. Lawrence H. }1 uchs, The Poli ti cal Behavior of American Jew~-•----~--~ ~~~·~-~C~-4l-7Jo See als9 i-tudolf Gle~nzv Jew_?tnd·Irish:· Historic.Group·--------------------~ (\ Relations and Immigrationv 50=92o 
· ·. ~__:.-, 20. Like other newspaper publiShers O Ann~nberg made a fetis~ of· independence. "Although the Inquirer supported the G.OoPo 9 . . . . 
. . --
.... ....... ... -~ Annen berg declared his independence from party loyalty o "An .. 
Independent Newspaper for All the Pe-o-ple" wa .. s his slogan, but .. ~ 
his program was pro-Republican. Annenberg ite .. lued his inde- · 
pen,dence, even though it was theoretical independence. TnusL\ 
in declaring for the G.O.P., he sacrificed so~ething • 
.. ' 
'· . 
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Also, Main Line families controlled the advertising dollars 
which Annenberg needed to build the Inquirer into a major 
newspaper. Without advertising, the Inquirer could not 
succeed. When the Inquirer's circulation plummeted in the 
early 1 J0 1 s, many advertisers had switched to the Philadelphia 
Record,21 the Inquirer's morning rival, because it had a large 
circulation. Annenberg hoped to win them back with an ex-
panded cir·culation. 
But Annenberg knew he also needed the support of the 
man on the street, the blue-collar workers, the white-collar 
professionals, the housewives, all those other people who were 
'\ 
the bed-rock of any newspaper's readership. The publisher 
· --- · -- ··knew these readers wanted crusades, sensationalism, human 
. 
. ...,. 
interest stories, shock, disaster and scandal.r···At the firs~ 
meeting with his editors Annenberg reportedly said: 
.. 
A newspaper is not living up to its 
f 
----------------,-- ----------· -~~ 
real power in a community unless, it 
DOES something. If an injustice is 
being practiced upon defenseless people, 
I want the Inquirer. ( sic G) to expose it, 
smash it and follow its eradication 
through to whatever agency can do some-
thing about ito 
A paper that 1sn 1 t willing to s·tand 
up and fight for the right and the 
happiness and the he?tlth, ~h-~ g~1:1era.l ___ -~---"--· 
. welfare of the comm.unity which supports- -- ------- -
·-----·-····---·--·-·---~-c--'---··-'"-L-,--~-----·"-~.----.· -·-.. •,·--· ·-···s-·-·"-:---·-·------·-.. -it ....... i.snJ-~=:~th ... printlng~-and .... 1.t .. (lertainly .......... -~~ 
. .. ... 1sn 1 t worth owningo 
I want the Inq~1rer (sic.) to be the 
eyes and the voice and, if need be, th~ '-
:--goock~hard fi.s.ts-::~·-o•f·--the ci t::i)~ep._s of_ - - --~ T :-----~· --.----·· • ........ \ • .:.. ' .. 
• 
-
______ ----=..:_·---~~~•·.:::,,~c.c_~-"-··--"'-"=---·---=---==·-'--'-""""-:_•c----_-_:o~.:;_ -· ! , 
_ __ ;.:,,v.,.,,_ .,.,._.,,,..,. ",,,.,_...,,.,...v_,,_--..,,_,.,., ,..., ___ ,..,.,,_...,~-•=rr..,_..,~,.._,., ._. • ...,..,._.,,,,.,....,. •. ~---····"·~-•-··--~•··· "'·"·•'"•'·····"'···--··· , .... ,.,..,., .. ., ...... ,,,., •.... , .. ·.,.-.. ,o., .. .,,,.·.·,•, ~,,., . ··, ,;,~•L.•,,.,,, .• ,.,-. ~ /' ... , ., .. .., . .: ••.. :•···.•: ·.-,,.-.- ··~··,.,,.,.,_,,._ .... _ · · ·.,, .. ,,.,.p'<fc·o··.1,·11·,·,~+c··,_.,.,.,,.,,.,-.·,.c+. ,-----, ..... ,,..,..-,, '-""'~'"·;,..-·~-'~•-••-<-••"'' ,2,,.,..,,.,, .. Y,, •• , -.,,- •. ~h> .. ww·"-'""'_"...,."""""™""'·......,., ............. ..,.,....,"'-"""'"" -~.-no*"""""'-".......,,,__, · · = · _..,..,.,.,~---..:iU>Sflm,..........,.,.,.......,..,,.,,,a=,,•i·,,-,_~ 
--- .. ____ , ... __ ·------~2~1~. ~-Tn~. _ ......e~R~_~e~c ..... o-r-erd-was a Democratic Party paper owne9- by Jules 
David Stern, an ardent New Dealer. Its policy was inimical 
to Main Line conservation • 
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Philadelphia and Pennsylvania. If 
there is anything wrong that should 
be righted, -the Inquirer (sic.) will 
right it-~and it won't stop until it 
has seen the job done an~2done right no matter whom it hurts. 
·40-• 
\.. 
So the Inquirer f.ought F.D.11. and the New Deal, the 
Earle administration in Pennsylvania, excessive taxes on busi-
ness, John L. Lewis and the c.r.o. and J. David Stern's 
j 
Record. The fights appeared to be battles for the little 
' ! 
man (except for Stern and that was Annenberg1s fight), but 
they carried definite pro-business overtones.2.3 Thus Annen-
berg1 s crusades appealed to the Main Line and the man on the 
street. 
To better understand the type of changes Annenberg 
made in the Inquirer, it is helpful to examine the paper dur-
ing the three months p:receedlng J ts purchase. The examina-
.1 ,, 
tion shows that Annen berg Changed the format and promotional 
techniques, not the news content. 
The Inquirer had a reputation for journalistic con-
servatism which it did not deserve. Each day, the paper sen-, 
c 
22. Ing_uirer, July 21, 1942, 1. While I have reservations 
. 
about the authenticity of this statement, it appears to be 
compatible with other statements Annenl)~]'.'g_ made when he . --:.- _ . 
--- ---- -- -----c~---,----------- ----- -bought the paper • · --· - - · ·· 
• 
--· ---·- - -----·---- ··········-··· ........... ZJ. In .Annenberg1s obitua-ry; th€ list· of accomp11snm.e:n tS. .. - ---------------~=---
included the Inquirer "Hero Awardu (to be discussed later); 
the Pawnbroker Bill which reduced the amount of interest a 
pawnbroker could charge;- a-ur11 banning the indiscriminate 
.. 
\ 
_ sale of fireworks; a bi+J.- -permitting Sunday 'fishl.ng·.(Ann~enn..---------
. ···ber·g······w······a_s·· __ a· ... Qun .. ··day· . .. r· .. 1· sh·e··r·m· an) and·_· t. ·h···.·e ele· ction of Jurlge · --~•=a•=-•><"'"'-·"""········""' . -.. .. . .. . ..., ' .. ... . -- . . -. .. . .. .  . ·- -- --.·--------
=· ... ., .. c ... ,. ...... -··----Arth ur James in 1938. None of th~~-(3 "fights 11 . stand out 'in 
, 
~. ·I,*, Ing_uirer coverage with t1fe exception of the Pawnbroker Bill 
and the election of 19.38. Also they are not measures that 
the business community would oppose. See Inguirer,July 21, 
1942, 1. 
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' · sationalized news of crime and v·iolence, and stories about 
socialites and ,scandals recei.ved prominent display on inside~ I 
pages. In the July 12 Sunday edition, the magazine carried 
stories about a snake charmer and chorus girl illustrated 
with nude and topless photographs.24 ·The May 31 issue feat-
ured illustr·ated stories about the murder of an unwanted 
V child, a fan-dancer convention, the marriage of an heiress 
. and truck driver and a. "bluebeard" murder. 2.5 "Dime novels" 
'" in the Sunday edition$ dealt with adventure, suspense, love 
or mystery. 
.~ 
i 
Unfortunately, the Inguirer 1 s format destroyed the 
attempts to appeal .to a ;mass readership. Vertical makeup 
gave the paper a "gray" appes~rance. One-column, 18 or· 2_4-
point headlines failed to accent interesting stories.26 Al-
though the Inquirer played up sensation~l news, the· makeµ~ 
submerged' the effort.· Small pictures and headlines were in-
effective. Hence, the Inquirer's vertical ·makeup limited its 
appeal with the man on the street. 
' . 
--"••H _
_
_
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-
-
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Al'so, the Inguirer I s owner did no·t off er rewards and 
inducements to- subscribers. Promotions were an important part· 
··-··-.. ·----······-···-·-·-····---~ 
- - ~~ --- -- -- ·- ---- -. -·---···. 
.. .>·--~- . . 
-- ------ ~ ~ ... 
••••·-••••H•-•- OOo•••••••••.e-•·,.-• • > • 
:._ ....... -......... ----·-··---·---· --.-····-··--·---···--··--···· ... 2... u-... -......... -I_n_q_u_i_r_e_r_; .-.. -ivia-ga-zin e-- .. ·S·ee-t1.-on , -· -·Jui.-y---12-,------1~·&;··---"···-········--'----
. · 25. Ibido, May 31, 19J6. . . 
_ _ . 26. Headlines of thi-s---siz-e---a,r-e--··-use·a·by· niost contempora:ry news~ . papers which employ up-to--date lllakeup techniques···on"' .. ·s·tc:fri·eEr_·,,.;or···-·--··---=--~~-,,>T-:-... ----b-
--,---'------'-'-~-:..;. ·;_.,._-·~m~i_n.0.r ____ imp.or-tan.c-e-o--~-----Imp.e-r-tan..:t~--s:t~i;e-s--ffi-17e---mu1:tt~_<;rQ~l..11JJID ....... h.ea"cf~:--~::~:_ .... ,:~==·-~----=~~~: .. ~:;-, ......... ~ ' lines of JO point or larger. ..For exa·rn:ple 0 the N.elf.T York Times,, .............. -...... w,",. ..... _v, ...... , ... . -··-·~···---, --~-----------·-···ltsesvertica.·1 makeup, ··-··ana···· the former !Jew York ~Iorld=-Journal-Tribune and the former Herald~Tribune employed horizontal makeup. Verti·cal makeup is difficult to read 0 uninteresting and gray in appearance. Pictures are usually smallo The 
. "white space" s .. nd large pic_tures used in horizontal makeup create an interesting, appealing product. The_ image of a news-paper is especially importa·nt when one is trying to reach a wider level of reader~hip. i ' 
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of any newspaper's circulation &ffort in the 19J0 1 s.27 The_ 
Inquirer's management, because it was attempting to sell out, 
( refused.to spend the money necessary to boost circulation. 28 
To look at the Inquirer on Aug. 6, one would not have 
known a new owner was calling the shots, had it not been 
announced on page one. Annenberg knew he could not remake an . . 
institution overnight, so he ma.de subtle changes over one and 
one-half years. Subscribers become used to their newspapers, 
and rapid changes confuse and alienate them. Because Annen-
berg was new, he had to make.·· changes s-lowly so that no sub-
I 
,\ 
if 
I 
I 
f 
s cr1 ber would feel he had destroyed the newsp~p-~r. -~4-Pl].en.l:?er_&=:_:__=-.:::~-::~=:=:_--=::-==----:_:~_:: · . ·-·-------------·---- . __ ... _ ---------
:.-. 
- -· - -- - -
did not want to lose old subscribers, while recruiting new 
ones. 
To keep the Main Line in his corner while he made _the 
changes necessary to attract the man on the ·str·:eet, Annenberg 
continued the attack against F.D.R. and the New Deal. 1936 
~ 
was an election year, and Annenberg played 11Alf" Landon's 
campaign on page one. Also the daily editqrial---l-ampo-on-ed----~-~-
Roosevelt and the New Deal. calling the latter "alien" or 
"un-American. 11 
----'""-'•,.:....... --..;.;....··.·-----· _..._ ...... --.. ----..... -·-· . ..--. .. -... --.. ------.. ---,..--~--"-·--
- .. was called the on __ e voice in America who sought\.~" ••• the re-
- - - -····-~·· --
- ·~ ~" ' ' - ..... -....... ..,_ .. ~~.-~.,r,;,,.-..... ,_ ..... ,.,., ..... ,..,.-, ..... ·-~-... ·~·~--l,. ~ .. ,,,_...,.. __ ·-""''·""' "' ••••·-• ,-••"•'°'"" '"• • ,.~•·,.,,• ., .. ,,,o,•- "' 
,,.,-,·,. •' .• ~ ,••,.••-••" "O' ,,• •(~ .. -• -•-••>~M.-.,.,.~,a ,.,,, " .. -.,•••°'--~. -~, ........ ,,.,.... - -·--' .. ,., .... -- •-•'·""~"#''-··'---•• ,_, ... -- -•• - .. •••- • >>,-·- <• .... ,/.- ........... ••• ,~c>r-" ,,,r,·,..,_, "" .. ,.~ • ..... ,-. •• "_,,,. "" -···· ._,_, __ ._,. .. 
---·-·····-·----·-··~-----~----·2?_7_:·-'···---T_o_da_y-, -on-. -e-· d:C>t3S _r.tQt §!?~ newspap.er' s o:t'{e-r1ng free P:i::'1~:e.s:::.:=·:::·.::.:~ -~--~-:- · ="-"" __ ,,.,--c~-~·~,,==-==~=="7 ~~-=e-=c•c,~~-1:reca use . mo~ t. ·pap~.~s .... have ....... 110 competiti·on_ ···within······ th .. eir""'·"c 1 ty. . . ~ ,~,.,·"······--··--·-~-" .. ,,M,-·---~-----·-.. ·------~ ........... .,.--T}je Ing_ ui rer, for example, is Philadelphia' s only morning news-
. paper •... On the other hand, book-of-the-month clubs and me .. ga .. - . 
,. zine subscription agencies often offer free gadgets with a sub-scription or membership. 28. A Great Newspaper ••• , 5-6. 
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discovery of ·1 ts ancient vision." The ed1 torial said the New Deal created problems rather than solving them. F.D.R. 
was cr1 t1c1zed for attacking the Supreme Court. " ••• an old 
and reliable American .1nst1tut1on •• ·" , F.D.Re, the editorial 
. 
. argued, paved the way for Fascism in Europeo and caused the / • Spanish Civil war by questioning the American way of life. The editorial asked Americans whether they wanted to 11 ••• cry Quits?" or elect Landon and solve problems the American way. In another editorial, Roosevelt was accused of at-
tempting to impose a dictatorship on the American people. 
f 
The editorial said the New Deal was an alien idea, and Landon 
would return the United States to the -"American way of life." The editorial cartoon showed a fat New Deal swinging a club 
of. "dictatorship" w1 th F.D.R. saying 88 My Friends Don I t Mind Him--He Has the Best of Intentions. nJO In the final we"ek of 
the campaign, the Ing~irer ran a page one editorial every day 
urging Landon's election. 
In addition to editorials, the news columns bally-hooed Landon's campaign. Each Sunday opposite the editorial page, the Inguirer carried the results of the latest Gallup 
~ Poll. On Aug. 9, the headline. read:.. "Landon Maintains Ad-
vantage In ··Electoral. yo~~~._ 27.0~2_.55.; .. Roose-veltll-s P·opular·v9~~i:~:=~~--~ =~=~~-=~~=-------·-
-------------·-·-·-··--r~.-. --------··-----·-··---·--------·-·-·-·····-· - ... - .. ... . ·- - . . - ····· ... . . . ... -··--·· ·-- ..... - ··-·- ·----- .. 
.... .. 
~i\ 
. 
. 
Majority Rises te 52.4 Per Cent In Poll." The story, however, 
r compared Roosevelt's strength 1~-- ~~~-- stat_e_s: w1 th Landon I s~ ., . ---------- ____ ____;------~------ -
~ 
... 
~ ··- : ___ ,,~,,~·M••~~c.c.-~.~o-',-OV'"-"'~·,=""""""'~"-~c~,,.29 •. Ingu1rer. Aug. ll, 19.36. 8. JO. lbi'd;, Oct. 28, 1936, 1. The ed1 tor1al -was set two-00111:mns wide for emphasis. 
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fragile support 1n·h1s states.Jl 
On Sept. 11,, Gallup predicted a substantial victory 
' tor Roosevelt, but the Inguirer headline merely noted that 
~.D.R. would reserve '"·three million votes from welfare recip-
ients. The fact was a minor point in the story.32 on the 
opposite page, an editorial called attention to the Lit~rary 
nigest poll on page one which gave Pennsylvania to La.ndon.33 .>< 
No mention was made of the Gallup Poll. The following week, 
-Gallup aga1n showed increased strength for Roosevelt, but the 
lead ed1tor1al predicted a s1gn1~1cant shift to the Republican 
Party. A political cartoon rapped the administration for the 
.. - ... , ... -- . 
······:.-----·-----nat·1ona1·--debt, reckl-ess ~spending·~- high taxes and unfulfilled 
0· . 
prom1ses • .34 
. v·. 
· Just three days before the election, a. page~'one banner 
head predicted a close election. but the later Gallup Poll 
.--pred1 c ted F.D.R.•s election with Jl5 electoral votes to 12 
for Landon. (2-04 votes were listed as undecided but leaning 
to Roosevelt.) The Inquirer based its prediction on the 
L1tera;z .. Digest poll which had forecast a landslide for 
Landon.JS 
Coverage of the cand1da tes I v1s1 ts to Philadelphia _ 
"i 
I 
i' 
. i 
---·~--- ·------------------ ,,, -~ _--. ____ -··-----.. ,------~-----------aga1n ... :retlected ···the····· I~guir!9r
1
' s · poli tica.l ·bias~- ----wh-en "Landon 
.. _ came to the 11 c1 ty c,:f_ __ Brotherly Love" on Oct. 26, the Ing,u1rer . • - ------•·•~•--•---·-·-·---•--··--.--·--· ,. ,.-•-----·-··-·-·. ---•·•·· --- -I ·•-•-- ...... - •.• .__,_ . ., •••.•• ···•• ····--······---. 
. /"-·-
Ibid. f 'Aug. 9 • 19)6. 9. • ,,,. .. • ,uu•"''" •••-•=" l_ t_ -·-•••·, ...... --.: _______ ..,_,u,oo h, -~-•-••••-·--•·-""'-'"~---•-•==-~-,----· -~-·-•·•·• Ib:ldo o Septe 1.3, l.9;6;· ij·:·· 
Ibidoo Septa lJo 1936, 1, 12 • 
.ll21.dog Septo 20@ 1936, 8-9. 
Ibid., Nov. l, 1936, 1, 11. 
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devoted half of page one to pictures and a story about ~the . 
visit. The texts of his speeches in Philadelphia and the day 
/ 
before in Baltimore were reprinted on pages six and seven. 
Additional stories were run on pages 14 and l5o A page one 
cartoon showed William Penn kicking the New Deal out of 
' Philadelphia as Landon's train lett the city. The caption 
read: 11 ••• And I'll See You in the White House. 11 36 
In sharp contrast, Roosevelt's visit three days later 
merited only two storie~ on page one, both w1 th one-col11mn 
headlines. There was no p1cture·on page one, and the runover 
of the page-one stories and two pictures covered only half of 
page 12. 
Landon• s tour of New York C1ty received top billing 
for the day. The runover covered allot page six. On the 
-- - - -- -- - - - - - ---
--· -· ·--~ -- - --- -- ---------
- - - -- - - - - - ---~· --· - -- - - - ·-- - --h __ h.,_ -~--·---~--
runover page for Roosevelt, the Jnquirer prominently dis-
played a story about the Literary Digest predicting Landon's 
victory • .37 
----·------···---------·····---
Roosevelt's victory was reported~stra1ght, but the 
Ing,uirer could not resist one :final dig. The daily editorial 
urged F.D.R. to consider the strength of his opposition. The 
election, 1t said, did not alter ~·$ .. the dangerous centraliza-
... \ 
•----.w------,,--------,.--~· ····------~•-·•·-••··-•·""""·'-" ••···········•· ''"'••• '••••'··- -•• •-•~' • •••••• ••·•••• • ··-··· •""" -•·••·•·-•·•·- ·--·-·-· ••••-• •• 
······-···········-··-···- --- ---- - --- .... ------------ ----- -------~---~-----~ 
tion of authority nor the f~~lures of New Deal." The cartoon 
' . 
_urged Roosevelt to,take care o~ the "unfinished business" of 
- - -- / t 
I 
u 
~ 
ending th~e Depres;t~n:JB=-- -----~~~ •. . - . -~ ~---··· ----,-·. --.......,..,;.::.....-.. -
-Jo~ Ib1a::;Oc't: 27, 19Jo, 1, b, 7, 14, 15. 37. Ibido, Oct. 30, 19J6, l, 6. 12. 
J8. Ibid.~ Nov. 4, 1936, 1. 12. _.., 
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Allllenberg t·eek advantage ef these election battles te 
subtly change the look ~f the Inquirer. Fer example, the 
<_ 
paper used a feur-oel1ram head on Aug. 17, a f1 ve-column the 
21st, a six-column the 23rd and a banner the Jlst. The pic-
tures toe were increasing 1n size and number. Annenberg made 
the-Inquirer mere readable by increasing "white space" 011 
-
page o•e and b7 cenverting to a med1f1ed term ef vertical 
makeup.39 
To expand sperts ceverage, he added daily raciag re-
sults cemp11,d by the Mentine; Telegraph.40/ On Sundays. he 
--increased the number of cemic pages te 26, added 12 rete-
graveur picture pages, expanded the magazine and premised a 
weekly nevel with color illustratiens.41 
Early 1m 1937, AlUlenberg reserved the froat page of 
the second section· fer leeal news about Philadelphia ergaa1-
·zat1eas, court news, minor autemebile cell1sions and a "Voice 
ef the People" cel1.1mn. In May, he began a twe-page spread ef 
world- R-eWB----phe-togra.phs. · · -011 May 15, the Inquirer annennced 1 t 
-------~ ....... 0-,.-··-"""·"·~· ·--- -··-----·- . ······-·-·· -··-···-······ 
would award $200 a month to a heroic policeman, fireman or 
... park guard. Each men.th, Alulemberg presented the award at a 
• I 
~~r ------
, I 
. - _..I 
___ __:_.·-···-----·-····--·------· --'--'---·---~--~~~~t~::::~r::~;n;r:t::~"!!i t !e~t:: ,, ~:~ e11:!:~~!:~::;.~~:- -.- .. · -.. -- --... C.C.--- ; 
cellJllllts wide with space-between lineso This will create a 
=:,c= . ......... - --------~- -·· - ---·--·--- -·----------·- -,mee-1 f-i ed----f>.@>·rm··-·:tli· -·-·verti@aJL---·mak e-up o ·· J1®-trJt! .. ~: .. ~h.1.r.i __ z:@i!t._a.:t ...... tMF1 ..... -Yex... ··· - --- ----- -- -- --··· 
.o _ .Ll. f. ____ :--__ --~~-~alo BY-----:th~e --~~d ~-f 19:3~6-0--~ the ,Im9,,V11rer- l1.ad asstm1e-d its 
·· ___ -:--=:-:--=--~-~ · - -pPeSe!@tt a.p10~a.r~i&ce. which 0 ~,lt_~-~~h._._1nno_vat1 ve ____ .in ______ the ___ 193_ .. 0--~-s--. .--- --~-, --,--- _., .. · · ----~----·-·1s-jii1rt-jutdatGd~'-·······-- -- ------·· · , 
40. Ibidoo Auge 17, l9J6p 1, .·14. 41. Ibid., Sept. 6, 1936, 11. 
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I dinner 1n honor of the hero. The publisher cons1dere~1t 
one of his greatest aohievements.42 
·<,· 
While making news coverage more responstve to a mass 
audience, .Annen berg made 1 t~·i-\ more desirable to become a sub-
scr1 ber. ~:,He used two types of promotiot1S=coa free gift for a 
new subscription and the subscription contest--and he always 
gave them top news coverage and large advertising displays. 
For example, Annen.berg offered a "F-R-E-E" accident 
insurance policy to new subscribers on Aug. JO, 19J6. · To 
---- __ f. ·-___________ _ 
----------- · qualify, a person had to agree to subscribe to the paper for 
one year at 12 cents per week. In return, the subscriber re-
ceived a policy which paid up to $10,000 for persons killed 
while riding in trains, subways, elevated oars or taxic&bs; 
$1,000 for persons killed 1n a traffic accident, or $500 for 
persons killed t¥hile employed as a driver of a commercial 
vehicle. The policy also paid $500 to beneficiaries of per-· 
sons killed by lightning, drowning or fire. To emphasize the 
--1 
, .... , 
( 
need for insurance, the story next to the off er noted that -·····---~ ~=-~:.~==---· -------
··-···--·······--·-··· -- ·--·- -· -·- . a.ccidentai deaths in Philadelphia had jumped to J84 per week. 43 
One month later, the Inquirer announced a "Name the 
President Contest" with prizes totaling $50,000. To enter, 
---- -----------···-··--······················----- ·-·---····-.------· ..... ·······-···- ···--·-··----·- .. ·--- -- ---- ····---- ..... -·-·-··-·-·-···---·-·-··-··-· ·- ·······- ........ . 
. . . . . ..... - ... ---·. -·· ··- ··-"·-·-····:- -··· .... -----·- ··-·····-···'" --··- .... ·•·•· --·· -·-·· ............... ., ...... ····- ·--·- ..• .:: .... ····-:·-· -·-·-·-·--- ··-···- .. ~-~---------------one had'to send 1n two, six-month subscriptions with the entry 
44 
~--·-••····••··• --··· ...••• >••-••••-•·---·•••••·••••·•••- .,P-'"•--• ---•- ____ blank • ... •. 
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42. · See page· 4o. 
4J. Jnquire~o Aug. JO, 1936, l, ·23. 
advertisemanto p. 20-21. 
44. Inquirer, sept. 27, 1936, 8-9 • 
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See also the Inquirer 
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48-~ 
r\e1p1tated a "warn with Stern's Record. Although details are 
- - I 
clouded by conflicting changes,45 several facts can be estab-
lished. Annenberg' s program to modernize the Inquil:er with a 
new format, more features and promotions began cutting into 
the Record w s ciroula tion. 46 B7 1938, the Record,- s circula-
tion had fallen from 328,222 to 204,000 daily and from 
,_ 
~' 
-·~ .369,525 to J62, 783 on Sunday. The campaign out the Camden 
Courier=1Post 1 s earnings in half and the Record 8 s_ by one-third. 
Because of this, stern had to sell the New York Post, which 
it~elf was losing money, to save his other paperso47 On the 
other hand, the·· Inqm-rer• s da-lly oirculation---1nore~~seu-2-3-per 
- ~ 
I 
I 
------'----- .-.--- :, 
. - : 
- . ; 
cent from 279,000 in l9J6 to 345,422 in 1938, and the Sund$y 
circulation increased 55 percent from 669,152 to 1,035,871. 48 
45. For example, Stern claimed Annenberg imported a ••strong-
arm squad8'i from. Chicago to seize control of city newsstands. Alsoo .Annenberg reportedly tried to force out=of~town dis-
tr1 bu tors who carried both nei~spapers t© drop the Ree<ord or lose their franchise with the In5ruirero SttSr?J. said h~ forced Annen.berg t© With.draw his ~VChi'eago· t~suu by threateniKlg to 
expose J}ioLo 8 S r©>l® in the Chicago @ircul~ti©1cl W&To Stern 
-·- -- wrote in his auto biography o ~He did not want to .. g_l ,r~··-· m~ ~n --·- _ ·-·---·-····--·-------·-··-·------
-----·-------------------------~·----c-c-·,-:-.. ------------ ··o·pening to rak:e up his past·~ - H®- . had boU{?;ht th® .Inguire~. (sic. ) 
to cover himself with a cloak of r®sp~ctabilityo 00 Se® Stern, 24lo lrJalter Ann.6nbergo Mo Lou s SORlo claimed St@rJal @ri<ed ttRcir-
eulatioJrl wartro to <ct)V®r th© fact tbt the .I1atg_nire,r. was a super-ior pr~ducta Acc©rding to the youager Ann.enberg 0 Stern ~sked the White House t<O S®nd in th<S FoBolo and GOWo E&rle to send J 
I 1n the ... stat~ polji,~~ tQ h~rr~ss. his_ fathero -See F©E!Zi O UThe----------------C.------··-----·---~--
------ Annenberg Legend. 0 trn April 1969 0 lJlo __ 
II 
-~~-~---~--_-·- . ·. ·--A6_e ___ Jl1n~nberg also starteq,_~ ..... §~~tl1 __ J~r~~Y e_dition.o.t :the--·- -------·-· ___ L~---·----------------------- 1 ---------------------------------------·------------------·------------·-··------- ·------- ---····-·---·-·· ·--··-··· --·-·--·-···-···-··-······- ··-··--·-· ----· ------·-·------- ---· --··-···-··- ---···-·-------···-·-· -··---·-·- - --·-···· .---···-··--·-·- --·· -· . . . . . . 
. - . . .. 
-- .. . . . . -- --- ·--· - ---· ·-· -- - --· . - - - - ----- -----· - -· ·---------- - ---- --- I 
- . __ _ Ing:u,irer~--to-~----~(;)mpet-e--w1-th·--St~rn°·s C€£1m.den c~urie;rc,~@sto stern _ _ 
- _ _ _ -sarcastically noted that Annenber~g had more reporters .in Camden_ ,) 1 , __________________________ : __ , _________ :---------------------th.an. -the--Courie~-c::l-P<®St.o··-'---See---Stern 0-----242--,,- -·-------------,··---·-·- -- ·----· ·- -· ·--_ ,_ .. -· -:_,~-===~=-~~=:~---------
. 47. Sternco ·2ij:2'~ Mott·o· 655v ~ Great News~~to o o, 7 o . The first 
circulation Jrigures SJ.re th®se which the Record had in 19J6 
-·-
I 
- whe~, Annenberg bought the Inquirer. 
48. A Great Newspaper ••• , S-7. 
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49. · 
The Ingu1rer also increased its advertis1,ng lineage. BJ 
' 
19390 it carried 47.4 percent of all newspaper advertising 
in Philadelphia. The remaining 52.6 percent was split among 
the other three papers.49 
stern believed .Annenberg was ttsqua.ndering millions" 
on circulation promotions to drive him out of business. When 
he could not fight Annenberg with better promotions--Stern 
could not match .Annenberg's financial resources--he appealed 
-
to his political allies in Washington and Harrisburg. The 
- . -~---,,-.. , .... - ---
·-·-·--·--·-·· __ ,.._, --------·-·-·---·--·-·- • .. - . ,,.:• _________________ _ 
·Federal Trade Commission was asked to investigate the Inguire-r .. •·-s--·---·-·-·-·-----------
. advertising rates;SO the F.B.I. and state and local police 
investigated Stern's charges that Annenberg was us+ng a ttstrong-
arm squad" from Chicago to inti~d.ate news dealers,51 and the 
Internal Revenue Bureau stepped up its investigation of Annen-
berg•s tax returns. Only the latter 1nvest1gat1on was fru1t-
tu1.52 
Also, Stern told Time magazine that Annenberg spent 
$25,000 per week on promotions in an effort to besmirch him.53 
Charles A. Tyler, president and general manager of ·the Inquirer, 
denied the charge. He explained that Annenberg had spent 
$2 million since acquiring the I~gu~r~r, but only $12 0 500 was 
·---------------··-----~-"-. -· -~---·-·---·-··----··sp.ent._ .... on. promot.1.ons •. . . The- rest , Tyler ,sa1-d-, · went for · improve- -· . . · · · · 
. .,_ .. ____ . ------------
--- - -------- -- -------------------- ----- - - - -- ---- ----- -------- - - ---- .. --- -- - - --- ---- - - - - - -- .. -- - --- - - --- ----. -----
- . - -
-- - - ----- ------- -- -------- -- ---- ------------ - - ---
-- -------~--~----49. ··Ing, u1 rer • J 8.B .1 ;'/, -1940-, f 9. ---- - - --- ------ --- --- ------------------ ------·---------. . . ___ . -_ ................... _--· 
;- _ --_--· - . · ----··· ---.:~-S8.-- ::!on.zi o ·· "The· Annenberg Leg~nd," Apr1i 1969, · 131 · 
--~ 51. Sterno 2410 See footnote, page 48i ' 
· _-52. This ma.tter will be investigated in d.eta11 ... 1n Chapter----IV--- --L~----1~--~-~---··---,----~-
of this papero 
SJ. "Philadelphia Story," Time, J6-J8. 
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' . 
ments at the Inguirer building • .54 
With Stern on the run and the pa.per flourishing, Anrten ... · J 
berg decided tct announ.ce his ed1 tor1al policy. Tra.di tionall7, -----------~------
- ---·--·-· ..... . 
' publishers state their policy when they launch or purchase a 
newspaper, but Annenberg waited until Oct. 9, 1937, when he 
had won the confidence of his subscribers. Declaring his in-
dependence from the Republican Party, he asserted his de-
votion to "·· .truth, uncompromising truth, without regard to 
personal interest or personal op1nionon.55 He continued: 
J 
..::/V-
.... 
••• Only a free press can serve faith-ful1Yo I am jealous of my independence~ I want to be free0ootO promote community wel1=being against any organization~~ r::~:3ga1 or otherwise, that threatens 
~--" .-~ 
-
Annenberg considered "fairness" and 0 decenc1" equa1ly 
important "guide posts." He sa/id . ,e. newspaper should " ••• see 
,that no one, high or low. 1s injured in character or placed 
in a false position ••• I want to inform and enterta1n ••• but 
I want no q_uest1onable meaning, no leering qu1p. __ u5 __ '7 ___ · _____ _ ----· -·------- . --·----------------·· --·--- ·- ---- --/'-----·------· ---·--·-·- ------·----·- ------ ------------------------------------·----·--·-··-------- -- ----·-------·-·-----··--------- . 
. .. 
-- · ------------- These were the main points· o-f' Annenberg' s policy.58 
.54. Charles A. Tyler, "Philadelphia story: A Reply," Time, 9. Unfortunatelyo the Annenberg family will not release any --1n-
-- ----- - - ··-
forlnSltion on th.ls question or any other f(»r t~~- ~-tt~_r._9 ___________ UJ1-~~-------·~~--__=,=::=.:~===~:=. --------- ------·---- -·• - ·-------------·-------til ........ they ... d@o···· amljr· .statament:g.:·::~r1:.:-=the-·::c.:os:t __ ~::::o:t·:::·p5comot-ions·---·3rs ·---c·on- . , jecturalo How~wer 0 impressionistic evidence suggests the Time figures were exagger8t~d and- -Tyler 11 s w~re purpos®ly .fa.1-. ~~--~-----·:-.:.-..-._::-.~=~-.:~_::~~~---~--~:~-.=-.::: ___ --.~: ... s1fi@do It· is ineo~veivable that Atmenberg only ?pl2, 500 on promotions in 1.936 SU1d l9J7p It. is---eq,ua,}!l:.,,~fiiq_~iiQ:.ll.~a~.~~-----------~ _____,,~~---_-__ -- .. ------~uggae,s=ir"'~"h·e-~""'S:p·~rtt"·'""~~l"~ .,~·C"miII'I''o'n",=In~-··orie~~·':year • 55. -Ipguire:r9 Oct. 9, 1937, 8. ··---~~~---~-------- ··· 
_ _56.~Ibido 
------ 57 • T5tao · 
58 •.. See Appendix A for a complete text or the statement •. 
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The next chapter will examine the Ingu1rer•s· coverage of the I• 
. ___ 1938 election 1n Pennsylvania, keeping in mind Annenberg•s 
---·--·-··- -·-··----------------··------. -
- --- --·-----·· _._ .. 
ed1 tor1al policy. During the campaign, t~e Ingu~re:r: violat-ed 
' the "buoys" which 1 ts publ1-sher claimed ·marked the paper's 
course. ~leetion coverage was untruthful, unfair, distorted 
and unbelievably partisan. The election ranks as one of the 
dirtiest iH the history of the Commonwealth, but Annenberg 
considered it one of his ·greatest triumphs. Personally, how-
ever, it was one of his most dismal failures. H1s candidate 
---1 
. - ,:..,,, 
- ·-···-·---- ··- .. ·-··--- ---···· ·- ·- ·-----··- -----·---··-----··---·--·· .. ··-------·----------------·-···-··"'·······. 
/ won, but Annenberg lost everything that he had worked to 
aoh1eve--status, respectability and power! 
.:. ..... 
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CHAPTER III 
.... '. _, 
A lot was at stake 1n the Pennsylvania election ;_of 
19J8. A United Stat-es s~!ator ·and a governor were to be 
elected, but more importantly, control of both parties was up 
for grabs. Joseph N. Pew. owner of Sun 011 Compan7, and former 
State Senator Felix Grundy were consolidating cont·rol over the 
Republican Party. The old Vare-Mellon ma.chine, which had dom-
inated state politics 1n -the 1920s and early 1930s, had fallen 
apart. Although the Democrats had Lswept to state off1ce~1n 
1934, the party also was fractured. United States Senator 
Joseph F. Guffey, the Democratic boss whose senatorial duties 
kept him in Washington much of the time, found his power 
challenged by his former lieutenants, Jehn Kelly and Matthew 
Mccloskey, the political kingpins of Philadelphia, and David 
L. Lawrence of Pittsburgh, the state Democratic chairman. But 
Guffey, a hardened campaigner, had no intention. of relinquish-
ing oontrol. 1 
The campaign began Jan. 10 when former Governor Gifford 
-~-·~·_::·_-~·:·~-:~:-~~~=:-~·-'. .. - · ::= .. ·~--= -··::··-·p·1nencft d.ec·lared for . the Repu.bli c8.ll gubernatorial .. nolll1.nat1 on. 
1. Richard Calvin Keller,. Pe~~ylvan1a 1 s Little New Deal, 291, ·. 
Jl7c::sJl8; ~J~seph Alsop· and Robert Kintner, ttThe ·Guffey·: The ·,~· 
Capture oi Pernsylv~ia. 0 °1 .~a.turds.¥ Evening Post~· April 16, 19J8o. l?o I will rely on Kel~ar for mu~h of the backgrotm.d 
·--··, information on the election because his is the only comprehen-
sive Slllalysis of the periodo The private papers of persons 1n-
volverdc=C3Governor Ea.rleo Judge James 0 La.wrence 0 Pew9 Grundy 
and Kelly--were unava.1la°Q1e, and Guffey le
1
ft no papers. 
I 
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As governor from 1930 to 1934, Pinchot had propos_ed many of 
the ·reforms l.ater adopted .. by his successor, Governor George_ 
- . ' H. Earle III, a New Deal Democrat. In his bid, Pinchot had··-, 
support· from Andrew ~iellon of Allegheny County, Judge John 
Fine of Luzerne County and M. Harvey Taylor of Dauphin CountJ 
--all members of the old machine who ha.d blocked his candi-
dacy in 1930.-2 
Two days -1ater, the Ingu.1rer indirectly threw 1 ts sup-
··--·-··········--····------···--· ....... port to ·· the Pew-Grundy fac·t1on which promoted the candidacy of ··---·---.. ·--·------- -
' 
Jl 
Judge Arthur James, a state Superior Court judge from Luzerne 
County. A page-one story said, °For weeks there has been con-
s idera. ble sentiment throughout the State (sic.) among the rank 
I 
II 
. - "' -· .. ··--··· _ ...... -·-··----·--------- .. ~-·--··-----··- ' --------- ;· --~------- .... --------·-·--------··----~-.:· ____ ,,. ---·----· .. -·----·--·-------.... ·----·--···-· ----·-····---- - - ---~-- ·-·- . -·-· ...... --- .. -·-· ···-···· --- "'---- -
··and file of Repub11oa.ns for Judge James as the party's candi-
. date for Governor. nJ · An ed1 tor1al calling" James "the man of 
the hour" said, " ••• 1f he can be persuaded to be a candidate, 
• 
-····· "---- --------- -·-------·-·-
~ 
.. ) harmony that is ab- ·- ~--~t~----------- -------f-he-} should be abl.e to restore the party 
· solutely essential to the success ••• of a strong Republican 
ticket. 11'4 Al though the Inquirer, implied Judge James was the 
state organizat1on•s choice, he was only the choice of the 
-------..... ·-· .. .' ................. _, __ ,, ····--·"------·· ---····-····-· -·- ------. ·-----· 
Pew-Grundy forces.5 
-, 
.. 
. ' . 
D 
_r 
----s·-· .. ····-·--·---·--------:--------·-----·--· --··-------------------------------- --- ----- The-----.f'ollow1-ng · day-, -twenty- ·e-f the -s1zty-seven ·· Repub11~--- --------·-··--·--·-·-····-----" o, 
................ ----- - -- ------·-·-··----~---·-· .. ·-···--··-·---
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c~ county -chal_rme~ met_ in Philad.~1ph1a to discuss the up- · 
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- ven1ent because all twenty were trem Southeastern and Eastern 
Pennsylvania 0 the choice indicated an allianc~ with the Pew-
.Grundy faction. The power base of the Mellon-Taylorc,F1ne 
coalition centered in upstate and western eount1ese After 
the meeting, the chairmen issued a statement urging James to 
make the race •. The Inguirer p~inted the statement and ran a 
picture of James on page one with the caption, "Likely G.O.P. 
Choice."6 
- •--· ---·----·-·--····-···~.--------- .. --.. ,- --·- . 
·- . 
··-
______ ,, .. ------~------~ .... -·----- ... : __ .,. 
The bu1;1.dµp Qont1nued_ the following day w1 th a tront 
page editorial urging Pennsylvania voters to rescue the Com-
monweal th by calling on Judge James to run for governor. In 
an obVious reference to Pincho<t: the editorial said 1938 was 
-----~ -----------~ 
. -----· --
) 
not the year fer 11 pol1 ti cal_ w~eelhc:>r~es"_- or_ ••tot_terin.g. __ gre-r-~--
beards.11? 
L 
-By Jan. 20, Annenberg 1 s choice was c1ear; James was 
' 
his man. The night before at the ~~g~ire:r "Hero of 1937 Award" 
dinner, James, newly of the selection com-
mittee, was featured as guest speaker. A picture or James 
_ and Armenberg congratulating the winner was. prominently dis-
8 played on page one. 
James I long-awaited ~C?l,l.DC~_~('.~t c~~f:!. Jan~----- 29 ___ in .. his------·-------···-·--·----------·---------------------· ____ , __ ·•-·•••n•• ••• ••••• ••,•-•-••------·-··--'---•- - -~"'•-•a"•-·-·•---·---• ,•••-•·-·-·¥ h•• • . . ' •-• '"'''"" 
=~:. :~=-·: .. :~·~.::=~~~~::.··=·~:::~-~-:-:·-~-~-~---~-:-~.aem.etewn ~e~ · -W-1 lkes·-Barre. -.cAfhe ,,cjudge-~us·ed th·e ·-=·o·ccasion·-·-t·o··-···-··--·-,~-~ ----·-C-'--'"="'~'-''~'~-~c=:7 . , :; 
.. 
. 
·. ~·.) · · · ··18.llll~b a scathing attack on the Earle Administration and the ...... ~--·---
.. { 
-------------· ----- -- - ~;. -·------------·----
--- J~' --------- 6. Ibid., Jan. 13, 1938, l. 
7. r~i!!.•, Jan. 14,. 19.38, 1. 8. Ibid., Jan. 21, 1938, l. 
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New Deal. He charged that high business taxes enacted by . 
the Democratic legislature and bureaucratic waste were driving 
-
..... ,.,. ....... ,. ... ~ l 
;(,'" _._,i,,,;\\ businesses from Pennsylvania. He said the exodus had result-
"-ed in widespread Uitl~mployment and the current recession. 
--- -- . -- . -
--- -
- - - -While mak·ing ·no· concrete· :proposals, he promised to overturn 
New Deal legislation so that business and prosperity would 
return to the Conunonwealth. He said his adm1n1strat1on would 
not abdicate its responsibility ~o the people. The Inquirer 
/ 
,carried the text of the speech, a story and picture on page 
one and an editorial praising the dee1s1on.9 
Democrats also were involved in a pewer struggle. 
The party had won the gubernatorial and senatorial election 
in 1934 primarily because or support from John L. Lewis and 
--··-·---~----------·--·- the_. United Mine Workers -Union and the p·opular1-ty or· -t:ne· New- ---------·---------.-···· 
,,. 
Deal. At that time, Guffey and Lewis had agreed to a ticket 
of Guffey for the Senator and Thomas Kennedy, secretary-
treasurer of the United Mine Workers, for lieutenant gover-
nor. Although Guffey wanted a man from Central Pennsylvania 
for governor, he backed Earle, a Philadelphia aristocrat and 
ambassador to Austria, because J. David Stern, publisher of 
-.I the Philadelphia Reeord 0 and President Roosevelt WSJiited him. 10 
-------···---·-··-·-· -~-~----.. --------------···--·····-··-·----- . From the beginning of bis·· term, Earle~ and Guffey had· · 
-c -.- -==~=-==~0~·=~=-~tang1ed,·-ii>Ver ···state~·pa.t:ron&.ge and. ~~rle;, s threat to Guffey·t s 
·-----~.-:_:: .. ~~--·,:....:::.:~.:---=-~-c.: 
plan to control the 1940 Democratic Nation.al Convention. If 
:-- ' ... 9. Ibid., Jan. JO, 19.38, 1, J, 6. 10. stern, 208-209; Alsop and Kintner, March 26, 1938, b. 
!. . 
T . 
I' it Ill 4 . £2 
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···. Earle were Roosevelt's choice to succeed him in 1940, as 
had been suggested, Gufrey•s power in Pennsylvania would be 
considerably weakened. Unknown to either Guffey or Earle, 
Lawrence ~and Kelly had made a secret agreement in 1936 to 
- -- .. --1,i- . '·---·----~,.·--·· -·-·-~·-·-·--·-·· ·- .. 
.. ·-·-·-··-··· ., .--·~----· --- " . ' . 
-------~------ --
divide state patronage. Kelly was to distribute jobs in 
Philadelphia, and Lawrence 1n the rest of the state.11 
As a result of this internal feuding, Democratic 
leaders could not .agree on candidates for Governor and United 
States Senator even though the7 met several times. Despite 
oppos1 tion from Kelly and Mccloskey who pref erred the more · 
mallable Philadelphia City Treasurer ~uther Harr, party 
leaders agreed to endorse Earle for the Sen.ate because ot 
his proven popuJ:arity.12 To balance the vticket geographic.: 
. 
ally, party leaders felt they should nomlna te someone from 
'-~· -.~---. - .. ·----·-··----·--·-~ 
- - -- ~-- ._-' _:.. _______ - - --- -
Western Pennsylvania. Three candidates were available--
Guffey, who preferred a state post to the Senate; Charles 
Alvin Jones• a Pittsburgh Demoera t who had never held elective 
office, and Lieutenant Governor Kennedy who had the support 
of John L. Lewis.13 
l 
1-
11. Keller, 291-294; Alsop and Kintner, April 16, 1938, 17, 
· ________ -__ -·--.-,..---------------101 o l 03; · Wyona Dashwood. -- "Governor Eari-e ' s Shadow. u cnr1··st1-an·----------- · : 
--·-·:---··-···-·-···------···--·----~-·---------------Sci enc@ Monit@r ~gazin.e. S, 1:5··. ···· · ·····-·· ····· --· · ·-· ·---·-····-·-------··--·----·-----··-
- . 12. Keller o 29L;o · . 
_ _ 
__ _____ _ ___ : 
-----· __________ ----------·-------- -·-·· J.J~ .Ibid~o 298~2990 Guffey;~- a politician :who looked -to-the ---·--··----. -------- • local level of pol.i ties, tel t he could control the party more 
effeQtively 1:f he were in· Harrisburgo While he was in-Wash~-tngt.ormo his 0'trUS}·t~d00 li~1.11t~&nts had attempt@d a "tak@@v~r of · the psrtyo Had G~ff@J g@t the Tfi@~i~tiorai. and lf<®M1 0 h<a W®'uld have be~m. able to .piek his su~©essS@ro Im1 Pijml.s,lYa~.a:::aa~· ---~--....;, 
candid~te for state office need ,mot resig1g .a natio1aal ©1>fjfice 
until el@cted to state o~ficeo Thus eve~ if h® lost 0 Gu~fey 
could have returned to the senate and s@ught ra~eleetio!d to 
J another term 1n 1940. E1'ther way, Guffey had n:othing to lose. 
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The Inquirer apparently got wind of the trouble on 
· January 2J, bet;ause from then on, it was front page news. 
Before that, stories about the Democrats were short and 
buried on inside pages. That day, the ~n.gu1rer reported 
state Democratic leaders had asked Roosevel.t to settle the 
impasse. Earle, Stern, Lawrence and Guffe7 attended a meet-
# 
ing at the White House; and afterwards, F.D.R. announced he 
needed Guffey 1n Washington, thus eliminating the Senator as 
a gubernatorial oontendero But the President was unable to 
arrange an agreement on either Jones or Kennedy, so he pro-
posed.a compromise candidate, William c. Bullitt, ambassador 
to France. When Lawrence polled county chairmen te gauge sup-
_ ---~-~--- __ port tor Bull1 tt, he found most still favored Jenes. On the 
25th, the IngU+r~~ reported the Jones-Earle ticket had been 
agreed-upon indicating that the Inquirer got the story from 
Lawrence, because Guffey still understood that Jones and 
14 Kennedy had been dumped. 
"1' After this announcement, the leadership fractured. 
.---~-
- - - - -- --- - ----... - ------ ·---------.. -.----------- -Lawrence, Kelly and Me Clos key· lined up behind Joiles; Guffey, 
Stern and Lewis supported Kennedy, and Earle remained neutral " 
-·-·----·······--··---·---------·······-····-··---·-.. - -······· -··- ----- - -··-···········--·----·-···-'"--·-·--·- -·-····--·-·-···-·-·····----·--· ··- .... 
--··•,•,.••-·•·•-·••--••H<••u•-••-••·•-·-->s--•---,--··---· •- • 
----------~----N-=------.....,.----~ • '••- •••••• ••• 
and acceptable to both oamps.l..S ..... . 
-----~·-•- -----·---·--•••M--. --• ·~----u-••••-••• .. -••••••-• "• • 
·---·······-
_---::::-;:::-__ -::.:-·= _ _:::-_ -- - ~- - - ----·· -
. -·- .--· - .--,---On the 27~th-;--i~cCleskei ~announced his resignation .from 
,-----= · · :the Philadelphia Democratic Committee saying that he wanted .. 
"} ~-~ 
to devote more time to his eenstruct1en ~s1n-ess .16 Two day:§-
( 
'; 
' 
14. = InS! t1irer 9 Jan. 24, 19·3a, 'l; Jan. 25, 1938, l; Keller, JOO. mr:-~- : .. . ,a 
\O· 15. l1'~1J1.rer, Jan. 26, 1938, 1. 
. . 16. Ibid., Jan. 27, 1938, 1 • 
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lat•r, Kelly called a press conference to ~eneunce Stern as __________ ---~-~--------------- ------ ---- - ----- --- - ---- r~~ "" - -- -- .•. 
. 
. the "dictator or tfie State Democratic Party. 11 Apparentl7 
Mccloskey had net decided to res1gn=C3h.e had been asked. _to ... - ------ .. - ------ -··---·-·- - --- .----·-
••·•-·--- -·•-•·•-r•-••• _ _: __ ; __ • •-• ·-- -··-- • -- -----•••••• 
• 
quit by Stern. During the Earle Administration, the oontrac-
' 
, tor had received a number of contracts from the General State 
Authority. Stern claimed he asked Mccloskey to quit to elim-
inate a conflict of interest and a potential campaign issue. 
Kel.ly, however, only saw an attempt to eliminate a Jones sup-
porter .17 . 
r,, 
On Feb. 16, the day before the endorsement session, 
Charles Marg1ott1. Earle 1s.attorney general, entered the 
race as a supposed compromise candidate. For some reason, 
Margiott1, a Republican who had joined the Earle campaign 1n . 
1934 after losing the G.O.P. nomination, assumed he had 
McCloskey•s support.18 
r 
The following day, it was obvious that he didn't. 
The l)emocrats met 1n Harrisburg and endorsed Jon.es fer Gover-
... 
nor and Earle for Senator. The ~nquirer played __ -~:ti.~ endo~se~ , _______________________________________  - - - --- - ---- - - - ---- --- --- ---- -
-
-·- . --- ....... --·- -- --
---ment en page one, but used no p1cturesel9 Ten days later, 
however, the In.guire_r rapped_ the choices because they had 
. ., .. --· ......... --- . -- .. ---- - ---·- -··- ----- ___ .. ,.,.----······•·'<·•··---- ···-····--- ·······-· ·--·-· ., ..... -. • • ,--+·+ •-·-. .. --••'u• "'" ~· ,+•.~- ... • • •• ·• 
. 
' 
___ , _______ ,,,_, __ ·-···""··-···--·-·-· --- ···-~-.. -----··· 
................... ---··-·-· 
-------------- · ~-b;~n ~ri v;d at in a 11ba~:lt room.n20 
' 
. . - - - .... - -· .-- - ---- -· 
---~ ----- --- --
--~-------
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-
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'Things rema.inea···a.t""a.· 1·u11 wit11 March, 9, when Keanedy _______ ,_ · __ 
f 
announced his eandidaey for govemor. 21 - Within a t'ew dayer;-~ ···· · ··· =------f .. , - ,. 
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/ 
·he had support from Lewis, Stern and Guffey. -The Senat~or~------------:-1 
• 
- --- - --- -·--
------- --
~ / said: 
In Pennsylvania the Democratic Par~y 
- - - . ··---- -------·---·----~·- . -----.. --~----------- --~--~--- -
... ·······-·-·----···--· --- . . ... ,. -·· .. :_ _ ,. - --·- -
· · ----- --···- - --- -- · ·cannot 1,1n without Labor and Labor can-
not 1r1in with.out the D®mocra tic Party. \ According to the rules of the game as I know them 0 Kenn®dy is much more en-titled to the nomination than Joneso22 
--- ----
---- -----
On the 10th, Kelly denounced Stern for supporting 
---~- ~~--- . 
Kenne.dy .•. -~) __ ... The-loss of Stern was especially acute becaus·e-------~~--------
the Record was the major Democratic newspaper 1n the st~te. 
f 
-With the Record in Guffey•s corner, the Kelly-Lawrence faction 
had lost a valuable ally. 
l,._ ·---···-·· 
On the 18th, Earle declared for Jones, thus making the 
sp11t complete. Until then, he had remained aloof from the 
battle, but he apparently decided to follow Roosevelt's lead 
and support the choice of the state committee. Earle met with 
Roosevelt two days before each of them announced support for 
Jones.24 
Until this point, Inguirer coverage had been within 
( 
___________ tP~ _'bounds or honest journalism. coverage was decidedly anti-
Democratic--only disunity was emphas1zed--but it was accurate • 
' In th~ ___ J:lepubli.can -r-aee,- Judge James ree~ived top coverage; 
.-
-··-··-----· ~-
----~----
- -- . -,- --·- -· 
-~·---~ v- ~-·--
- --·-------
-
-
- ~ 
,. . 
.. _. .. ---·-···--····---·- • ......................................... ,_ ................... - ..................... , ..................... C" ................... , .......................................... _ ............................................................................... : ... ---·'7C.--~~--- ==-====-'~· 
-F----•••••·---------•·T·-----~ • ' .• -•··· 
.•... _._:_·,_.::.-.- .: ------~:---=--c-:-----, -~ ----------bu-t Pinehot----was~··· hardly me:ntioned .• ;,, " 
',-,.:. 
--
On I1laroh 11, howevero the Inquirer be~~~-~~e---~~~~-~et~i:_______ . 
h - • ------ • 
-
-·------~
----
' 
• 
•. 
. .. 
__ -----=------=---=·-:==~~=-~~~----assassinations which came to typify the election. That day, 
~he Inquirer ran a story ~ccusing Alb~rt M. Greenfield, " ••• a 
22. Alsop and Kintner, April 16·, 19J8, 17. 2J. IngUire;r9 March 10, 1938, 1. 24. Keller, JOJ. 
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' 
potent factor 1n the Democratic Party ••• ,11 of rece1v1ng cc,m-
miss1ons of $JOoOOO a year~-half of all state commissions--
for collecting rent on the properties of banks and building ____________ ------------ -- --
and loan associations that had fo1ded --,~uring the early days 
,. 
of the Depression. The story claimed that Kelly's secretary 
had approved Greenfield's commissions.25 
The follcn11ng day Greenfield and Earle defended the 
arrangement. The Governor said Greenfield had a large real 
estate office capable of handling the job, and he noted that 
Greenfield had received larger com:m1ss1ons during the P1nchot 
. Adm1n1strat1on. Greenfield simply denied the commissions 
were that large.26 
~·Albert M. Greenfield, owner of Albert M. Greenfield· 
/ I Company, the largest real estate firm in Pennsylvania, was 
· what Annenberg wanted to beoome~-the most powerful man 1n 
Philadelphia. In fact, he was often referred to as "Mr. 
, Philadelphia" in every newspaper 1n the city except the 
Ingu.+rer. Philadelphia aristocracy before World \var I made 
4 
their fortunes in utilities, railroads and coal. But the 
1920s saw the emergence ot a new elite group which included 
J. Howard Pew, president of_S~ 011 Company and a leader··or·- -
_____ _ 
---, '. -- ' ,- - '---=--==========:of 
. - ·- -----·. -····---·--
. -·- ,- -· -- - -·-·· ... - --- -
---- ------------~---------:.:,..0----. -·- ----------~-
--
-·-
- -------~he· Republican Party, and Al.bert M. Greenfield, banker, de- . 
' .; ' 
I partme~t store owner, utility executive ~nd .Pc:>W_erful "behind--~~,~~~"="' 
.__ __ .. ·_·--~-, '-~---·the-scenes" pol~t1-c1an in the Democratic Party.27 
( ,, ... 
, __ 
' I!,, 25. I~gt?U~er, March 11, 1938, 1, 7. 26. Ibidoo March 12, 19389 5. It should be noted that Green-field became a Damocrat in 1934 when Earle, his clos·e~ friend, became goverl!o.r\,, i 27. Bal.tzell. Philadelphia Gentlemen,. 379. 
--·-.,-. --..... ----------~ 
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---- --Since Annenberg had allied ·himself with Pew, he 
' 
, mo'(ed to des.troy Greenfield, who also happened to be Stern.' s 
barrk·er~28- ·since Annen.berg had already overtaken Stern's ~------.. ----· ~- ----~·-·--·~----
t 
- Record, 1 t is unlikely the attack on Greenfield was aimed 
solelyat Stern. 11Mr. Philadelphia" was the target, but 
Annenberg would probably not have been upset if Stern also 
was distressed. 
On March 22, the Ingu1rer charged that John L. Lewis, 
the arch enemy of bus1nessaaor1ented Republicans, was backin~ 
both Pinchot, a Republican, and Kennedy, a Democrat, to make 
himself "political dictator" of Pennsylvania. The charge of 
a Lewis~Pinchot tie-up was unsupported, but it was used again 
and a.gain by the Inquirer to_discredit Pinchot. It was an 
obvious charge that the Inquirer could make 1f 1 t wanted to:, 
discredit Lewis or P1nchot because they could not refute it; 
·~· they could only deny 1 t. The article concluded that· James 
would bring _Hhonest, eff ec ti ve, unbossed" leadership to the - . --·-- ·-·-··-·. ---·- ~ ·-·--·· -<·-·- - -- - , .. 
____ ,,_______________ . 
state post.29 -\ 
Then on March 29, Mayors. Davis Wilson of Ph1ladel~ 
ph1a, a poli t1cal maverick who was elected mayor as a Bepub-
11can, entered the race for the Senat~ nomi~ation against 
-· ~~-·-···--······ .... --··--- ... -.. , .... , .. ____ . . .... ----------···-··-................ -....... _ .. ,, ........ _ ............ _.,_ .................. -.. ·---~ ....... -·----··-.-·---···· -.. ---·-·--·-·····-·•"·····"·"·-. - .......... ._~·=:.~~--.. ·-·------~~-:~ ... ::::..=-~~.:~~-----~--.. ---··---- .... ····- -· .... . ._. ............................... -~·.-.::>·.-~~·-·:::.'..'..'.::i - -·:..::_·_·:...:....;~--..:...:·: ....... , ,.. ---·~----,--,~-.-.. 
---=, -=-- =--- -==~-· .. ---.. =---="~~-=E"ar1~e,;,,cc=--s,~cTwo'"'~days·~--1a:·1;·e·1;· -Guffey, Lewis and st em ·pledged sup-
, 
-·---------------------------- -----~-
--- ---- -------~---------- .. 
. . Jo--- ------------- - --- ------ --·- ----------port. 
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--·----------'-------:-
___________________________ ---~---.. , . 
-··-------· ·--------~--··----------
-
......... ---·-··· 
~-~----=:~-~---~-------·----, _______________ · ......... -----------~-- ... ___ -wLth ____ an_ __ the-... c..and1dates -now ·-1.n the ti_eld~ -a pa~tetn ___ ~---;-
·t 
28. Stern, 242; Fonz1, "The Annenberg Legend, 11 Apr11 1969,· 129-lJOo 
29. Inguireri) March 21, 1938, 1. .. JO. ,Ib1d., Fiarch 29, 1938, l; April- 3, · 1938, l. 
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Instead or candidates att·ack1ng each other, > 
I 
·62. 
· their backers attacked opposition candidates and were - them.-
selves under attack. For example, Earle charged Guffey was 
forcing w.P.A. workers to kick 1n·money to the Guffey machine 
I , or forfeit their jobso and Guffey eo'Ulltered by charging that 
Earle was 11ma.cingn31 state employees. The state organization 
then charged that Lewis would be the "real" governor if 
~ Kennedy were elected, and Jenes was called ·nLawrence's Man 
Friday" by Kennedy supporters.32 
... 
-- - . On April 21, the Ing_~irer accused Stern of acting as . 
a "go-between11 for 1i1lson w1 th the Ruth Commission, a state 
leg1s1a·t1 ve eomm1ss1on which had investigated alleged cerrup-
r t1on in the state judiciary the year before. According ta 
the Inquirer, ·w11son offered to back the Democratic Party 
slate in the 1937 municipal elections in return for immunity 
from prosecution. The comm1ss1en rejected the agreement, and 
1 ; 
Wilson never testified. The Inquirer printed a copy or 
Wilson's request for immunity, but the charge that Stern had 
been the intermediary was never substantiated.JJ Wilson and 
Stena denie~ the charge • .34 Then Marg1ott1 charged, first, 
that Lawrence and Ralph M. Bayshor~, secretary of labor and 
. 
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"brewery interests;" second, ,that architects working tor the 
-----c---------t;ren-e-ral-fst-a-te Author! ty had been forced te kick back $1. 2 ~ 
-. 
million from commissions to the state Democratic Committee, 
- ----··-----
I 
I 
-- and third., that Earle had borrowed $25 0 ooo from MoCloskey 
and, as a result, Mccloskey had received $10 m1111en in G.S.A. 
contracts-• .3 S 
. I 
J 
When Earle t'1red Margiett1,36 he went to the Dauphin 
" 
·county Court which ordered,,a grand jury investigation.37 But 
Guy Bard, the new attorney general, refused to allow the 
Grand Jury access to state information, and that 1s where 
the matter stood until after the May electi~n.38 
I ., 
Fortunately for the Democrats 9 tha Margiott1 accusa--
t1on:s pla7ed secondt=)fiddle ·te an imp@rtan t episode in Ann.en------· 
berg's career. On April 28, Sena.tor Sherman Minten, a New 
Dealer from Indiana, requested an investigation of the news·-
------~·-···-~--··---~- ------·-··· ,-. -------- - -
paper publishing industry S.illd announced he would introduce a 
bill to curb misstatements in newspapers. Minton preposed 
that pub·lishars who willfully printed talse information be 
subject to a $10.000 fine and two years in prisono In a 
' 
'· speee}) supporting his bill, Minton spec1f1oall7 denounced the 
'? Inquirer@ the New York Herald~Tribuae, the Chicago Tribune and 
·--~------------~----~""-~---~-'\vashington····Post••all· ·pro·..;;Reptl.bifCaii··pape:rif:·39"·················-····· =~····· • =c~=="·"'"-''-=-·= 
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·, J6 •. Inguirer.o .Apr11'29, 1938, 1. 
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In a signed editorial, A~enberg bitterly attacked 
Minton as ", •• a ranting. blustering person •• ·" who "·· .1s a 
one-man pet, a perfect servant of an august masteT.n40 
_ wrote: 
' Assuming that Roosevelt had approved the bill, he 
••• If Mr. Minton ••• has the support of 
President Roosevelt, and if he succeeds 
thereby in securing passage of a law 
under which the Administration can con-
trolo t®rr~rize and gag the press 0 such 
_ .action by Co11tgress t1ill mark the JCirst 
Important step taken OUT IN THE OPEN 
toward the establishment in this eount·ry 
of diotatorshiPoooo If it is not the 
preseat int@ntion of th<a powers that be 
---.~· -----~·---- to push a gag · 1aw through Congress O ·then 
this Minton tirade is just another demon- 41 stration of Administration fist~shakingee•• 
. 
-- - ~ 
- --The--publ1sher said F.D.R. got "unlim1 ted space" in 
. ··- - ' - . ' . ~ ·-
the news columns, most of 1 t on page one. And, editorial 
opinion, Annenberg said. had been separate from news. He 
pointed out that the Inauirer gave Roosevelt credit when de-
served and ·cr1 t1cism when n 0 •• this country became torn by, in-
dustrial warfare, when it was well-nigh submerged under ill-
egal sit-down strikes, riotings, bloodshed and mass murders, 
·and when the President of the United States by no single word 
' .. , 
or, act did anything to halt the wave of anarchy regardless of 
. -· .....• I' 
-----·----------------~ ·-.. ---------the··-.. -1aws· ·he has sworrf -to·· ·ext!out·e ~ .- ~ n42 ···· ··- -~ ---- · ··-· · · - · ·- ·--· ____ .. _ · ---- · ------ -..... ------ ... ____ ....... _."' _______ ...........  
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Here and now, I serye notice on· 
S·enator Minton, his mentors and h1s 
I\ 
.. I 
4o. Ibid., April JO, 1938, 1. 
41. Ibid. 
42. Ibid. 
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followers--1r he has a.n~-that I will 
fight this scheme w1 th every ounce of 
energy ·r possess o I will .fight 1 t with 
a total d1s·regard of conseque1mces to my-
self o I will :fight it because I kElQW - - --~ --- . - --- -- ------ ··-
·<'. ·.: .. ,_ 
l 
7 
• ·-·-··"· ....... ·-· -- ..... . - " •••• ,-,c- ' .•• ·--·~·~· ' ~ .~---·. ·-~ •. -----···. -··. 
~tha~ ia the battle against aut~cracy the 
first line Qf defense is the presso If 
the United States is to become a govern-
ment by tyra!fll1.y 0 a government by dictator-
ship0 the f~roes of autocracy must first 
control a~d then poison the sources ~f 
public informati@mo So long as I live 
I will fight to maintain the fr®edom of 
speech and the freedom of the presso In 
a word 01 I will fight every attempt 0 how-
ever it ~Y be camouflaged 0 to d®stroy our democracy and establish a diotatorshipo 
I can do no more than fight. And .I will 
do no less14J 
The same day, the Inquirer carried an Associated Press 
story stating that Roosevelt had evaded questions about the 
b.111 1 s alleged attack on "Freedom of ·the Press. u The Pres1-
/ 
dent said, however, that he did not want to build any more 
prisons and that he was trying to cut the costs of r11nn1ng 
the government.44 
On May 2,·the Ingu1rer, 1n a copyrighted ·story, re-
ported a poll of members of the Senate Commerce Committee 
and the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce 
showed no support for ... the 18publishers gag bill. n 
lf Also, JO 
letters of support from readers were printed next to the 
t 
..:.-··, 
-·-\ 
--- ---··----·-----~·-"~-,~------·--·--··-----····-···runover··- of the· ·story~ 45 ···········-··· ··· - ·········-·········-··--··-----·;; ············-· ···-········· ··-··-·· ····· ····· · ................. ~ -····-··-·· ··· · - ······· ···---·-----·--··---·--·---·-··~· -.,· · ·. ·-"--·-···--·--------···-··--
" 
.. -----~--~---~--------------· ____ The _ .. f_ol1_owing_ .. ___ day_ __ Mint_on. ___ w.i_thdr_ew. __ h1.s--b1-l-l-.• ----·---~he~---·-------···-----
:--:.. ' -;-
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--.. ~ ·, 
-- -- ·-- -------,--·--- ------·· -- . ---~- - --- -----, ---
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43. Ibid. Annenberg was so pleased with· the editorial that· 
he had copies made to distribute to the public .•. See Inquirer, 
May 4v 19380 lo , 
44. Ibido 9 April JO, 1938, 1. 
:~;j _ ..v,,.45. Ibid., May. 2, 1938, 1, 4~ 
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Annenberg, 1 ts publisher, and renounced his own bill to gag 
American press opposi t1on to the New Deal. u46 Minton said r 
'-
;ti1 s~~ peech had been "extemporaneous" and that the proposal 
tor a "gag92 bill was inserted to make sure that the newspapers 
would carry his remarks.47 
Since Minton was up for re-electi.on, he may have been 
after publicity.- -- But- Mi-nton- lat'1;r elai-med- th-at rre4trspap1'r --------------~--------,, 
publishers misrepresented the speech as an attack on "Freedom 
of the Press" to halt his proposed 1nvest1ga tion. ~8 Quite 
possibly, Minton•s intentions were misrepresente4. The bill 
.. . 
would have strengthened existing libel and slander laws, thus 
forcing publi~hers to reject stories based on dubious infor-
mation. The bill was not an attack on nFreedom of the Presstt 
because the press had never been immune from civil prosecu-
tion when it willfully printed false information. The Minton 
B111·, however, would have made 11 bel a crimin.!:ll offense. . Under 
the libel laws then on the books, a person could sue for dam-
ages, but the Minton Bill would have added a fine and prison 
.... , . ····--·-·-- --
sentence for the publisher. 
Three days later, ~Jash1ngton again intruded into ~~~·--------------------
.... " --- . ,.... . 
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campaign. Buried on an inside page was a story entitled llJ ._, •. , •. , •. ~~--.. , ~- .. ~ ........ 1-· ; ...... ' ... ' ~ 
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olaimed Senator Borah, a Republican Senator· :from Idaho, re-
46. Ibido D" May> J, 19.38, 1. 
.47. ~eiaaso 394-395. 
48. Seldes, 394-395. -,, 
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H·r used to ·investigate- all alleged ''slush -fUDd"- 'ror Juag:e- James. ·-::-----:--- . - . - - - ~---------:-
,. ' 
----· ------~-'---
- ~-suppesedly establ~slaed by Annen.berg, Pew and Grundy. The 
request had been made by Bertram G. Frazier, a Philadelphia 
Democrat. Actually, Beran agreed te sponsor a prebe if 
Frazier ceuld effer def1m1te preof. The Senater told Frazier: 
/ 
Befere ~fferimg a resolution fer 
imvestigati@m( 0 ) I w0u1d have t@ have 
seme definite pre@f t® justify the 
res@luti®mo In all pr@bability yeu 
are right 0 n~t I must 1'18.ve seme posi-
tive faetso 
Wk1le the Senater•s statement was carried, it was buried with-
1:m. the Inguirer s tery-. Beth the headline and the lead dis-
terted what Beran actually said. The dist@rtien, hewever, 
made the stery mere faverable te Annenberg, Pew, Grundy aad 
James. N• deub~, that was the publisher's purpose. 
Tw• days befere the election, the Inquirer accused 
Sterm and Pinchot ef pletting te l·ink James with a sales tax 
preposal, thus damaging James I chances fer the m.em1nat1e11. 
Again the charges were U.:substaiatia ted. 50 ·~ 
James wen the· nem1nat1em 937,000 te ·450,000· fer 
Pinehet en. the strength ef his la:radslide in Philad~lplai---ac.oc-,~ 
Delaware, Buc~s and Montgomery cermties • the ,I;eJ19Jlir~r' s 
. _ .. __ , .. ___ , ___ _p:r11lle. o1roulat1.en ar.ea .•... .. P1.nchetJs . suppert .was oeneeJ1tra_t_.ed. ________________________ ~----- _____ _ _____ ,._" _,_ ····--··-- .. --···- .. -~ .. ~-·----·---~-- -- .:._. ·-
" 
in A~legheny and Dauphin counties• where the Mellen and 1'E:tyl~:t. __ 
. - ·-· .. -----~ ·-------·--· -------------~--~ --- -
J 
·-· -_·.::·=-=--=-=----=------'---'=·-· 
------··----------------.- - . . ---
- ~ . 
- ---
niachim. es ce11trelled the vet:e=.-===tuz=e-:rn-e- Ceunty,- -J-ud.-ge-Fine 1 _s · 
'territory, went fer ker m.a.t1ve s•••-r Ju.g.g~ James.51 On the--~"-----~~= 
.. , ..
' ' 
49. Inst_~.rer,_Ma.y 8, 19J8, J. Cf. Times, May 8, 19.38, 2. Berah di"d e9nduot an 1nvest1gat1o:m but found ne 1rregular1--,.,_ tieso See Inguirer 0 Aug. 17,19.38. 2. , . . SO. I!15AUirer 0 ~ Ivlay * 15, 1938, l. 51~ Keller, 324 • 
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Deniocrat1c side. Earle defeated Wilson tor the Senatorial---- --
nomination by a big majoritYo but Jones barely defeated 
Kennedy for th~ gubernatorial nod. Marg1ott1 was a distant 
~ .. •' ·------·--·---·---·-···- .. . 
'7 third.- The ~ngui.rer heralded James I nomination w1 th a page-
one banner head and editorial calling the election a repud-
- 1at1on of Lewis, Guffey and James A. Farley, the Democratic 
National Chairman.52 
J 
- i 
I 
The pr1:ma.ry had been lively, but it w•s-quiet cem-
pared to the summer and fall campaigns. On June 9@ Dauphin 
County District Attorney Carl B. Shelley, a Republican, 
tiled a brief listing six charges again.st members of the 
Earle Ad.ministration and announced they would be presented 
.. . . -·- ._ ..... __ ·-· ·_ .. ·-··- ~ ·•·· .. - --·· .. ·. ··-"•--···' :····-'"'·-·-~·"'"· ,,,., .... ~,--... ·:.• 
-to the June Grand Jury. The charges were first, that!~ the 
state Democratic Committee collected $2,000,~00 annually 
from political· appointees; second, that GSA architects were 
' forced to kick-back fees; third, that the state bought trucks 
at inflated prices; fourth, that Lawrence and-Bayshore re-
ceived $66,000 for brewery legislation; fifth, that Mccleskey, 
Lawrence and federal Judge Harry E. Kalodner, a former offic-
ial in the Earle administration, received a $100,000 bribe 
for Smiday movie legislation. ands, sixth, that the state com- _____ _ 
·--- - -·-·--·-······--·-------- . -· . -
----·--···-··--·---- ··----------------·-------------·-- .. . 
m1 ttee reoe1 ved $40,000 1n oemm1-ss1ons from --11-quor-- and wine-· --------
-_ ------·-------· _______ __:_ ___ :-__ --_ ----dealers who sold to State Liquor Stores. He also a:rmoU11ceq. 
• J - • - ·~- • . . ---- '" ..... ~~-
·Marg 1 o t t 1 would act as-his special ass1stant.53 
52. Ing~i:Fer, May 18, 19.38, 1. The reason for including Farley is not known. , 
· SJ. Keller, 329; Ing.u1r·er, June 10, 1938, 1. 
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Although Earle was convinced the eollrts and the Re-
publicans had eng~neered. the 'charges o 54 he moved cautiously • 
. . ·----------~--:-~----. ---· - .. . --·- --- -.. · He knew he had to keep the 1nvest1gat1on from beoeming a · 
fishing expediti~n if the Democrats were to win in November. 
BJ the middle of July, hewever, his tactics had changed. He 
had decided te declare martial law and forbid the probe, but 
Lawrence convinced him that the plan was suicidal. Instead. 
he urged Earle to call a special legislative session to take 
over. the investigation. The Democratic-controlled legisla-
ture met July 25 and quickly passed four bills: the first 
~,·,. allowing the House of Representat1 ves to take precedence 
ever any grand jury investigation of an impeachable official;, .. 
the _second creating a seven-member commission to investigate 
Margiott1 1 s charges; the th1rd permitting the attorney gen-, 
eral to supercede a district attorney 1n any 1nvest1gat1on 
er proceeding before a C&UlltY court, and the fourth order-
----1ng the Dauphin County Grand Jury to suspend 1 ts 1nvest1ga-
··-·-· tion un·til the House completed its probe. The intent of the 
/' bills became obvious when the Speaker of the House named a 
committee of five Democrats and only two Republicans to 1n-
• ~t .... 
;,· 
I 
vestigate the charges.55 , -~.~~~~~~~ 
··--- - --~~,...._-- ... -~ ·--
. --- -------
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But Berks County_ ~-~dge _____ Paul_. __ N. Schaeffer of Reading, 
who had been named by the state Supreme Court to supervise 
. " 
'I • J 
I ' 54. Inguirero June 14, 1938, l. Earle made the charge, but 11----------.--. ·. ·-.·----o-ff-elretl-no··-s·ubstantiation other than the fact that Shelley, 
· ·, a Republicano and the, Dauphin County court, also dominated 
• -. - l,' 
by Republicans and henceo by Jvlo Harvey Taylor, were_ responsi-i_ ble for the accusations. 
· · ,: 55. Inquirer, July 21-30, 1938; · Keller, 332-.342. 
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the Dauphin County Grand Jury,56 ruled the first a~d fourt~ 
laws were uncons.ti tutional, and he further denied Attorney 
--General- Bard · t-he right· to supercede. Shelley. Ba.rd appealed 
to the state Supreme court. On August 9, the court ruled 
" • ' I 
._,\ 
70. 
1: 
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) 
_the Grand Jury a.?ld l~gislature could not begin their 1nvest1- ~ 
gations until the full court could de91de on the const1tution-
al1ty- of the iaws.57 A month-later, the court allowed the 
House probe and gave the oomm.1 ttee 48 hours to look over evi-
-dence before it went to the Grand Jury. But ~t deferred de-
cision en the censtitutionality of the acts.5 
When the legislative invest1gat1on began, the Inguirer 
gave it extensive coverage--in faet, it overplayed and dis-
' torted much of the testimony. Accusations by Marg1,,tt1 and 
Shelley were ruled "hearsay" by the commission, but the 
Ingui~er complained that the Democrats were attempting to 
block evidence.59 Each day aeousations,-whether substantiated 
or not, were printed as unchallenged truths. Fer example, 
I 
I 
', 
•,-
' I 
D 
Margiott1 testified that a building inspector told him I j 
I ·i Mccloskey had used "inferior mater1alu 1n a Harrisburg bu11a..:·' --------
~·.S, -
~-~-. 
~ 
ing. 60 When th.e inspector denied ever talking to Margiotti, ·-- I 
the Inquirer impuned his creditability by noting that he was 
' -
····-·-·· ----·--· -· - ----
..... -.. ·-·--·--·---··-··-···"·------ - .. 
56. The Dauphin County judges asked to be relieved_ of super~ v1·s1on of the grand juryca-c1 ting pol1 tical considerations. 57. I~g_uirero Au.go 2o -AugQ :3, Aug. 9, Aug. 10, 19J8. 
,58. I-bi-d-o o - S-ept-o·- 8~ 19J8~ 1. 59. Ibido 1 
60. Ibid., Sept. 10, 1938, 1. 
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a w.P.A. employee. 6 When Greenfield testified that he had 
/. 
no know1edge of br1 bery 1:n the passage of the Sunday movie a2 
71. I I I I 
I 
I 
! 
' j 
. I 
l 
i 
' l 
J 
.l 
- -- ------ ~· ---------~ 
bill, the Inquirer reiterated Margiotti Os aeeusatiens o~ the 
front page, but did,,·net report Greenfield's de:n1a1 until the 
run-over page. 62 
Coverage had been 1mappropr1ate, but Annenberg's 
next meve was unethical. In the October J edition, the 
I&guirer anmeunced the state Supreme Court would declare un-
ce11sti tutional the laws g1 ving the legislature precedence 
,,. 
over a grand jury and suspending the Grand Jury prebe until 
the legisl~tive committee had finished. 63 The Inquirer 
story appear~d hours before the Supreme Court met in Harris-
burg to give its decision. Because the Ingµirer reported 
the correct decision, one can only assume that it was stelen 
from a court sten0grapher or that a sten~grapher released 
the decision. No evidence has yet been uncover.ed to explain -
how the Inquirer got the story. 
The court took note of the impingement on judicial 
,,, 
;: 
1: 
I 
,1 
I 
· peregat1 ve. Chief' Justice Jehn W. Kephart'"4sa1d the court [· 
weuld investigate the means used by the Inquirer te ebtain I 
':I II 
the 1nforma.t1e:n. Htt· called the incident a "gross 1mpre- . 111 
I 
~ ---------
-·-~~~·==•,·c,,,·-·--'····-······· .-. ,., .. ,'-··-··------·-··-·-·-- --·---···-'···· - --······---... -' __ ,,_ .......... -·-·---·~·--··--··- ···-········ ....... -,.·--····--·- _,.,,, -··- .. -·--···· .... ,, _____ . __ ,·,~ .. ,,·., -·•···.,· .. ,.. . .. ·. · ... • .. ·•·--.-···.··-.---6-4~--. , ----. ----·· .. , 
priety, 11 and erdered Annenberg to appear before the ceurt. . 
61. -Ibid., Sept. 20, 1938, 1. _ -----~---···----62. Ibido, Septo 290 1938, l & 4. 6J. Ibido 0 Octa Jo. 19)8 0 1. 64. Ibido o Octo 4,o l9J8o lo 11. The Chi et Justice 1 s remarks 
wereDuiied @n page llo The main story congratulating 1 tself 
en rep~rting the correct decision was carried en frent page 
and jumped te page nine. Neth1ng tied the two re1ated stories. 
together. 
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72. 
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.. · ·,. 
• • 
. . . The, tell.ewing day, the state S_enate passed 28-7 a· 
resolution calling_ on. the court te· mete out -n·the proper pun.-
1sQent" to t~ose. resJ>onsible ·ror the breach ef secrecy •. 
State· Senator Harry Shapire_, a Philadelphia- .Democrat, intro-
duced the resolution. 6.5 ( . 
On the 6th,·;_ Annenberg and E. z. D1m1 t·man, the ·1ng.uirer 1 s 
ci t7 ed1 ter·, appeared befor~ the court. . D1m1 tman took full 
. 
. 
. responsibility fer printing the story, and Armenberg test1-
. fied he would have stopped the story had he been at the 
In.g_u1re! building~ . · Kephart, commenting that he did net be• -
l1eve .either of them, ordered the Philadelphia district attorney 
te investigate the matter and t~ke proper "criminal" action.~,\ 
· . . · 66 Ne indictment was made, however. . 
,; -,, ........ , ~ ' . 
After· h.1s appearance in court Annemberg said: 
.. 
Th1·s being the first ti·me in all my life -that I l11ave appeared as a d~fendant 
. in Uy c@urt O it wms . quite aii. experience 
especiallJ, since I received my in.1 t1at1on . 
. w1 th P e1msyl vani us hlghes t tri b~&l o . · ~ . 
. However-0 fr@m pres~rtat iRID.dicati01i~-0 . it 
appears that 11a·a11 pr@bab111~10 1t/w111 
not be my last appea1,.,aE1.@e ix1 c@urt o 0 ? . 
,. 
Fer all 1nt.ents and·'purp~ses the.·graft 1nvest1gat1en 
' 
. was ever. The. leg1siat1 ve comm1 ttee met _infreque1i.'tly te .hear 
--- -- -------- - -· ~--·-·-··-···--·--·· -··· 
----------·-·-· -~ .. ·- ... -· · ..... . 
--------· __ : __ -.~-·-·----~:--~~:witnesses_ unt-11.N,,v. 3, w·:hen. -th_e_ -c-0D1ttee adjourned unt11 . 
. . 
: ·~. ' . . . . - .•. . . . . . 
·"I . . ,. 
... -·- ~ "·- ~--,~-- ... ·~· 
6 5 o I.bi do o Oe.t. 5 • 1938., 7. · Note ~he p·os-~t1on · et the s t.ery. . 66. Ibido·o · oc·t. ·7., 1938., 4. ---Again. the _story· 1~ --played .-down •. --- - ----- . 67. Ibido o The -last re_fer·ence was .to· a· libel suit to be · · discussed ahead •. · . ' . . . . . . . . .•. . ·~·· . 
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atter-- the e.lection. Inquirer ·editorials .ef the period cr1 t-· 
1cLzed the ~whitewash" but hearings were st111 covered in 
great detail. 68 
,-
Hearin.gs resumed on Nev. 14. 
. ................... -..... . .................... ········· ........................ _. ____ .. ~- ................... -........................ •-·--·-·----··"···· ........... i 
F1ftean days later, the 
majority Democrats voted to drop all charges, but the miner-
ity Republicans urged a more complete iaquiry. 69 The ··Inquirer 
rapped the findings, charging that two. potential witnesses, 
Mccloskey and Guffey, had ne~er testified. Hearings were a 
place fer the accused te deny .charges and leave. the ed1 tor·-i . 
11al charged. 70 
\ The.Dauphin Grand Jury began its 1nvest1gat1en Dec. 15. 
On Jan. 7, 1939, 1t indicted Lawrence for graft. blackmail 
·, 
and conspiracy. The f'tllowing month, four members ef Earle's 
\ ;t 
cabinet, Lawrence, Bayshore, Ray E. Brownmiller and the late· 
Warren VanDyke, were indicted for padding payrells, fraudu-
lent use ef highway construction funds and extortion. ef mon.e1 
' 
· .. 71 . . · . frem state employees. No one was ever eenv1oted. 
· While the legislature was prebing graft. Armenberg 
U.d the In§Jl~r~r continued 1 ts campaign against promi:aent 
''~·., Democratso On Sept. 20, the paper printed the text et a radio 
address by Daniel G. Murphy, a Philadelphia attorney. promin-
. 
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\ 
ent in Republican Party circles. In. it,. he charged that, 
Albert M. Greenfield ewed money to VS.rious banks· closed dur-
ing the bank h~liday and further that the F.arle Adm.In.istra~----.. ---~--------------.. --·.-· .. ··----·-. 
' - . ( 
' 
68. l!guir~£o Oct. 11, 15, 19, 21; Nev. 4. 19J8. 
6,9• Ibido o N@Vo 15, 19)8,· 2; Nev. 4, 19)8. 
70. Ibida 0 Deco 1 9 1938, lOo 
71. Ibid., Dec. 16,. 1938,. l; Jan. 8, 1939, 1; Feb~ .28, 1939,1 • 
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... 74. 
............. r. 
t1en ha.d net pressed claims against the real estate tyco•• 
·:I.. 
because he was a Democrat~72 
. 
. 
Greenfield apparently believed Annenberg' was behind 
. ··- ·----··-·-·-·----.--------~---.. ·-----~------·- . . -
----------- ------·-·· 
--.----------·- --~-·-----·----- -
the attack fer he answered the charge by calling_ A1U1em.berg - -- ---~---
" ••• a pand~rer te gamblers, usz1ng his ill-gotten millions to 
buy the Ing_ui~~.r te oleak, himself w1 th respecta.bili tyo" He 
said Annen.berg u ••• had been a streng-arm man for Hearst and 
was resp@nsible for the bloody gang warfare" (in. Chicago). 
<-. In a final breadside, Greenfield characterized .Armenberg as 
"•••a deg wh.e has returned to his vomit. 11 73 
~o weeks later, Senator Guffey attacked Annen.berg 
1n an.ether radio address. The Senator called Annenberg the 
"oontrollin.g fercen·1n. the Republican Party cf Pennsylvania. 
In addition, he accused An.nenberg of " ••• reaching cut for 
control ot the (Nat1enal) Republican Party ~~d seeking te 
dominate the Republican convention 1n 1940!1?4 He neted that 
Annen.berg was 11 ••• one of the first persens 1n Am.eriea to in-
. treduce gangster methods 1:ate leg1 timate bu,sinesso G> •" when 
he was a Hearst circulati~m manager in Ch1cagoo75 
The Inquirer story covering the address used enly ~ 
----~-------·- .. _, ____ -,-.---,.---,- ... -··-
. · the .cnarg~---~!,?~µ-~ ____ Ann.en berg _____ t:r.7_111_g __ . __te. ___ co.n t.r_e_l ..... _th.e .. ___ q .... o .•. P-•--·-~-t-1-.---------·---~-·~:------·-·---·· ------ . ----.. ··--·--·---·---·--
.\ 
______ ?2. Ibid., Sept. 20, l9J8, l. Sc-------c:----::--
1 • 73. Fenzi t "The Annenberg Legend," April 1969, l.30~ · The _-.. ·- ·--···--" --·--·-- --- · ·· 
, ------ answer -was n@t- in the .I~9;,u1re:i,:·.--~----~~--- =--_---- ----~ --~----~--= -_- ---=~~:=-- -- ----- - ---- ----- .. _______ --·--------------------- ---- -~ /---------- ··· 1:;.1!~:ri~9
0 
CY~g~
0
7~ 19380 lp u.s. con,sress1ena1 1record, , 
4 75. u.s. Congressional R~cord, Jan. 1.6, 1939, 149. 
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' 
The remarks abeut Cbicage were 11.et used.7? Instead the ster1. 
claimed th*t Guffey 1-s speech was prempted by the ,I~g,u1rer 
probing of 11 •• --. dark corners ef Ca.pi tel Hill in Harrisburg.•• 
------ ·-·--·- -··-··--- -··--. ---- .. .. ' - . . 
. ---
. ---···-·-------- ---··· ·- ----- ... . -··'. 
. .... -·-. ····-· ...... ···--·--·-····-·"•-·····-------- -----Al s e, A:mnenberg an.neunced he planned t• sue Guffey fer 
libel.77 
_( 
Next te the main stery was an.ether entitled 11Whe Is 
Gu£fey?"--a scatb.im.g attack reporting that the Senater had 
been indicted fer embezzling $688,652 frem the government 
while he served as Alien Preperty custedian during Werld war I. 
The embezzled meney, the story claimed, was used te femtd the 
Gu~fey and Gillespie 011 Ce •. (The cempany was later sold te 
the Mellens and became the present Gulf Oil Cerperat~on.) 
The indictment was dismissed in 1930, feur years befere Guffey 
was _elected to the Senate. 78 
The Inquirer stery was based·en a Saturday Even.ins 
Post article by Jeseplt Alsep and Rebert Kintner.79 However, 
.:the Inquirer stery does 11et explain all the details. Fer 
example, Alsop and Kintner exple ..ined that the embezzled funds 
:~·-- , resulted from interest. ell money depesi ted in banks by Guffey. 
When he disposed ef an alien's preperty, the depesits went 
-----·---------···-----------------.. ------------1-nte -·a · loeal bank.····- ·· ·- ···· ... -·- - - ., .... _ ...... ·-··---,------··--··----~··--·-··-----· --·-- - ... ----~----~-·-~----·······-·-·· .. 
- - -- ------1 
- - - - ·- ----· -· -· --------· ----· ------- -------------------------------------------·-·······------------·-----------
-----' -----. 
----------· 
76. The ,.ch.a .. rge 1abeut Chicage, I assume, was net used because 
ef its damagi11.g effect e:mAmaenberg's reputatien..· The ~!guirer, 
censiste11tly rep@rted attacks en !1t11.enberg 8 s charaotar 0 but · ·~ -----------
- ---- - ---- - ·:c.t-:t1e charges itere never elab@ratedo The st@ry witil-d""say tne· ------.-
',~' .t 
'"•·"·' ., 
publisher iaad been attacked 0 and then it lJ@ulcl attack the 
attackero The 011.arge that Amaemberg was the 0 c@ntr@lling 
ferce 0 i11. the Republican PartJl was USJd, because it :was mere 
;cemplim.entary tha11 damagi1igo ,/~ , 
77. ~n~U:i~~to Octo 7v 19J8o 1. ?8~ Ibido, Oct0 7, 1938, 1. 
79. Alsop and ·Kintner, March 26, .- 19.38, 101-102. 
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i The hundreds of m1111~ns in deposits 
pi-educed hundreds of thousands 1·:n inter-
est. o o o The Federal Treasurey was relu9- ·. 
t,,ant t® accept the interestoooo By a~~ 
an.cie)n).t usageooothe iratterest @ml public \, . 
· :funds is the prerequisite of the public . _____________ "' ________ _ 
official wh.@ dep@sits the funds. Jee 
accepted the precedento80 
After the indictment, Guffey repaid the funds with the aid ef 
,. 
a lean from Andrew Mellen, Harding's Secretar7 of the Treas- ~ 
ury. Alse, a Republican administration quashed the 1nd1ot--
ment. Guffey, no doubt, did misuse government funds, and 
tne Inquirer could legitimately report that fact. However, 
. ' 
all facts should have been reported, if the story was used. 
' 
Annenberg filed h1s libel suit against Guffey, Stern, 
· .Radie Station WFIL and the Reoerd Cempa.11.y._ WFIL was the 
radio station which broadcast the Guffey speech, and the 
Record printed the text 1m tote. He alse filed suit against 
-
81 Greeafield fer his statement on Sept. 20. 
On Oct. 9, .Almen.berg issued a publi_c_ statement _d_e_f_erub_ _____ . _ 
_ ing his su1 ts: 
The Philadelphia Inquirer (sic.) ls 
dedicated t_o the cause er truth and hon&3ty 
--~-------~ - --1n governmento It is th~roughly c@nvinced · 
.·, ·.· 
that the State (sico) of Pennsylva11.ia is 
being misg~verned by a selfish 0 unsorupuleus 
greup @f me~ ... wh~.o r_~g~:r4l~~-~ .. (Alf __ .P~:rty ... l~_bel _ _. ___________ _:,~-"'--- _ __ __________ 
1 
-·~~:--·a.a -not h@i-!estly represe~t the pe~plev either 
. the Dem@crats ~r the Republicans ~t this 
: stateo . Th.is ·newspaper will c~Jliti1&ue its 
battle f@r d9ce1flcy O efficiency _$nd h@nesty 
···········-··-·--·-·--------------------------------·-···------------- · · ·-·- in gtr~renunent o I will 1-t(®t be in timid.a ted, 
---·---- ---------- .---·---- --~ -------- _____ _. ____ _ 
.• .. ~ 
• ¥ ., 
. -·11.'-,· . 
, .•. ':'! •• 
1'"' ~· ., t· 
:m.er will I be· sw.erved @mte io~ by persenal. 
slander or abuse frem performing the full 
80. Ibid., ·101. " 
81. Inquirer, Oct. 8, 19.3~, 1. · 
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duties et my trusteeship to the public • 
. As for those who have circulated malicious 
and vituperative falseh@@d concerning me, that matter will be tske~ care ©fin the 
•,,':• • •" - •,•" • -• --.~• -··------ ·• ••·••·,:•·• ,.••r • ~· ,. 
courts O and no ,:ee:rsonal fight wi+l b~ 
carried oii . thr~y.gh tne col~s ~f ~liis- - . -
~: .. 
news~erooZ ~ 
Four days later, Murphy went on the air again for 
the Republican Party, this time to charge that Greenfield 
withdrew $300,000 frem Bankers' Trust Company five days be-
fore it felded in December, 1930. 83 The charge was especially· 
damaging because many persons felt the failure of Bankers• 
Trust Company breught the depression to Philadelphia. After 
the Crash, Bankers• Trust began buying banks which appeared 
to be failing. In July, 1930, the bank purchased The Bank of 
Philadelphia and Trust Company, which had $15,000,000 1n de-
--po s 1 ~ s. but had overextended in mertgages. Greenfield had com-
mitments from other city bankers to support Bankers• Trust 
with leans if 1t· abserbed the ailing bank. In September, a 
---~----run- -on Bankers' ·Trust began. True to their word, the ei ty 
) 
~ bankers leaned $7 0 000,000 but it was net enough. On Dec. 18, 
the bankers told Greenfield ·they would extend mo more credit 
until he replf3.ced $10,000,000 1n bank assets with cash. Green-
--
AJ 
-- --- --· - --- ·--.-.-·- --- --·· -·- --· 
-- ---~---· --~- --r1eld agreedo but the bankers decided te let the bank fail. 
----- ·-·· -~--......,...-
--·· -----~- ·-------·-·· -·····-·······-·--· -·--- . - ·······---·--· ·---------··---·-·· --·-· . ------------ ·-----··------····--·-··-· ·-··--- -~~--~----····-·········--···--. ··-········----~- ...................... , ... -·--· ···-·····-······-·----·-·······---------··---On Dec. 22, 135,000 Philadelphians awoke te find their savings 
' . 
' r 
'· 
----------------1 ts -deers· ferever·.---- -within three months• 5_9 mere banks had 
\ ...... 
r' 
-.._-~. I 
' 82. Ibid., Oct. 9, 19J8, Sec. B, 1. :Emphas 1 s:~· ·added. 
6 BJ .• Ibid., Oct. 14.-1938, 1. . < • 
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failed. The depress1en was up•n Philadelphia. 
Altb.0ugh Green.fl eld had $4,000, 000 en dep•~1t ~t __ _ ,, 
Bankers I Trust when 1 t failed (he did net withdraw 1 t) the 
.., 
c1ty 1 s Main Line bankers (the same en.es Annen.berg was attempt--------------------
ing to please) claimed Greenfield caused the failure with his 
reckless policies. 84 Greenfie.ld was the whipping bey in 19.30, 
and Anaenberg apparently felt he weuld make geed political 
llay ind 19J8. 
In add1t1en. tea banner stery, the Inquirer printed a 
I -
ph•testat ef the cheek and the ledger skewing the altered 
wi th·drawal. The story was filled with bi ts ef damaging 1n-
forma. t1en. Fer example, the story neted that Earle's secretary 
er banking, I. M. Bechman, was the eemptroller ef Bankers• 
Trust when it failed. Greenfield explained tha.t the $300,000 
I 
was a paper transaction 1nvelving a lean, but the Imgu.irer 
said Greenfield had net explained why bank recerds showed the 
--/ 
$.300,000 as a withdrawal~frem his acc•unt.85 
-- .. - __ .. ---- -· ··------ ---------------~--------- - ---------
', ... 
/ The oepy ef the ledger in the Inquirer bere Green-* . •• 
f~ld out. 
\. 
th~re was alse a $293,950 deposit, 
The $.300,000 check was shoma as a withdrawal, but 
@bvi©usly the balance frem 
1. 
a $)00,000 disceunted lean. The Inquirer charge was an ob-
.--,,-c--- vi-eus---·f--alseh••·d-,·----mit--·tlie-p-ap-er-insrae ···1t appear·· ·areenfl eld was ·------------.. 
-· th. e l 1ar ;·- -- --_------------------------~----·--------
---·------'---------'-------· 
-·-------'-"---
- - - - ---
·-·-·-·~-----.. ---·-· ... ~·--- ·-- ·- ---- . ::rn-:=--
-------On. tlte 17th, Greenfield expla111ed111 a· rad!• addr-ess · 
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'·· 
·that Bankers• Trust had failed because the other city ban.k-
n:.,_. 
ers refus·ed to support him as promised. He said the $J00,()00 
11withdrawa1n had been a paper transaction as the ledger con-
· firmed. During the speech, Greenfield announced he had 
started criminal falseheod preoeedings against Annenberg, 
Dim1tman and Murphy.86 
-
.Annenberg answered Greenfield and Guffey 1s charges 
in a page-one statement headlined, "I Am Proud ef the Enemies 
I Have I"Iade." The publisher said he had ne desire to be a. · 
politician or centrol the Republican Party. He said he only 
wanted to return nclean, honest governmen.ttt te Pennsylvania, 
adding that Judge James was the only ene who could do it. 
He cencluded: 
Pol1t1oal skunks can wear themselves 
out, if they wish, directing their poison 
gas at·me 0 but I shall ce:mt1mue to do my 
duty as I see ito87 · 
-~--
The final thrust in the campaign came from Washingten. 
- _,u,::--=-:==-.~·:>~:.=~:, ___ on-c·Oct ... JO, President Roosevelt made public a letter to M. -A. 
Doyle of Philadelphia in which he refuted James• charges that 
he had not campaigned in the Commonwealth because he did.m't 
.,,.. 
want te get involved in ~~'Bennsylvan1a. 1s muddy political waters.11 
,----------'----R-n~o-tJeseve~t-- end.-ersed--· Earle · ···and--J-on-e-s·-· saying· -that·· ·Arm:enbe--rg··-w:a-s---~--
-----·-----··"-··· ·-····--~-·-----~·- . .., - --·---·-·-···--···------·-··· ... - . 
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James was elected by 250.000 ·votes, and Earle lost 
80. 
· .. G\ by .350,000. For Annenberg the election was a great personal 
·-·•-~' ,- • •F' • "'" ~ • 0 • - ""•" • 
tritbnph, possibly his greatest. On election night, the white 
.i,. 
bathe~in 
·- --.. - ---· ··------·- ···--·-----
Inguirer building was red and blue lights. Fire-
works signaled that James· had been el.ected and inside, "Mr • 
. ··-·-· ---------·------····---------------· ... ----------------
Annenbergn entertained the party faithful. The headline on 
the election edi terial captured the publisher• s mood: "Pa. 
Redeemed1" 89 The election was a "Vote for Demecracy," 1t 
said.90 
The campaign of 1938 had been extremely bitter. 
'· Annenberg had violated every tenet in n1s editorial policy, 
1nd1oat1ng it was simply jeurnal1st1c jargon. The Inquirer 
had printed half-truths, falsehoeds. and sheer distortions. 
Annenberg• s personal vendettas had made many enemies. He had 
once boasted, "I Am Proud of the Enemies I Have Made," but 
he would regret them·. Even before the- election results were 
1n, they had fermulated a plan to do him 1n. Annenberg had 
forgotten the le~sen of Miami 0 and he didn't appreciate h1s 
The jey af e1ect1en night seen became 
the gloom of a broken man. \ 
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89. Inguirer, Nov. 9, 1938, 1. 
90. Ibid •. · . 
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CHAPTER IV 
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Even before election results were in, AJ1nenberg 1 s 
destruction had been sealed. ·In Chicago, accountants for 
the tax investigation section ef the Treasury Department were 
checking Armenberg's returns. In Harrisburg, the leg1slat~e 
in special session established the Moeniaw Commissi~n to in-
vestigate the dissemination of racing news and the Public 
Utility Comm1ssien begam its own probe ef Nationwide News. 
'· 
In Philadelphia, the Bek Grand Jury was investigating gaming 
.opetations. 
On September?, 1938, in the heat ef the fall election 
! 
campaign, Lemuel B. Schefield, former directer ef public 
saf.ety in Philadelphia, was named eeun.sel to the Moomaw Com-
m1ss1on.1 The probe was ·delayed until the Senate passed an 
apprepriation for the investigation. ©h October J, the Senate 
defeated the apprepr1at1en bill 22-16. The defeat was engi-
neered by State Senator H. Jerome Jaspa.r, a Philadelphia Dem-
ocrat who eppesed the appointment of Schofield, a former aide 
te Mayer s. Davis Wilsen. The foll~wing day, ·however, the 
. ------·-·-·····-.-··- - . __ '__ '----~---------··Iii"- -- -- . . 
... ---:---_ __S_etna t_a __ ~-PE1S.-S-ed------the-------b1l.l----2e.-:10-.- .. ------·- -The-_--- -Inq-ui-rer- -stary-~report-1-ng-- __ 
- ,, ... , ........ ,_, • F -· :v 
-· 
. 
. -, .•. __________ ---·- ·-····~---··-··--- . passage of the appropriation began, "Dem.ocrat1c strategists 
. ' 
were successful teday ••• n It. r.eviewed .. Republican eppos1 t1o:m. 
''r 
1. Ingu1rer, Sept. 8, 193~. 7. 
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to the measure, noting that money apprepriated for the "worth-
\ 
less prob.e!1 was needed for hes pi tals and welf~re. 2 
The Mo0maw Commission's investigation bagan Friday, 
Oct. 7, in Philadelphiao Testifying were Jeseph Borkin, a 
... 
. . ~------~------------··---.former F.B.I. agent then empl~yed by the Puc·; Frederick B. 
Warren, a free-lance writer who had written stories about 
Annenberg's empire; M. F. Fuller, manager of American Tele-! 
thane and Telegraph's long lines department, and w. D. Gillen, 
assistant vice president ef Bell Telephone· Company of Pennsyl-
vania. Borkin testified that Annen.berg was the actual owner 
.I 
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~ 
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. . ........... _____ .. _ ......... -·· ····--···-··----···· 
---·-·--------·--··---···~·--------·-···-----
" 
·- - -··---·---···-··--·-·-·-···----·----~----- ·- ---- -·----- --·-- - -- -
of Nat1enwide News, and confirmed warren's testimony that 
most of Nat1enw1de 1s lines went te illegal poolroom betting 
operatiens. Fuller added that AoTo&To received $JJ,664 for 
its serv1ce.3 On Saturday, a city police detective testified 
that 83 peelreoms in Philadelphia and 56 1n the suburban 
counties subscribed te Nat-1enw1de News.4 The follGwing-week. 
witnesses testified that 25 ~f the 39 establishments served 
by Penn Daily Sperts Cerperat1on, a Nationwide subsidiary, 
were poelroems.5 
Amrenberg was subpoe:m.ed and apparently intended to 
. te_$t1fy until the commission subpoened the records ef SO 
·~ Annenberg ~e~perations involved with racing n~ws. On Oct. 18, 
.R 
_., ... - ...... ' ......... "''"'-"·•··~·~" .... - . ··-. -··· ..... . Judge Frank B. Wickersham of. Dauphin .. coURty c·ourt· issued a 
'• 
=-=-__,.....,----· ----·-----··-·-·--·- -- -------- - -
- - ·- - - - ;, .. 
... 
,. ,~ . 2 •. Ibid., Oct. 4, 1938, 2; Oct. 5, 1938, 6 ~- . Note that the goo~ news was carried on page ·2 while the bad was.moved te 
_page 60 ~~-A1S® 0 N~ti'®mWide News· was not mentioned by name. J. Ibidoo O©to Bo 19J8o 4o 
4. i.bido o Oct. 9, 1938, Section -B4. 5. Ibid., Oct. 1~, 19.38, 2. 
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temporary 1~ju.not1on stopping.the investigation. An.nenberg. 
had challenged the const1tut1ona11ty of the ·oornrn1ss1on claim-
ing first, that the commission ordered him to produce records 
of companies of which he was not a director er officer; second, 
that the commission had been established by the special leg-
islative session ·called specifically to halt the grand jury 
~ . investigation of graft in the E.arle Administration, and third, 
that the state legislature had no authority to investigate a 
corporation involved in interstate commerce. 6 The following 
day, upon petitien of the state, the court modified the im-
·-··-·-----··--··-···- .. ---------,----- .. --.-,-----..... -,.~-,,-------- - Juncti0n te · allow · the probe to-- continue, but 1 t ordered the 
comm1ss1en net to call Annenberg or subpoena the recerds.7 
Mean.while in Harrisburg, the PUC began its investi-
gation of the legality ef furnishing telephone wire service 
to Natienwide News. The PUC said the purpose o-r the probe 
was to determine whether A • .l'.&T. and Bell Telephone uimow-
ingly" leased wires fer the unlawful dissemination of racing 
news 1:mfermation. Pennsylvania law ferb-ids gambling, h.ors-e-------
-· 
race betting and lotteries .~8 / 
, 
Called to testify were a Federal Cemmun1cat1on Cem-
m1ss1en agent, an official of A.T.&T. and an assistant vice 
pr~s1dent ef Bell Telephone. The FCC agent testified that 
--------·---.. :-:--. . -.. ;-,----.. ---:-:--=---::-..... . 
----·-----·- . -.---- ------------------- -- . - ----..---- ' . ---
.. -·· ___ .. , ______ . . .... .,· .... , .. · - ·., .......... -~ .......... .. 
·r--~ ........ --'-'-......... -., .. _.-~ ........·.-. .. -....... ~ ......=6~-··-··-·Ibid.·:--~Oe~t·. 19, 19.38, 2. 
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?. Ibidov Oct. 20, 19J8, 2. 
8. Inquirer@ Octo 220 1938, 2; Pennsylvania Public Utility _____ ', ~--Commissiona pecisionsv 1942, 225. Neither Am:tel'.lberg er any 
.... Y. official of Nationwide News ·was called to testify.· 
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1. 
A.T.&T. began leasing lines to lJ. racing news services in 
1927 after refusing to dose in 1924. The A.T.&T. off1o1al 
said 1n 1926, Empire News Serv1ce of New York had requested 
-, 
a line, but was refused because the information to be carried 
would aid law breakers. 1tJhen· Empire threatened su1t--cla1m-
ing that a public utility could not refuse servioe--A.T.&T. 
leased the line. By 19J4, the official testified, A.T.&T. 
had only one subscriber, Nationwide News.9 
When questioned ab0ut supplying service, the Bell 
efficial said: 
.-~ 
.. 
We feel that the way the law has 
· ······ ·- a:lways stood, we have to take 1 t (the 
business of Nationwide News)o Now, 
if lawful authority says we have to 
1 get rid of it, we will be onl1 too glad 
to do i tolO 
\_ 
,. But the official denied Bell knew who received service. 
J 
· Th~n a PUC examiner introduced company record-a which listed 
subscribers as "beokmaker, 11 "liorse9'11 ngamblers, 0 and 
Hbook1e.n 11 The examiner Said: "' 
·. 
- --- ... ,---' .... -·--- . - ... ····- -- --·· ---·-•¥• ~--·-------- ---·- . --------···-- -·--··-····-------·-
e -rnrtnat Nationwide is principally 
engag~d in supplying information used for 
· unlal;rful purposes in vi~la tion of the 
gambli~g laws 0f ·the C~mm~~wealth of Perin-
sylva11iao 1tJe find further that .Amrarican 
Teleph~~e & Tele~raph CGmp~y had directed 
resp©adent ( Bell J te i1as-tal-l the faeili ti es ----------~------____ ----~- .. --------------------
·-· of· responde:at for this purp~se 0 and that 
····-----·- _____ ·---------·-·--~-:-~-::.: _________ --- ___ __ _ ____ respondent has lmo111ngly supplied its 
----·---·--------------- .......... -----.... , .... .,_, ______ , ______ . ___ : ___ ,...;,.._______ ____ _ ..... ~!~j,~~!!!e!~1~urtberamce of .these unlaw-. _· ~ -_·· =::=·: =: :: =~-:==~·· 
\ ' 
.,.. ... 
•,I\ 
.. (_ 
.. 
·---9-.--P-Ue----Bee-1··S1·on-s,·-·-2-2-6-.--A--PC-€-in-ve-st1ga-t-1-cm---1-n--l·93S---re-vealed · 
that Nat1~nw1de News paid $1,250,000 per year fer wire service. 
See also Federal Communication Comm1ss1en, Propcsed Report, 
Tele12hon.~ !nve,;st1f:iation, 19J8, 419. 
10. PUC Decisions, 227. 
11. Ibido 
12 .• Ibid. 
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1 0n Oct. 24, a few days before the election, the PUC 
ordered Bell to 11 cease and desistn from leasing wires to any 
customer who used the wires to receive raeing news 1n "fur-
therance of gambling. 11 PUC concluded: 
A public utility is entitled to 
refuse to r·en.der· service or supply 1 ts 
facilities to any~ne who is emgaged in 
an unlawful or illegal enterpriseolJ 
·The order supposedly closed Anae~berg•s operation in 
Pennsylvania, but, in fact, it only crippled it. Nationwide 
had affiliates in Ohio and New Jersey which phoned into Penn-
sylvania. Amnenberg did not fight the erder, no doubt feel-
ing he would get a reversal when the James Ad.ministration 
assumed office iri Harrisburg.14 
The same day the PUC issued its order, Judge Wicker-
sham began hearing arguments on Annenberg 1 s injunction. The 
publisher's attorney argued his client's subpoena was not 
valid because it was issued the day Governor George H. Earle III 
__ _ __ -----~--------- s1 gn ed tb e l eg1 slat 1 on an.d thus _ b.ef ore. the c 0mm -iss 1 en members- -------------~--------. .. :, 
' 
. 'l 
. were named. The atter?ley said the commission was called 
11 
••• to pry into the persenal affairs of M. L'• Amaenbergo ul5 
After two days of argument, the court tcok· under advisement 
a state motion te discontinue the inJun.Ction.16 on-election 
----·-· 
---------- - -- - - -- -
--·· -- -···-··· .... ·---·- - ·----······ -- -- -· -
,. ___ .. ,:, .•· 
- -- _ day. the ~ourt discontinued the injunction, but An.nenberg 
-·····-··· ·-· ..... - -• ... 
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lJ •. Ibido 22.5. 
14. Ne1 ther the PUC h·earings nor decision was .. earri~d in 
the _Inguir~z:o 
·15. In5;l¥irer, Oct~ 25, 1938, 6. 
16~ Ibido, Oct. 27, 1938, 2. · 
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appealed to the state Supreme Court,~ then s1tt1ng in Ph1la-
- delphia. The court took the motion under advisement and en-
\ joined the commission from calling .Annenberg. 17 
On the 26th, the court ruled both subpoenas invalid 
because they oonst1 tuted "an unreasonable search and seizurett 
and upheld Amaenberg's contention that the Commission was in-
vestigating him without legislative purpose in mind.18 
Before the court's decision was anneunced, however, 
the Moomaw Commission ~1n1shed its work. In Harrisburg, 
Senator Edward Thompson of Centre County introduced a bill 
prohibiting the transmission, publication and distribution 
of information for gambling purposes. The bill was approved 
by the Senate Judiciary Committee, and passed by the Senate ·-
although there was no mention of its passage in the fnguirer. 19 
After the court reached its decision on the 26th, the Heuse 
received the Thempson bill and sent 1 t to comm.1 ttee. TWo 
- ~ 
c:, 
days later, the committee reported a bill proh1b1t1n-g-publ-1e--
- - ---· ---- - -~ ---------- --- ----- ---- _,., - . - - . -··· - -··- ----· . --~·----- -- ------
u ti 11 ties from leasing wires to racing news services, and. it 
passed. 20 After conferences• -bo-th houses approved a bill 
making 1 t unlawful to knowingly furnish any p~r$OJ1 or'-- busi-
ness with a leased wire when that wire would be used te dis- -
sem1nate information w~ich could_ Q_Jl_Us_e_d for gambling pur-~ -------~ 
.----~_,..,.n,.,.,...........,.. - ------·~ - -- -
,., 
l 
~-- .·;;: - .- ----·- .. -·- --
- ..... ,._ •-'" ~- ....... ·-- -- .... '. ···-~. -· . -- -·~ _,_ ____ , -·· -······ ·- .. 
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------- ····--····-·-·---·· ·----. -·-- 17. Ibid., Nev. 4, 19J8. 2; Nov. 5, 1938, z. 
----------- ~ ----- -- l8e .!n.gui:r.ez:0 -Nov. ·26, 1938, .2: New-York-Times,· Nov. 26, 19)8, 
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190 ·.J:~g~rer,o_ N'oy. 15, :l..9_Je,_z~- _Tbe_ ~t~o.ry (toat.aine.dllctbac,k~-----'=----=~---~----·---------ground o!rl the Moomaw prebe or the injunction. 
20, Inguirer, Nov. 29, 1938 •. 2. 
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peses. It further stipulated that public utilities must re-. 
ceive PUC appre~l b·efere leasing a wire. Fines of $1,000 te 
$5,000 and one to three years in jail were imposed.21 On 
1~ 
Dec. 1, Earle signed the bill.22 
Witheut a deubt, the legislative prebe, the PUC in-
,, .. 
< ' 
vest1gat1on and the g~mbling leg1slat1en~_were aimed at Annen-
berg. Nationwide News through its Pennsylvania subsidiaries 
oentrolled all racing news infermation ceming int• the state. 
The PUC, which usually 'cenducts 1nvest1gat1ens on cemple~in.ts,, _ .. 
instituted the racing mews inquiry, ·pess1bly after consulta- \"' 
t1en with Earle. The M@em.aw C0mmiss1~n was established by 
a Democratic legislature and held its hearings in Philadel-
phia, Amaenberg's base ef eperat1ens. Legislative aetien 
was net needed because the PUC kad already erdered Bell Tele-
.. 
.,_ 
- ------
· phone te disoentin.ue -· serv:10-e--te ·Amten.berg 1 s firms. H•wev·er-,---,~-------=--,------···-·~= 
'\ - .. . . . . . - .. 
the-- legislature acted te make sure the PUC weuld net. reverse 
its stand when Geverner-Eleot James teek eff1ce. 
_ (" Ann.e:aberg reacted te th.e attacks in a reserved ma11Ber. 
~ ' 
Altheugh the prebes attempted te link aim with ergan1zed 
_!ambling, he r_~~i1zed that he could net use the Inguirer te 
- fight b.1s battles.· Instead he went te the c0urts fer relief, 
--- -- --·-·-·-- --- ... -----·--- - .. -·---.,. --···------·----··------- ------· -··--··-----· ·-·. - --·--- -· ... ··- .. . 
th.us deprivimg_the Demecrats ef a campaign issue. 
-- -·-· -- ·--····-·····- ---·--~·----··--··-·--··.·· ____ ,, ____ •- -- ·- __ ,.... ' . . . ---···,- ···-·. 
_ J:~- _ ~2J .. 1+., .... ---~·~- ---~~-~~~-~~~t. f:r.~111_ .-.-~~-~ _ T:ra~4i.~~y ___ p_~p~:r.tlJ.1111:t'.--_ : ________________ .. __________ ·-··---·------------·---, 
----- -···- ---- ·----------~ ·- . ·---. _______ .. __ ., __ . -- . ---- -·-· -- --· -- ,. .. '•• -· ···--· . ·-- .... -·-·- ... . ··-... • __ ,. ___ , ___ , ________ __,._  _..__ .. _,__.., __ a•_.;________ ----·-·••·-····-
-·arrived tman.neuneed at the headquart·ers •f Cecelia. Cerperat1•• 
_,_ 21.- ·Inquirer, Dec. 1, 1938, 2. 
22. Ibid., Dec·.-- 2, 1938, 2. 
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1n Chicago to ch~ek the company's income tax returns. ..- The 
'· 
check was strictly routine in nature. After this initial 
check, however, a .team of accountants was sent to check 
ledgers and tax returns for the 80 COJ'porat1ons which com-
prised Cecelia Corporation. During f1ve years of investi-
gation, they accumulated 55 filing cabinets of evidence for 
the largest income tax evasion suit in the h1stery of the 
United states. 23 
- -- -----···-·------~---· -----.;~ .. --·------------------··--·'' 
The first indication of Arm.enberg's woes came 
April 14, 1939, in the Chicago Daily News. In a. page ene 
story, the newspaper reported that Treasury officials had 
sent evidence from their investigation to United States 
-J 
' 
'll 
I 
• I 
I 
i 
. I 
Attorney ·w1111am Campbell. for grand jury action. According 
to the newspaper, the Treasury found that .An.nenberg's income 
from his racing news -empire and -other publications exceeded 
$50,000,000 per year.24 The fellowing day, Annenberg said, 
HThere is :no -truth to the_ eharges,_11 _ adding the T ..reasury in-_-· 
vest1gat1on constituted 11normal procedure.n25 
~ c. -, - • ; I 
2 .3 • Elmer·-- -L • --- Ivey-----arrd---'vrtt-liam_J_ ; __ -s-ro-c um,-----· Tlie · rax- -uodgers-··;--... ~----------'--'----r· - - -- -- --
22o-221. 
- - · 
----- -------2-4. Chicago Daily News, April 14, 193-9, 1. I have used the 
Da11:y New~ fer informati·on. on Annen berg I s tax evasion and 
raoing lettery--,aecas-e-s·-»·be·eaus-e»---1-t·· was the only newspaper in -the - -------
c1 ty which @~vered the incidents completelyo · At times 0 c@v-
erage was sensatio~alized 0 but the .P~ilf News had a reputation 
-~-------·-------------·----------------------- -·----------------for aocurac.yo . The extensive .. c@verage --r1e-iJ;_eu'6t 0 1.;yas @rdered - --- --- -- - ----------------- - ---
by Publisher Fr©Jlk K~@x 0 the 1936 Republicru1 vice preside1~tial . l" ---
.,-.. . _ _ nominee who by 1939 had sttit@hed, allegiamce- .te the Ne't~- Deatl.· - . -··--:,~,.,=-~~"':'"':=~_:.-:-_:=·~:·.-~'.'~-=--:~~: 
r 'The Chicago Tribune ignored the st@ryo Ideslly 0 @ne should 
h~:ve used the transcript of the grand ju..ry pr@ceedim..gs amd 
the trialp h@wevero they were not av-ailab_le for inspection. 
25. Ibid., April 15, 1939, 1. 
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A week later, however, President Rsosevelt's new 
attorney general, Frank Murphy, Michigan's former New Deal 
governor, announced Annenberg's income tax returns were being 
investigated and the government was eons1der1ng an amt.1-trust .. 
suit against Nationwide News. Murphy estimated that $500,000 
l ' 
was involved, but he declined to say if he planned to prose-
cute for cr1U.nal conspiracy. He said any out-ef-court set-
tlements would have to be considered after the grand jury 
26 hearings. 
On the 25th, ~nnenberg met with Murphy in Washington 
to discuss a settlement.27 The meeting must have been pain-
ful for Annenberg fer he had opposed Murphy's nomination 
citing the former governor's failure to use pelice a.gai:ns~ 
a sit-down strike in Detroit. Two days after the c0mference, 
Murphy reported that although Annenberg had offered te pay 
-
any def1o1eno1es, the government intended te proceed with the 
grand jury prob~. The Daily News quoted·an n1:nfermed source" 
Jl 
.J 
. 
·:. 28 as saying that Annen berg had offered to settle for :jp5, 000, 000. 
O~ May 11, Campbell anneun.ced in Chicago that Murphy t 
-- .-- -- - - --
-- . ·-·· ·----·· --···-------·-
---- --··--····· ----------....,.----~---·-·-·-·----------·· -- ----~- - -------
-
had decided to send the case to a special-grand----jur-y--···w-h1-eh-·--·-
was to beg1:m. 1 ts investigation July 5. The Inquire~, h·ew-
I'. 
-------·-··-·· 
... 
--- - ------------- -- --·-' . ~-- -- - -- -
- -- ------- - -- . ·-· ···-··--··---- ----------------
- - - - - - - - - - - --,.-~ ------- - -- - - - ----- ------------- -- ---
ever, reported the grand jury was empaneled te take statements 
. . ..... __ ._,., ... ~" ... _____ ._ ... --·········· ·::········ .. ····-
___ ............ ,~ .. __ ....... · ... ·· ....................... --2... ·g-·.·-.I-n-.g_-.. cu ... i_r_e_r-,-_-April 22, 1939, l; Dailz News,.April 2l, 1939, ----· - -----
1; Times o April 22 0 1939, .. -2.! .... ~h~- _.I:n-g--uir·e·r~·cstory .. emphas1,zed. ,,, ... -·-'"···~··~·~="~,n·-=-==~,,=· ... ~,.~··,,·-·'"······-.. ·, ·.•···· .... -,.·-····· ...... ,.,,. ............... , ......... ,. ·········· ···········- . ... . =-- I , ~ ..... ,. .. ~~~,,, ..... ~-·==~"·r,=w=-~--,,.~·=·=v~==~·~,~=1vrurpny·~· .. s-·-s"ta'terii"e!1t about criminal con~piracy o Inguirer' ccv- . . · ··-· 
erage of the cases always ma.de An1,enberg appear- i-n--·-th-·e----be·st- · possible lignt· ~d 1qas limited to oiily major items. 27. Daily News 0 April 25, 1939, lo 28. Daily Newi, April 27, 1939, 4; Times, April 28, 1939, 14. 
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( ' 
under eath se that Murpk7 ceuld make a dec1s1•• en a settle-
ment. It stated that Annenberg•s atterneys were in~c•ntact 
with Murphy te negtr>tiate a settlement. 29 
At this p•1nt, the govermnent lacked seU!ld evide•ce. 
- . 
. . 
_ Campbell-and Murphy were cencerned that the grand jury weuld 
not find a criminal eensp1raoy, aad even if the grand jury 
indicted Annenberg. a trial jury might find him innocent. 
.) 
Tax cases are difficult t© pr@secute because the average lay-
man does net understand financial dealings, especially when -
they were as complicated as Amnenberg•s. At the top was 
Cecelia Cerperatiem ef Chicage, a holding c•mpany which 
•mted all his ether cerp@rations including Nationwide News 
~ Service. Each oorperat1en belongimg te Cecelia had ether 
subsidiaries wh1eh 1• turm had subsidiaries. Cecelia was a 
classic example ef the pyramiding holding company which was 
, ~ popular in the 1920s. That 1 t took 420, 000 cemputa ti om.s te 
figure Amnenberg 1s taxes indicates the complexity ef Cecelia's 
· · --- · · ··-- .. --- ---- · ··-- ---- erganiza t1em.s. 
What the g•vernm.ent had te preve then was eenspiracy 
te evade tax, i.e., Annenberg qowingly amd willingly arranged 
.• , I ' .. - - - -- --•~------------~-------------. --- -· --·---- - - - - - -
' 1 
his cerperate heldin.gs so that he eeuld evade taxes and 
1
~urthe:r;.,~- _____ ~-:--·-----
Allin.en berg ceuld not be f elllld ------
. guilty •f oe:nspiracy if he eeuld shew that the evasien ----~'- _______ ---------------------------··-·-······--·-------·· .•. ,,_ . .,,. ................. --·· .. -· _ ........ , .. ,~-········-·. -~--'.·~ .... _ .... ,~ ---· ......... , ·• ~ ... ., ....... -~ . .. .. . ... -.-. .. "'·- ' 
• 
-.,c .... ~,:~"-"""'··--'--'-~---~-~=~~'"·~·"·-~;=,~~=~·"'"''·····-···---2 .. 9 ....... ~·-~g~irer-,·-····--·May•-.. ,.1,2.,.,, ... ,,.,19.39 .. ,, ..... 2;-···-····Bai·lY··· ·N·eW·S,·····Ma-y······-l2·,·"''·i93·9·,-·····l'°i"'''''·~"-'~-~·='"···~-~•=T,,<~mm.r.~=m==~~"-'""'''~--
-_ --. · · T1m-ss-o!dlay 120 1939, 7. The difference in .tene betw-een tile --·· - , ·· 
, 
• 
·, .. 
,,. Ingµir~r st0ry and the @ther st@ries is !ibbvieus. One gets 
the impression from the Inquirer that the 1nvest1gat1en was 
a preliminary step tea .settlement. 
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taxes-was due te h11man error, either his er his employees, 
er inadequate bookkeeping. procedures. If he could prove one 
of the latter cases, he w@uld be liable only for e1v11 dam-
ages in the amount of the discrepancy. In essence, then, the 
government had to preve that Ann.enberg tried to evade taxes 
through oerperate man1pule.t1en •. If the gevernment could net 
de this, it had ne case. But chance opened the doer fer cen-
v1ct1ea. 
Annenberg apparently felt that his eperatiens m1ght 
eae day be investigated. To minimize the ohanee ef anyene 
:f'111ding incriminating evidence, he stored several documents 
which could preve criminal intent at his Great Neck estate. 
Fearing that the geverament might search his hemes er effioes, 
. ./ 
Am.nenberg decided to move the reoerds te the Ch1cage office 
of his atterney, Weymouth Kirklaad. If K1rkl.and had the , 
records, they would be safe because the atterney ceuld ·claim 
they were privileged. Unfertwaately for Aanenberg, the 
movers delivered the reeerds te the effice where the Treas-
ury accountants were working. Before Kirkland d1seevered 
the errer. ageats had examined the bezes. Realizing what 
they oentained, the agents tried te impo'UJld the records, but 
----··---·-·---------- --------------~ -·· ---- -·------ --
Kirkland rem@ved them t<t his t,ffice.JO · ·-· 
------------------------------ - ---------- --- ----------------~ -- -- - ·-----·----·--------·--
- ,. Whe)!l :t?.~~ G:J;~~d Jury cenvened July 5, 1 t charged 
-
- . 
--·---·---····---·····-··-·"······ ---~-· .. , ------- ·-······------·-···~· .. ····-· .. ····-··---·--·-········--·····--··--· ... 
; ' 
-
-·-·····------"--······-----...... ,, __ --·-···· .. ······-. -· .. - ·--·. _,, ... .,, ..... -.. -- --··-·-·-··· ·•. - ... ·-- ............. ·--··------·-· ---·--···- ·-·· ···-----,--- .. -·----··-------·-·-----·-·-···-··-······--·····-------
-- -- .. - ----------- ------
- ~--- ----- -- --- -
JO. Fenzi. "The Annenberg Legend,n Apr11196·9. 1J2; Fenz1, Annenberg. 93-94. · ·. 
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C 
told presiding Judge James H. Wilkerson that the decuments 
were privileged communications between an attorney and his 
client, and taus, the Grand Jury could net subpoena them. 
Campbell, hewever, argued A1'111enberg had discussed ~he decu-
... ··-"••- ... -
92. 
ments with Murphy0 Accerdimg te Campbell, the publisher te1d 
Murphy that his atterneys in the 1920s--they were dead by 
19J9~~had advised him on filing returns and setting up 
Cecelia Corporation se t~at he weuld'-'not be liable for crim--
I 
I 
i I 
•• I 
. 1nal presecut1en. Thetefere', Campbell arguedr, the Gra~d Jury 
sheuld l:iave access te the documents because they ti@uld preve , 
Annenberg 1s centent1ens. Judge Wilkersen reserved dec1s1en, , : 
. Jl but erdered the evidence impounded. 
The next day, Judge W11kers•n anneunced he would em-
panel a secend grand jury to investigate anti-trust and rack-
eteering charges against "Natienwide News.32 Then Campbell 
announced that a third grand jury would be called te hear 1 
"by-preductsn· ef the tax case.33 Thus, three grand juries 
were meeting simultaneously eaeh ef them investigating an 
aspect ef Annenberg 1s operat1ens. 
On July 9, Kirkland veluntarily surrendered part et 
tlle d·1sputed decuments 0 but he retained several documents 
which preved to be "the ke711 te the case.34 Then, Judge 
Wilkerson erdered all documents turned ever te the Grand ... ____ . __ . 
.... ------·--. ••-••--·- --~·••-•••••,••••-••~.~-:-::.:•• ••••- •• •••---~• - ~--·H-~~••n•--~-- .. .--•n•••~-----~---·•·•·--•··•;.:. ·•••--••,_;..·.> .. ~,.~---·--•-.-·.·o_c;..••, • • .... • •,:, .. ••.•'.• .. ,, .. _. ••.'"• .. : •,:._• .-• • •:.: • ,•·•.•:. ".°'.: •. - -·. ·,. __ . •-,•· .. ••••" • •·- • • 
···---------·--------------
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·.: .. : .... :~.:.:..:..•• ·._, . ...:: .... "': .... :.•• •........ .''-·,- ••"•-••·••'",.~- • .,, ........ CM,>••••'"'--·•--••••--••·•" 
' ----~------ -- - - i ·1 --------~ ·-------···-------·-·-·· -----•. -
- ( 
__________ · _______ . ____________________ Jl.~--- .P!,+ it :'·)SI ,W§,, __ Jul.}!' -~-·---1.939, ... 1; . TJ.m.e_s •...... JulJ"- ___ 6, ...... 193.9-,----2-4.,-----·--------------';'-,-~·-·-·---·-·---~---·····-~---· 
- 32. Dail~! News, July 6, 19.39, 5. 
JJ. Ibidoo July 7, 19J9, J. 
J4. Ibid., July· 10., 1939, 1 • 
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· -that .Amlenberg had raised the questien with. -MllrPh¥.JS Kirk- - _ __, 
land, decided against an. appeal "'and surrendered the J)apers.J6 '\'-
-Sixteen days later, the Grand Jury __ ~ndicted bnenberg 
J 
/ 
for evading $3,258,809.97 from 1932 to 1936 1nclus1ve--the ._ ............ _ .. 
~---~---
--
~--- -
····- ... ____ .. _ ........ ..,., ." ... - - ' 
.. ·- .... ;~····- --- - ·-----
amount being the largest in the history @f the Treasury De-
partment. According to the 65-page indictment, Ann.enberg•s 
personal inc0me fer the peried was $6.246,523 .instead ef the 
~ $1,175,117 en which he paid taxes. Interest charges p~~ the 
:, 
' ' \ 
. sum ewed the gevermnemt at $5,548,)84.89. Alse 1ndicted\as 
ce~oenspiraters were Walter An.nenberg and nine ether Annen-
berg employees.37 
In a·publ1c statemeat, Ann.en.berg denied any cemplic-
ity to evade taxes. \ He said he had been in Flerida fr~m 1933 
te 1936 and had left the eperatien ef his enterprises te sub-
ordinates. He explained that beekkeep1ng had net kept pace 
· with the grewth ef his oerperat1ens, adding that he had been 
(, 
cl Ullable te· e·rder a.n audit of the beoks because the g•vernment 
had them 1·n .eustedy. He continued: 
I have :net seen the indictment and am net yet advised ~fits oentents. Frem what I know @f the fac·ts 0 I did net believe that 
a grand jury 0 n~ matter 11@w leng it sat 
er heii inten.sely it i11vestigated, could 
find that myself @r my associates had com-
mitted any wrong.JS . 
- ·-·-·-· ' .. -..... , ___ ........... -- ~-- -·- - ... --·· ·-······- -·-··. ·-····-· . -·· -·--·· .. - ... -·-"' -· ... '-~··•·"' -··. --·- --·--
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------·---··········-· ----···--·- .. ···-----------· -···-3.5 •. Daill N
0
!W!e July 24, 1- l9J9, l;-Ttme-s, July 25, 1939, 14. 
==-:---~--- -- --------.. ----- ~~~~~-~1-11--~-~ws~o -July 26-., 19)9, J. 
_ --·--·--·------- ------ -37. Ing;µire_r,o Au.go 120 19~9o lo Dai~l News" Augo llo 19.39., l; 
_ Times 0 .Augo·l2o 19390 JOo The Inqu1f_¥r. used a st®ry supplied --- -----·-
,, 
·--·-------------------~-------------------'by _ _IJ~ited Press o -···· whicl1 included a statement -that- the- -Grand -- -,--~----------~---·-------------
- · Jury i~vestigati0n beg~ e .. fter &nim.eeting bett1\Teen Anneaberg ·· 
• I 
I 
and Murphy at which Anmenberg off~red te pay all deficiencies.· J8. D~ily News, Aug. 11, 1939, 1. 
· 
1· > 
--, 
--------...-.-------------------~----
-.. 
\ ._,-· ·-·-·- (} 
He concluded by asking the public· not to condemn. him "until 
all the facts are Jmown.1139 
~. 
94. 
On August 11, Annenberg was taken 1nto custody in 
Ch1cage, finger-printed and released on $100,000 bail. His 
attorney issued -a statement, declaring Ann.enberg would fight ~ 
the case.40 
Then, the grand jury handed dewn another indictment 
-against Amaenberg, o1a1m1:ng that Cencensus Publishing Cem-
pany ef Chicago, a Natienwide News ·subsidiary that printed 
rµn-down sheets, owed $77,883.53 ($137,7?0.J6 with interest) 
fer the years 1933 to 1936. 41 
The fella,wing day the special grand jury investi-
gating anti-trust charges against Nat1enw1de News did net 
indict Annen.berg, but- found that Nat1enw1de News was an "111-
egal11 menepely. In a preneuncement to the oeu~t,_ __ ~tbe Jury ________ _ 
said it did net indict because its members felt the Sherman 
Ji, Anti-Trust Act covered enly_ legi, tima te busi:nesse_s. Inst.ead, 
? 
.--
I 
! 
the jury urged stricter enfercement ef l9cal gambling laws, 
\ 
... 
·-···' 
reveca tien of state charters __ fer _th_e ___ w1re ___ ser~1-o.e_ an.d--W-V-.1·. ~- ~--~---
gres·~ 1onal ~ctien te prohibit the 1nt~rstate transmissien .. 
';,I, . 
ef racing news. The grand jury, hewever, indicted Annen.berg 
rer bribing Clarence J. Fergusen, a member ef the Philadel-
phia vice squad whe was called te t·estify befere the grand 
. ······--··· ................... ····· -- . ----- ········ . ,----~ . ' ,,,. __ ,_,,,,-... -,,•,•m,•,.-"••••H•·-•·••-~ ••..-•••••--•••••·~·-· ''"•~·,•-., •" '•'·'"'' '•·••• " 
•--· +• ••• ·- ~-·. ~. ,,_ .~-~· ··-~-~~ • ·- • • ~-
-- --- -----~==~~'-~~-_'··39-. IngY,1ret• Aug. 12! 1939, l; ·Daily News, Aiig-~· 11·-~---··19.39-~-,·-··1.~,----------~:~~~~:.---------~--=----------~ 
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jury. 42 / 
,--J""• 
•v ., In spite ef the favorable about the anti-trust 
· .. 
news 
suit, Annenberg was furious at the presentment te the court. 
'I 
I 
' He suggested th.at the grand jury did net prepare it, centend- ··· · ···-
1ng that grand juries which do net find anything, den 1 t write 
reports. He alse criticized the jury for not calling members 
.......... "
[.. 
...... :; ...... ,.::~. .. . ,. .. ~-- ....... .. 
er· Annenberg's erganization "who ceuld have presented the 
true facts •••• " He dismissed both the repert and the bribery 
indictment as 11 ••• simply ene mere step in a concerted plan 
-. te·--b;-~JD1;~h--;~ .·-;;43··----·--··-·-··--·---·---~--------·-·-- c,----------·------·---------------- ·····--. -----··-- - - - • 
Amle:nberg 1 s treubles began te multiply. On Aug •. JO, 
the third grand jury charged him with using federal ma.1ls 
and interstate telephene and telegraph lines to promote a 
lottery. The gevernment claimed the federal l~ttery laws 
-
appl~ed to Nationwide News because a beokie had to .buy a 
- ~- handb~~k to deG:!cede infermation sent over the racing wire. 
-Because boek1es toek money en the results ef a raee and be-
cause tae betting was done by number, the eperat1en consti-
tuted a lettery. Because· handbeoks were mailed, and b.ecause 
racing"' results in cede were sent by telephene wire, Armen-
---- \ 
.-----· _ --d·----·----- __ 'berg's epe:r-~ti~~ v~~l..!i.ted fed~i:~l. ~tatutes,. ac.cerdillg .te the .. _______ ..... -.--.. -------- --
indictment. 44 
• •. - • ·- -·· .................... -· • '" ·- ·-~··. - ......... '...... . .•.•.• -.---- •. - .... •· -- J·•·. 
• • ...... ;·-····-····~- ............. ·-·- ....... ,._..-:• :_· ····- ••• ··::···· 1 • -
.. -··- .. - ·····-----·------··--··------------··-·------ .. ·············----· .. --------,·--·-·· ·-··········--·- ······-···-----·-··-·-·--···-----·-· - --- --·----------------··------ .. -----··-·•·"·----·----------.. -.... ---
-- - - . ------ - --· -- ·--- -· -- - -----···-- ------· --·- --- - - -- -- ---- -- .. - -
- ···--· ---·------·--···-· -··-----·-·-·---·-·---------- - -- ---
-~---- 4z~- .Ingj~,1rer, Aug. 24, 1939, 1; nEl1if Nf!Ws-~ Aug. 23, -1939,i:'·---·- -·-----
- T1me~o Au.go 24, 1939, 42. The Ing,~~~er stery included all the ~ --- ---
0 
1nferm&ti@Tti0 but the way 1,t .. was @rgB!.iiiized and its headline . 
d1st®rted the meaiiit1.go, Fer exe ..mple 0 tl1e reas@n why the g~and jury did !'i®t i1adict is 12@t explai1e.1ed until the em.d ©f the 
st@ry o The headliJtB.e · read 0 utFederal Court Clears .An.nenberg 
· Firms @f Trust Law Vi@la ti@FAS o a, 
4Jo IllgJ.tl:rer 0 Augo 240 19.390 9; Times, Aug. 24, 19.39, 42. 
44e 1I~91~.r:er·9 Aug. Jl, 1939, J; Dai_ll News, Allg~·i·. JO, 1939, l; 
Times, Aug. Jl. 19J9. 1. 
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Although 1rr1 tated, Anne:nberg chese to dismiss this 
indictment with a bit of American w1t. In a statement head-
lined, "M. L. An.Renberg Recalls Regret ef Nathan Hale, 11 he 
said: 
.. ' ... •· ·- . . . ... , .. . ' - : '' .. ~ ........... . 
. ' . ' ., ....... " .. ., . :. ... - - . :. -·· •.• - .... .. -... : _ ..... , 
__________________ -------------·----~- ---- --There is notll1ng tlaa-t-I---e-an----add -- - ·- ------
to the previous statements that I have 
made ce~cen~ing the indictments except 
that I never km.@wi~gly c®mmitted any 
wr~~g ~r evaded ~y inc@me taxo 
Fr@m the efforts a~d dema~ds of 
the g~vernment &geiits O it appears that 
I may well paraphrase the w@:rds @f 
Nathan Hale==MY @~ly regret is that 
I havera 8 t GE!~ugh re~in1ng years to give t@ my c@untryo 5 
-
In sp1 te ef appearances, the lettery 1:nd1c tmen t was. 
not aimed selely at Annenberg. In prosecuting him, the gov-
ernment wanted to d~str@y the poelroem eperatiens which his 
wire service made possible. 4@ In seeking the indictment, the 
government steed on uncertain legal greumd. Lottery laws had 
neve! been applied te the transmission ef news (racing er 
otherwise) over telephone wires. The Associated Pr.ess, Inter-
n.at1ena1 News Service and United Press suppl1e4 racing news 
which could have been used by bookies, but they were n~t in-
dieted,. The gevernment stretched the law to bust the peel-t 
____ - --- _ _ream epeN-tie-ns and- -.tmaenberg)"7 - -- · --~-
-,----
The government's 1ntent1•• became clear when Campbell ---·--···-· .---------------t""-----·.,.,..,.... ... ,_.--~~----·~-··-·-•••.,_....-~,.._..,~.,,_.,., .. .._ .. .._w,_.__,.,...,.,,.._ -
- • -
----·---· ---------- ·----"----------·-·---.... ·-·----·-··-·--·---··-----·······--·---
' 
........... _ ...... ,... . ......... ~ .... , ......... , ...... , ..... ~·····- ... - .. . 
. .. ---
.. . .... '•". ·-~ - ·~· 
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, ........ ·····• . . . 
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_ 46. 11 War ~n Ann.enberg is Widened te Wipe out Peolreem Beekies," . · Newswe~~D 27v Dail;l(. Ne!'So Octo 12. 1939,. 1. . 
----- _ 47. Ibido See :~X~0 Inquirer, Sept. 1, 19.39,· 2, and Daill .. News, Sept. 7, 1939, 6 • 
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sent copies of the lettery indictment te Amer1c~n Telephone 
& Telegraph Company, I1l1ne1s Bell Telephone Company and 
Western Unien 11 ••• calling their attention to the fact that 
97. 
· 48 the 1:ndi.ctments., had been ·returned by a federal grand jury." 
·When nothing happened,· Campbell announced the three companies 
-
-
. 
, faced federal indictments for operating a lettery 1f they did / 
not 11 vel.um.tar1ly11 cut service te Nationwide News. Illineis 
Bell. already under pressure frem a state grand jury 1:nvest1-
gat1en,49repl1ed, "During all of our 61 years 1.n busi))less, \ -----.. , 
;' we have 0011.tinuously ceeperated w1 th s .. 11. law enforcement 
agencies. we will ce:mtinue to do so.n50 
~ When the utilit1es·d1d met d1soent1nue service, law 
enfercement agencies began a clamp down en Nationwide News 
and gambling parlors. The Pennsylvania Public Util~ty Com-
. missien asked the Federal Trade Commissien to investigate 
the use ef telephones fer transmitting racing mews and urged 
state pelice to crack deW!I. on po0lr@@m eperati0n.51 New Jersey 
laUBched an 1n:vest1gat1en of herse parlors· in Atlantic City.52 
In Washingten, Senater Scett Lucas of I1l1ne1s announced he 
would 1ntreduce leg1slat1e:n making it a federal effe:nse te 
·. furnish wires t~ Amtenberg and Nationwide News.SJ 
An.nenberg· challenged_ the legality ef the 1:m.ceme tax 
, 
·~ 
J' 
•' -, ,. 
. <i I 
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dictment by ene grand jury was based en evidence gained by 
anether jury,. His brief· charge that defendants given immun-
1ty by one jury were indicted br anether. ' -i( . , Annenberg also 
asked the court 'te waive the ea.th ef secrecy taken by wit-. 
nesses because lawyer-olient c0nferences were being hampered. 
Judge Wilkerson reserved decisien ~• allow att•rneys te file 
written arguments.54 
But on Nev. 2, the three utilities announced they 
weuld yield te federal pressure, and veluntar1ly d1scemt1nue 
service. The week before Campbell had issued an ultimatum 
demanding that service be stepped.55 After-· the ~-t1lit1es' 
aimeuncement Annenberg drepped his plans fer an injunction· .... , 
and announced he would dissolve Nationwide News.56 On Nov. 14, 
~ 
1939, a year and ten days after his triumph in Pennsylvania, 
Annen.berg wrete Campbell, 11 we de net like the government dewn 
en eur business. we feel that it is th~reughly legal ••• , 11 
but we wish " ••• to assist the government in preventing dis-
s emina tien by anye~e ef race 1nferm.a.t1en fer illegal purp•ses.1157 
At midnight, Nationwide News, a business which listed a prefit 
of $7,724,531 fer the peried 19JJ-19J6 in the Chicago area 
alene,58 ceased to function. 
.An.menberg suffered a great financial less with the 
.. ·-- -- . . . .. - ... ... . . . . -- - ·- .... - - ---- -·-. ·-- --- ·-··-.. ·-·-----~ 
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··········· -.. - · ---54., DaiiI -J.~e~1s, Oct. JO, 1939, l; Inguirer, · Oct. Jl, 1939, 4. 
55. Dail;y: Newso Nev. 2, 19.39, l; Inguirer, Nov. J, 1939, 8; 
' 
-----------~---- -Timesv N~v~o Jo· 19390 JOo 
- -~-- · ·· 560 Dail1 News.o N@v. Jo l; Nev. 6, .1; Nev. 8, .1; Nev. 15, 19.39, 
-~ ~ -· --~-----··1 . l; Inguirero N~vo 70 10; N@v. 8, 6; Nov. 9, 18; Nev. 10, 6; 
Novo 130 19390 }~ Tlmeso N0v. 4, J4, Nov. 7, 6; Nov. 9, 13; 
I. 
Nev& lOo 26; N~Vo 150 19390 46. 
57. Ingu~:rero N~Vo l511. 1939, J~ ,, 
58. ~imes, Nev. 8,.i939, 24. ·, 
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dissolution of the.service, ~ut evidence suggests he killed 
Nationwide News te save h·imself from prison. On Nov. 20, 
Campbell was called to Washington te confer with Murphy amid .. 
rum.ors of a deal. Four days later Campbell denied he would 
recommend leniency if Annemberg pleaded guilty,59 but Murphy 
hinted five days later that Annenberg•s attorney had suggested 
60 'he plead guilty in return fer leniencyo . Then Campbell 
announced "enee and for a11u thatt he weul.d net sametio:n a ·deal 
with A:nnenber.g even if Murphy agreed te settle. 61 But en 
Dec. 28, Murphy said he felt Annenberg sheuld be tried to 
prove uneither wealth. er politics" can take the place of ju-
62 d1c1al preceedings. 
Apparently Murphy had been willing to allew Ann.enberg 
to plead guilty and settle any claims in. re~.u~_ fer p:rob~j;ien~, ~ 
but Campbell epp0sed it with p0werful support frem ether qua.r-
' ters. George H. Earle III, the former geverner ef Pe1tnsyl-
< van.1a, whe by 1939 had reconciled with Ann.enberg, claimed that 
he _urged President ·Roosevelt to settle the ,claim, but J. Da.vid 
.. Stern. publisher of the Philadelphia Record, convinced the· 
I, 
"' President that fo.:rmenberg should be presecuted tc the fullest 
extent sf the law. 63 
If Roesevelt d1d veto plans fer a settlement. he may- ___ · ____ --~-
- ·~-···~ - ·--,.'·-- .-,,--· "· --- ·-·. -----· ---··· .... -------····--
-·-··-- ··- ...... ·-····-·"····---·------· 
... .. -- ····. gg: £~I~! ow::~: ~~;·1~j9,1i?9• '*···· ·· .. 
61 •. Ibido V Deco llo i9.39o ,4. . 
62. Ibidoo Deco 28v 19390 4. 6J. See F@nzi o nThe Arll1enberg Legend, n April 1969, 1JJ-1J4. severBJ.l Republi@~ p®liticians and newspaper publishers, the 
most c~11S'Pi·cu0u.s b~ihg C@lo R~bert McCormick of. the Chicago Tr1brme and New Yerk Dailz Naw.s, alse urged Itlurphy and the President te spare AJm.emberg.-
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' l., have been leek1ng te 1940 when he needed Pennsylvania's elec-
toral votes in a bid fer a third term. Or, he may have wanted 
·, ta aid his ass001ate, Senator Joseph Guffey, in his t·ough bid 
t: 
' 64 T., 
. for re-election. with Ar.inenberg silenced, things no doubt 
weuld have been easier for the·nemocraoy.· 
The new year, however, breught a lull in eeurt action. 
On Jan. 5, President Reesevelt named his att0rney general to 
- the supreme Ceurt. Sel1o1ter General Rebert B. Jacksen., a 
yeung New Dealer neted for his liberalism, was •~med te suc-
ceed Murphy.65. Judge Wilkerson took 111 and left for Palm 
Springs, Cal1fern1a, to recuperate. And Annenberg' developed 
s. desperate plan to aveid prisen--he heped ~·to elect Geverner 
Arthur James ef Pennsylvania to the presidency of the United 
States. 
- ---
----~-~-- - --------
In typical Annenberg fashion, the publisher began the 
. · 66 
campaign by knocking the eppes1t1en. On Jan. 29, tl)e Inquirer 
64. Possibly, Guffey alse was urging the President to push the An.nenberg case. He and Stern worked closely in Pennsylvania politiCSo 
65. Imtg~rer, Jan.5.1940, 1. The st@ry begang President Roesevelt 91 ooehas finally aooomplished what he failed t@ de, in 19.37 with his eourtc;>packing schemeo 811 Jacks~m us app@intmemt as selicit@r general had bee1a,greet~d with less than j@y ii! 1938. The .I111quirex: said the app@i:atmexit-·was gCl~d f®r the New. Deal but bad f~r the c@tmtry because Jacks0n was anti~businesso See I:ngu~r~:r:o Ja.Jf!o 2Bo 19380 lOo ___ H_i.S_ ~p_p~_i_~l;l1.l_e_ii:t ___ a_s __ att_er11ey gen-
.? 
eral merited n@ e@mD1ei,it 0 it.(@ d@ubt 0 because Allelmberg did net ----~-------want t~. amtag@i!ize the man tfh® 11~uld decide the fate @f- ·nis case~ 
- ~:::;;_ ___ : ____ - -- ·· 66. _The Inguirer had pr@m(®ted James Jf@r presidemt ~1t1 tw@ ~cca- · 
siens pr'ior tfi) i940o On July 22 0 1939 0 James had attacked a· 
_speech by Se11at@r Guffey u.rgimg R©@sevelt t® seek a third term. . ....... ------James. said 1940 c@uld be a RepublicaIDJ. year if the GOP candi= · date a.d@pted a platf®rm iJQ!.cerp®lrating his achi-avemem.ts · im @ffice. 
· The . . I.~9-uif~;t: headline reado HJames Makes First Bid f~r Presi-dencyo u9 On N~Vo -7 0 19.39 0 the .J;nqpiir~r carried a story "dis-
. ole&ing88 a I'1ati@m.Cjwi:de mevement tQ> draft James in 1940. See Iaquirer, July 22, 1939, l; Nev. 7, 1939', l. 
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carried a stery attributed to a former Earle ·asseciate cla1m-
1~g that Senator Joseph Guffey would lead the Democratic Party 
' 
to defeat in 1940. This wa.s fo1·10wed by stories urging Guffey 
te withdraw, and a scathing editorial campaign claiming Guf~ey 
' 
had sold eut the Democracy to Jehn L. Lewis and the c.r.o. 
One editorial concluded, "If the\ Republican Party wants te 
elect a United States Semater from Pennsylvania mext fall, 
it can hepe fer nothing better than the nomination by the Dem-
ocrats ef Joseph p. Guffey. 67 
When Guffey accused Anneaberg of having a four-year 
plan to take ever the United States gevern.D1en t, Anne:tab~:rg :re-___ _ 
printed 11Whe Is Guffeyu a column used in 1938 which sugge~ted 
Guffey embezzled government funds. 68 Paraphrasing Genesis 
.. 
27: 22, the Inquirer story @n the speech cen.cluded 9 11 The voice 
was Guffey' s, but the hands are the hands of' Greenfield," 1m-
- I 
;/~~-...:._,~~.'' 
plying that Albert M. Greenfield, Annenberg•s Philadelphia 
antagenist, was believed te have engineered. the attack. 69 
; 
Throughout the Primary Election campaign, the Inquirer 
,.~ accused Guffey of di v1d1:ng the party a.:nd sell1mg out to John 
L. Lewis. But when Guffey defeated.his opponents, the 
Inguirer was speeohless.7° Because Governor.James was not 
. . 
running fQr office in the primary, his name was kept before 
- -
, 
~. ,. . ~--•t~40;ny~1~:: ~E· i§to, li~O, 10. · See also ....... ~-- Jam • .30, 
··,·.~~'-~· 
68. See pag~ 7..5=76 o -
69. Inquirerv Febo 2 0 1940, 1. ~Fer the complete text of 
Guffeyus speech 0 see United States Cengressienal Recerd, 
Velo 86 0 Febo 1 0 1940 0 9000 
,70. Inquirer, February j r,1ay, 1940. See _especially, Feb. l.-4, 
1940 and May 1-11, 1940. 
- ' 
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monwealth affairs. After the election, however, the Inquirer 
mounted an 1ntems1 ve campaign to secure l'lis consideration by 
the Republican Nat1enal Convention schedule4 te convene in 
-----·---····--- ·-··--- ____ ;f>l1.~l~delph1a in Ju:rie •.. ____ ............ . ................................... / ..................................................................... . 
.}/. 
.. ~ 
!\'lean.while Judge Wilkerson had returned te Chicago on 
March 26 and had ordered Amtenberg•s attorney te present argu-
ments on his metions t0 quash the indictments. On April 10, 
however, ··w-1lkerson ruled aga1ns·t· AlUlenberg and set April 2J . 
'l for arraignment.? 
When Am.n.enberg appeared befere Judge Wilkerson he 
.. 
' pleaded guilty to evading .$1,217.296 in 1nceme taxes during 
19.36. .Annen berg said 111. making his plea: 
I want te do what's best fer my sea (l.Jalter '&\ras a.ls@ indicted) my falks 
and the peGple in my busi~ess who depend 
on 
I 
me •• o o I don.: t care a}b@ut ,1u.yself .2 ••• 
I.t s my f elks I m werri~d ab0ut (a •• 7 
In return the government agreed to discuss a settlement and 
drep all ether charges aga1mst Annenberg and h1s associates, 
including Walter.73 
ti.bile clearing \ilalter was feremest"\1:n his mind, Armen-
berg must have believed he ceuld escape prison by pleading -
-
I 
:, 
:1 
n 
D 
D 
:1 
I 
I 
I 
guilty. No doubt he counted on_ the gevernment to be len1-ent~-~~~~~ ~ 
- i with a 62-year-old man. Alse, he wanted to ave1d tl\e pub11o1ty -I 
~---------------------·-··----·----------------- ---· -- --------- ... 
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~/et a trial whic.h would damage his political stature 1n Penn-
74 syl vania. 
01;, 
On May Jl, Campbell announced .Annenberg's tentative . 
settlement ef $8 m1111en, 75 but details were not reveal!\~~~.·· .... ____ _ 
- ....... - .. , -· - . -
\.. ,' 
-----··· ------.-------------- - · .. until June 4 before Judge ~lilkerson. As related in court, ' 
Annenberg was to pay a total ef'· $9.5 million--:ia m1111en in 
taxes plus $1.5 millien in interest--ever seven years. The 
government waste held mortgages.en all Annenberg property 
except the Inquirer, " ••• which was not 1nve1ved in any---w-ay---------- - --- ------------i 
in the tax casese •• u76 
Annenberg alse revealed the story ef Cecelia Corpora-
tien fer the first time. In a press cenference prior te the 
start of the- hearing,77 Annenberg said the sele purpose ef 
Cecelia was to pass his enterprises intact to his children, 
net the evasien ef income taxes. He said he had tried te 
74. ~6lh.ile the government and Annenberg' s atterney hammered eut a settlemento. ~he Republican Party rejected Judge James and nemimated Wendell Willkie as its presidential candidate. Altheugh ~nguirer ceverage remained t)ptimistic until th~ end 0 JBJnes never had a cha.m.ceo He received 74 v@tes~=72 from Pen~sylvroiia==®n the first ball@t amd had dr@pped t~ one vote by the third ball@pto The n~minatien ®f \\Tillkie -wa.~ ______________  ___________ _____________ -- -- --gl'eeted w-ith indif·ference by tl1e· ,Ik1guirer 0 even th~ugh the 
I ·candidate v1si ted the Imguirer building the day after his nem11(j.ati~mo See Jngui·r~r.o May 19 tlir®ugh J'\me 29 0 19400 750 .Pail1f NErviso lllay Jlo 19400 · Jv ,Ii'lquire~.o June lo 1940Q .. 14; T1m~~v JUJle iv 19400 17 o The Ing~uirer st@ry · ~n page 14 was headlined 0 nuoSo Acts to Clear 10 Alliie:nberg Aidson The main 
---------st&ry ~f the day was about the nreputed0 im.selvem.cJr. :of Albert------------------·-:--------- -------· --··-· ----==------~-----=:-:-·-=---=-·=:~--------· ·W. Green.f ie-ldo . . -...... . 
----~-~----------------~~-~--~-=~;·=---1-~-•-----,Inqui.re.r_o----·····Jun.e ____ ,.,-.-----194-0-.---1-l--.-------The----Ing_-ui-rer--~-st-ory·--stTefss·ea----. · ,, ' the latter poi111t more than the ether two aee~unts. See Daily 
. , 
Newso Ju.ne 5o 19400 l; Timeso June 5o 19400 520 · 77. The hearing was called te present testimeny for the ju9.Se te evaluate 1n. passing sentence. 
) . 
.i. .. 
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settle t1 th tbe g,ev.ernment as ear.ly .as 1938, -but had. been re-·· . .,------··-~---···--·--·'·--·- -- ; 
(buffed.78 
During the hearing, Weymeuth K1rklan,d, Annenberg's 
a tte~~l, ~ta ted . tb~t ____ Ceoelia __ c_e_;p.<J>~a~t-~_on ::ha~<i ___ b_~~~~-:~-f~rnie .. ~-~-~~ 
,_-:r; ______ • ......... · •... ~-····-····-····--·•: .••. , •••• , .... , .• .,, ... _,,;.,,· ••••• .-: •. ,.~----• .............. -··· -- .. ·-· -- ,-----
••••. -- ... . 
I 
·~ ....... ·-~' .-
'\ 
·-192.3 as a holding company to censolida te Annen berg's assets 
and· make sure they would pass te his children upon his death~. -
Cecelia, named for Mrs. Amnenberg, had· 500 outstanding shares 
--Annenberg held 240; Walter, 92. and each ef the seven 
daughters, 24 shares. Therefertt. Annen.berg was not _the -majer-
1 ty .st@ckho1der. The attorney explained that Cecelia· had no.t 
·declared a dividend until 1932, and since then, Annen.berg and 
h1s children had individually paid taxes on earnings frem 
their shares. Getting to the crux of his argume~t. Kirkland 
declared: 
••• 1t weuld not have been pessible 
1n 1923 for any0ne te foresee the 
tremendous growth ef the company and 
the possibility that in th~ future 
surtaxes w@uld increase and it would 
thus be p@ssible t0 evade high income 
tax by such an expediento79 
I 
Kirkland labeled as 11 absolute conjecture 11 and "absolutely 
- ... -- --- -· ..... _. ·- -- ---
-- -· -·-- -·· -· --------···-- ti.ntrueti the- -g0vernment•s o-en·tentio:n. --that Annen.berg received 
dividends which should haye gone_ tc, his ·children. He oon-
L-
olud_~d by stat111g that Annen.berg I s act16ns were-- net ___ cr.1minally ____ -------~---
------··- · --- -- ·-- · -···--- --- ······ ·-me·t-1va ted··.c,§,Q 
,.,_:... 
. ~-
. 
Campbe-11 -pres-entea~anotner picture. Neting··-tnat-Ainen-
78. Inquirer, J~e ~. 1940, 8; Daily New~,. June?• 1940, 11. 79. !!9-uirero June o, 1940, l. . . . 
80. Da~ly News, June 5, 1940,- 11; Inquirer, June 6, 1940, l; 
Times, June 6, ·1940, 52. 
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berg's net werth increased ·rrctm $?, 8S8,·J4J 1n 1930 to 
$19,496, JOB in 19.38, Campbell said, ,. "His·. (Annen berg I s') desire 
to evade his income taxes was as keen as it was to make this 
~---~--i~nQ~J:11e4t'' ~--HfJ __ sa1.d_._the_ gevenimen.t __ ha.g. evid.~~-g~~ .... ,D~ _ m.illi_on _______ _ 
·-----·----·---
-·--· .,. ..... •••••• ......... _, ""'-•••••·--•·.•• • .. , ·,-'00 .. 0MOO '• .·--·-·-~ ---·--..... ,.,,,.-~o,oo•o <' 0 ,_,,, .... ,._ •. -···· '". • 0 0 .,,, • r • 0" •0 •• •• •o•OHO",O "' ,•,·•••"'"' ... , '000·•• 00 ,_ ,,,,,,., • 0 • - •• '"' ,o .. 0 0,0, 0 •' ,- 0 ,o• ••• • • • • • ••o °' 0 000 '• '• • .. «,••, 0 ,_, ' ""•'" 0 0 ·'>• •••0 ,O ._ •. "'° ,O,o O, 0 00 0 0"0"00•,0, •• 0 •• 0 ,.,_,. o•.• 0 0 0 '"' ,.,,,-. •• - .<, •o •• '''"• .,, - ,•o '"'" 0 0 0 < >,,OO 0,,.0 O•••o• ,.,,,_,, o·•,,' • .,., .... ,. 0 • ,,,_, ••• ,O •• • - - roo -- - -• ~-~-- ·-~- ·---· •- - ·- -··- ~ - ·-- - A 
1tems--wh1ch included ledgers shewing Annem.berg using meney 
I 
from one c0rperation to pay himself through an.other. His ex-
., 
penses a,t the Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia, and salaries fer 
' 
his chicl.d1--en were charged to various cerporatiens. An.nenberg 
also wrote cheeks to cash fer his personal use and listed / 
-them as expenses. 
evade ta.xes. 81 
All this was done, Campbell charged, to 
I 
At the end of the first day, Judge Wilkers.on apparently 
~ 
was net impressed with .Annenberg's explanation. He said the 
. evidence showed the defendant could have beem convicted ;had 
the oase gene to trial. Five years, he added, would net be 
adequate pun.ishment.82 
When the hearing resumed the fel1ew1ng day, Kirkland 
attempted te disassociate Annenberg from bookkeeping epera-
tiens. Neting tha~_ -~he_.~~-~~-~_f ___ ~ime:~;(l:>~~g'~-~~~~lJRt1.ng dep~:rt~-
~/' 
i 
I 
., 
1:' 
'I 
: I 
' :, 
, 
,, 
·,, 
- . -------· - - ---- -·-----. ---·---- :-:i 
--------------~ . --~ -81. Daily- News og June 5, 1940, 11; Inquirer, June 6 • 1940, l; :~ 
Tinieso Jm1e~··o; 19401P 52. ~ 
82 o Times o Jmle 6 o 1940 p 52. While 1 t may seem inappropriate i 
for Judge -~lilkers@n ·c8 c@:mment as he ·did 0 the hearing ,was \ 
____________ being held simply t~ determine ~ert1berg 11 s senteneeo He had - --~------~ ---~~ 
' 
a1ready plead~d guiltyo Statements @f tl1.is kind were typi,oal - · ~! 
··-:~~---~:-~-~---··· :~~~---,----~=--~-~•-f' Judge vJilkers@n 0 ·a Jurist whfi · had acquired a reputati®:m. -- -~.--------------=·-:-----·---~- ~-t 
-=---------~-=~=-------- -f-~r _ ~eing t@u.gh-®n--crim1na-ls a · The agi-11:g~-- jur_ist _had:=~prxa:s~i~d~ed-==~~=- · -· - - _--~ 
at the tax evasi@n trial @f Al Cap@ne and had se:nte1EAced him , --------~ 
to ___ "the :maximum termo He ·retired after hearing the· Anne1ID.berg ( 
case" and Campbell was named to succeed ~im. See u.s. Con- I' 
5ress1enal Recerd. Oct. 7, 1940, 13290-13291. I 
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l 
I ment was "net properly trained," he said errors were the re-
sult of h11man failings, not criminal intent. He also said 
the checks for cash went to Mrs.·Annenberg te cever increasing· 
---- · househeld expenses. Kirkland said l\llllenberg had "extravagant 
.• .. •...• >'••••·· ~- . ................. _ --------~----···",---·--··--·-- .. --- .. daughters. ,,8·J .. Then on June 7, Kirkland c1 ted court and tax 
appeal cases te show that gifts of securities to children 
when t~e father retained centrel were legal as long as the 
i 
I 
children paid taxes en the dividends. The atterney said he 
.!"-
already had shewn that Anltenberg•s children paid taxes•• 
' 
dividends. 84 
\ 
After a weekend recess, Kirkland again noted that 
Annenberg did net use cerporate dividends paid to his family. 
The·atterney said profits frem R-D Publishing Company of New 
Orleans, Les Angeles and San Frane1sce were used by- Mrs. Annen-
berg fer heuseheld expenses, and Mrs. Annenberg paid taxes en 
them. The attorney d1d admit, hewever, that Ann.enberg wrete 
eff an $800,000 gambling debt as a corporate loss, explaining, 
,,..Reulette was Annenberg' s enly expens1 ve ha.bit. n In closing, 
.. Kirkland said the facts showed that .Annenberg's actions in-
dicated a u1ack ef meral turpitude." Payment of $8 million 
.. , ...: 
I 
D 
D 
D 
D 
[ 
,, [ 
' 
I 
I ~ ____________ • _______ _::.:; __ .c:c:_::··--::......::--:::..:..-~~~----_--~-9==1~ 
When Kirkland , _ 
__ : ________ c-.-~. ------~ ~haracterized Annen.berg as a man who sacrificed himself te 
- ... ..,_ ----·~--.-----·--- --·-··-------~- ··---~~-!~ .1.1~~----.~~~-- -~~~-- ~~~-!-~-~-~-~-~~---'-----~~~- :p~~~isher .... ~.~.~~-----~----ll~q.l{e_:r~c~~c:cc. -··············--·-·- ·1 
I 
~cn·1 ef and••••''d~:l'bb'!?I''''"~lfi-s''"··"•··"ey'e'';''''·"'~'''~~·,1r1·r1tliiia''·"''"e'iiio'luife'cf''"'=th'e'~"-"'da'y~,••"s'"'"'"argu:-'"'s= &w IM> '' nm»=•~--'' 
-- --- --- -· - -·- - _ _, ____ ' -- --- - .. , - ':::··· 
:, .. 
··-. -BJ •. Da.1.1:y News, June 6, 1940, l; Ing.u1rer, June 7, 1.940, 1. 
· 84. Daily News, June 7, 1940,1; Inguirer, June 8, 1940, 6. 
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ment by deolarin~.that Annenberg's enterprises would fail 
· and the gevernment lteuld lo·se its meney if the publisher were 
sent to prisono 85. On the 11th, Kirkland listed five reasons 
why -Almenberg was not criminally responsible for tax evasion: 
....... . . ....... . ... . . 
··•··•••••••• ____ ., __ c ........ ,, ..••.•...• •"First, his. C -·mpanies grew faster thall boekkeeping metheds; 
second, A , . e: berg had 0ffered his books t0 the gevernmem.t and 
agreed t0 pay any money 1 t felt was due; third. Ann em.berg had . \. , .. ,1. 
·suf~ered en0ugh threugh a grand jury investigation and press 
attacks by Chicago newspapers; fourth, A:rmenberg had saved 
the government from 11 ••• the largest criminal trial ol'l. recerd," 
and.fifth, Annenberg ha~ pleaded guilty to save his sen frem 
trial. Kirkland u:rged the judge to suspend sentence and place. 
h . 86 .. is client en prebation. 
Al theugh Campbell made ne recemmen.dat!on en the- -sen:-·-·· 
tence, he blasted Annenberg•s eentention t~at he had cooper-
ated with the government. F0r example, he said ledgers were 
tampered with before they went to the grand jury. 8~ With the 
- -~ ~' ... -.. -· -. - . . - -- ---· .. ~ -·· 
• l 
.... ················· ············ -··········· ········ ............... _:. . · ...... ··-··· . . ..... , ........ ·-· ................ . . . ... . . ...•. . .. -• - ---·- .,, .. -······· ... --···--. . ... ' ··-· .....•. .,--.. ······· --- .. ···-·····-· -· .. . ----. ---, .... ---- - ·--····-·---·-··---·-· .......... ---·-------~----- -·· · · ····---·- · ·. · ···· 85, Dailz News, JUlie 11, 1940, 5; Inguirer, June 11~ 1940, 1. The Inguirer story· did not in.elude the explaneltie:n abeut roul-ette ~r the handkerchiefo Instead it stressed the cGurt 9 s re-acti@m t@ an edit@ria .. l iii the Daill News 0 June 7v 19400 12, which called the tax ease au o o o'ene of the m@st remarkable 
__ _ causes ( sioo) in the hist®ry of criminal __ j~j.spr.uden.ee·~~~--tru~-··_--_--____ _ -------'---'----:----w-.rld 0ver~---and ·-frem-me--begixm3lmg-or---r~cerded histe,ry on I The ed1 t~rial questioned the ceurt n s decisi0n t® dr@p · charges against tiimlter A.1~e11berg arid Annenbergu s asseci.ateso The InquirE:r emphasized Kirklar1d 11 s claim that· the edi torjt.~J. _ ·········-- . -··---~-~:~~~:;~ ··-···-···-- . ..... - .. . ·- -:-, .. "•• oWas contemptuous 0f the Court and 0bviously desi.'gned 
.. -~-. to intimidat~ the Court in its decision.." Campbell concurred · 1 111!1 tt,,,.is ftlo c)i. m .......... ······-····· ............. ·--···-···········--·····-·······---·····---·--··.,···-·-··---········---····---... -,--- .. ·-··-··"'--·---·-·--··-···---···---·---·-·--·---"- - . ___ -·-· ··- ___ -··-·--····-------· __ _____ ... -·-· . .&;;L .... ·· U- . · · ··V · ·Q!,,·.;!l:,;AM·(r · ... 
---- ·86. Inquir~~o ·June 12, 1940, 1. 87. Daily News, June 11, 1940, l. 
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statements condluded, Judge, W1lkersen took sentencing under 
advisement. BB 
On July 1, ~udge vI1]4tersen sentenced Annen.berg to 
I 
r 
l 
'1 
', 
. ./ ;I 
,, 
~---£ 
I, 
three years in prison--~;h~ ma..~1:m.um._ all0w.ed •.. ¥Jhen the "Senten,.fe · ·······---·--··-·---------· ·· : 
.L 
X 
-····--···"". 
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was read, .Ann.enberg trembled. His sen, Walter, moved to his 
father and put his arm around him-. In passing sentence, Judge Wilkersen said the evidence indicated An.nenberg used his net-
work of corporations to evade taxes •. If Annenberg get eff,. 
the judge said, ethers weuld uhink they could. The jurist 
allowed Kirkland to file a motion for immediate parole, but forbid an appeal of sentence because Amaenberg had pleaded '\'..:.l 8 ' guilty. 9 
On July 15, three Philadelphia physicians testified -----...r 
befere Judge Wilkerson that Annenberg suffered heart. sinus 
and rectal treuble, arteriosclerosis, ·-00u.gh1:ng spells, see-
ondary aaem1a and 1nsemn1a. Kirkland argued that Annen.berg's 
I 
! 
c 
' physical cenditian was such that prisen life would b\ detri-
mental to his healtll.~ . Campbell, however, said prison dectors 
. ·-· .. 
. 
~ 
88. As w0uld be expected, Inquirer coverage was designed to 
·-, 
- . cenceal damaging information· ·and create sympathy fer ·the pub- / 
.. 11 sher o s t0ri es.. S.,~-~.~-~ .. ~ .. ~.g_-,,,Ann.enb .. er.g .. tcs.-... "sa.eri·-f·ie·els-···--:f·cr···=·hts·,, . .,., ...... ~·-"=··--~···n~----~----~ ~ 
· ---·-·-·--~--~amt·!tjr;· ... , .. ,e.s]9·e·cr1ally-his S031o In:f~rmati@n damaging t~ Aluien- :; b-erg we .. s placed a.t/ the end @)f s t®ries O ir eli.mina,te_do In de- .. ________ . o·laring. that he 11.ad a.<,n.e no wr0ng and in @)f:f erimg the g@v-ernmen t its due O .Anne:aberg hoped te oenvinc"? readers that he . ·· ---- --·····--··· . __ ·_was a victim 0f po@r bookkeeping techniques~- .and net a q.raft 
- _ __·_89~e;;!i1z -News, .July 1, 194-o-, ~-f .J:nquil'el'~- Jllly 2, 1--29-_Q_, __ :_i;_"_~-==--~---i _ . _ · T illl~_s_ •....... July .. -~·-•· -·---1-940-,---·~---2-J-.-------·- ----······-----····-·-···--· :··--··----··-··-······--·-··-··------ -·-··--····--·--·--····:····-······-·····- [_.~_1_~_-___ ... K·-·-.... u .. - ...... - ... n.-.. -------· a • ".--
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weuld be able t0 handle t-rea"ttnent ef AMenbergti:i' 1i1s. 90 ·--··-·· --·- - -- -- "'' .,.= ---·-----·~:='=------=--·- -. -'---- ---····--_--·-· -~ ··.- -· 
~ 
- ----------· -
--- -- ---- - -
- --
~-
-~------ ·--
. - -· Two days later--the same day Franki1n D. Roosevelt 
was nem1n·ated for a third term--Judge Wilkerson denied the 
.- -· ·-- -------·-·· . ---------... ---······ 
. . . 
.. ···--
- - -· ~-... -.... ~--pe-ti-t1en a:n-d-- orde·r·ed··· Annen.b·erg · te repert to Chicago 0n July 22 -,: 
.. ···- ·-·-·----.--- .................... _,_,,. ____ ..... ,.----··-- ... ---· 
- -·········-····to··beg1!1.h1S ·terrn···1n :r..eWiSburg. Pa •• F~d~re.l..Penitentia.ry.91 
Annenberg told the Associated PEess: 
I am g01ng home to say geci,dby te 
my family. I am physically breken. I am going to d0 the best I can, if I 11 ve o \~hen I gc, home, I wi 11 have 
a challce to see my grandsen fer the first time.92 -
-~. 
An.nenberg spent the few days visiting with family and 
friends and brie:fing his sen on the operatien of the .~ngu1rer. 
, The day he reported in Chicago, he appealed te the I~g~irer 
readers u ••• to withhold judgment pendil'lg a time vihe:n the whole 
I 
- story ceuld be told." He said that 1n pleading guilty he had 
------s-aved -ethers 11 ••• including my enly s0n ••• , n from nan unmerited 
erde~l. 11 He reiterated h1s contention that he had n •• • n.ever 
90. Daill. Newst July 15, 1940, l; Inguirer, July 16, 1940,· 7; ~---~-------·· T im~.!-D~-_J UlJr __ lb_.o-----19-~-0-g-····-6 .•.. -------0n----th-e---15-th-,-:--t·ne-- . In-gu:1-rer--·c rr-e rea·-·-a :1ilOoOOO reward fer,informa.ti@n °ooolea.ding to the arrest and C@~Vioti@m @f th~se resp~nsibleooof@r circulati@n through the Umited States mails ~fooap,stal cards beari~g matter de-
. famat@ry t0 Ivle Lo .Annenberg 0 publisher ©f the Inquirero 
•-<;c 
These. ~ard~<L.!-LJl!.w.e1-.r.e.~ .. --s.ent-------te -busin-e·ss and ·pr~fesSi@Jl~al men in ....... --------···· ·~·-"·"':"r,·• .. ==·=•=-----·~-····~u .. ~-,,-· 'tliis. ei ty in al\ obvieus attempt t@ injure this ne~1spaper O fl / Obviously the cards asked advertisers t@ dr@p their adver-tising am.d subscribers te drop their subscriptienso I was. unable t~ determine the exact ce11tents, hewever& See· Inquirer, - · - -·· . ·············---~--.-::-:.~:~. = -July 15()·· 19400 lo 
' 
. . ·. .. . 91 o Da~ ll N ~i~s o ~Tuly _ 17 , __ ,,c,,;L2,,~0. .. ,,,,,,.,l=;.c.="~I.ngcu11~te:P··9···r-·o,J,,tt3:y··c.",,i8·,-····'···:t940 ~· ,e,)"2 ; - '"'~"=" * =w~··= .. ,~= -~·::·,·=·-·M·,. .. -·~,,··~-~---,.-- · T'imErs·"·o···"""'Juiy·,--· .. 1:·s'~ .... ·"··19,4·cr; .. ··"'"·'2b2·. Note the position of the stc,ry in . - ---t~-~---····I---Y~n;'.'ll.'Sl.4.-rJ'c"I·~-- ·····················-· -----------· -···· ..... . ---·············-··-··-·-· ··-------------··-·····-····---··· j:j; w J!-.:-;e. 2: ~ ~ JI:. 0 
920 'rngUi.r~o July 18, 1940. J2. _ The grandson was Walter's first child born July lJ. The boy committed suicide in the early 1960s.·, 
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/ 
knowingly evaded any tax, ner had the slightest 1ntent1en of 
defrauding the Government. That when informed by the govern-
; . ' 
ment 0f its claim, I promptly called upon the attorney general 
••• and offered to pay any amount that might be required, but 
.... , ....... , ... ' .. . ·····---··~·-•'-¥•-·--~---,.~~···~-- - . ' - : 
my effer was refused. 11 He concluded by asking "our readers" 
to judge him by n ••• the character and achievements of the news-
~ paper." 
· ••• with se many serious problems now 
facing 0ur natien(,) I sheuld have been 
glad to be in a p0si ti~11. t.® be helpful, 
as I s@ught t~ be i~ the pasto I sh0uld 
have liked t~ remainooofighting fer the 
thimgs I believe t~ be right and in the 
best inter~sts @f my ceuntry. That I am 
_deterred fr~m se doing is my chief cause 
of regret.9J -
Late that night after a car trip from Chicago, the 
deers ef Lewisburg Penitentary closed. M. L. Amaenberg, 
although still paid as chairman and publisher ef the Ing.uirer, · ... ___ ._ .. ___  
became Ne. 10197 at Lewisburg. Each day, hewever, he eagerly 
awaited his cepy of the Inquirer which was sent by special 
express. While reading it 0 he ·Jstted down suggestions which 
were sent back te his S(iJ10 For exam.ple, he fumed when he 
found that the New York Times reached the prisen three hours 
- ---·-··--···---- --------
. --- .. -... --
-------- ·The =first year pass-ed --and- Amte:nb·erg···o-e·came ··elfgi ..o·ri,- ..... --- .. 
. _._ -- -- -· ---- ----~·-----~----- - ---
fer parole. His son ha9- ~d~. ~r:rangeI11ents, and 1 t appeared ... .. . .. .. . . - . . . . . ····· ... ... . - . -
.. . . . . --··-···"---~---------------------------·----·-··------·--------~~~---, .. ·----
,I 
I 
'--· ,---, , 'I 
I 
--= ·=====~~··i._ . ~~~Jte.,,, .. , .. w,0.U,l(i.,,, ... ~be .... , .... papel-ea-, ........ J,t1:l,y,.-.·,;, .. a,;i_, ...... ,,~=94-l=.~-.,~.,,,,,=Hew~:e¥~,,.<-.,~.:~~t-eft .. ;~_;.1;eaf!iff::::.~~~:,·w·.=-==~~~~.~.;:..;:~;;;;-,,.;;.:;;;_~.::~. 
of it and raised sudh a ruckus wi.th federal officials that . . . . ,. ·-
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parele was denied July 8, 1941.95 When the publisher re-
applied after six months, parele was again ·denied Nev. 1.3, 
1941, with no reason g1 ven~ 96 Finally on May 27, 1942, , the 
parele board annet.mced A:nnenberg would be released June 11~ 
........ ~ ,. •.• ., ..• ·-·~-·--·-·· ........ ~--··-·-.····-·· --··-~·.·····-- ···--- .- ·--·····-- •.•. ---··· ·:1 ....... ,., ··- ·- ··-· .... , """ . 
_______ ................ ,. ....... _ .... _ .. _ -- ······· The decisien, the beard said, n •.•• was influenced by the I I 
' prisoner's physical condition. n Amnenberg had been im. the 
prison h0spital for s~me time suffering lew bloed ·pressure 
and heart trouble.97 Annenberg was released early en June J 
t•because ef the increasing precarious state ef his health. u 
From Lewisburg, h-e was taken directly t0 a Phi·ladelphia h-es-
pi tal, and then transferred te St. Mary's Hespital. Rechester, 
Minnesota. There he underwent emergency surgery fer a brain 
- i 
, 
tumor. On the 18th, his condition was listed as critical. 
Two days later, he died.98 
Thick oelunm rules of meurning blackened the July 21, 
---- - edition ef the Inquirer, but many ethers did n&.t meurn the 
less. Letters of condolence were received from Governor 
Arthur James, W111iam Randelph Hearst. James A. Farley, amd 
Senators James J. Davis gf Pennsylvania and \,Jillia-m. H. ··smathers____ · -
,. '·., .. ,.,. 
99 ef Florida. Othe71se, the pewerful remained _m~~e_- __ ~ ·- _ .... ·-
• ' 
.• • - ' • '• : u' •. •• 
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'rimes· said n@ reas~n had been given for the denial. 96. Timeso Novo 140 1941 0 l2o 
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On July 2.3, 1942,, fellowing p·r1-vate service·s,. Meses 
I • ' . Leu1s An.nenberg. 64, _was buried in the family plet lit Me\Ult 
. 100· Sinai Cemetery, Frankf~rt, Pennsylvania. 
The estate, valued at-·;2,700.016, was left in. trust ) . 
. . .. -•T•~"~" •••"•'·•••""•'• -•·•• •·••-• •-• ••••••-•• ••·---·-»~··,,,.~• ,~••m•• ... ~ .. - -~--~" - •- ·- ' • • ,-, •• • • . ---···-····· ·-·· ..... 
fer his w1dew and children. Mrs. Annenberg waste receive 
~ $200,000 a year B.lld the remainder waste be divided among 
' 
the cnildren. The estate included 240 shares ef Triangle Pub-/ 
lications, a new holding eempany for the Inquirer and Annen-
berg's ether publications; $44,866 in a checking account; 
~-- ____ -.. . . . . _ $?.l.381:ia c~~hand$J.,69J in .back.pay owed by-. the ;paquirer~l.Q!_ __________ _ 
\ 
'\ 
Death has d@ne nethimg te refurbish the 1mage ef 
Meses L. Annenberg. He still remains ene ef the- ''bad guys" 
in American histery. He tis remembered as a panderer te 
gamblers, am UJ1der·~re1.~1d figure, a creek, a tax_ dodger. But 
few :remember that he was publisher ef ene ef tft majer news-
papers in this country; that he was a penniless immigrant whe 
amassed a sizeable fertwae; that he was a master ©f circula-
,_, 
t1en and premotien techniques, a:m.d that he clearly understeed 
------·· -~-~---------th• --reading- -tas-t-e-s-- ef- a- ·mas-s---St-udience •. - --------------· 
Annenberg 1 s early career everlapped the latter stages 
c:J.,. ' ., . •. . .J .. . ...... .. '" " C:) . ' ' <) . • 
in the development 0f the modern newspaper. Always asseoia~ed 
· with the d1stributie:n and marketing aspects ef t~e business, 
\ 
A11nember·g embodied. the ce~servat1 ve, pro-bus.1n.ess ___ pr(ic..l.ivi_ti.e_s ____________ . ---,----_ .... ,.··-···-····----- --- ·---------------· •--·-··· - ·······-----.-,. ---··-·-···---·--·,··········--· . --··-···· 1 •. ---- ·-
. . 
--· 
---
• . . 
··-----,.·----,···-~· ~--·--:~--. -·--·-·------•£ ·the bus:1:nessmem-publ.isners- wne -ee~~~~-~:~ti.-inest::~majer · big- _ -- :·=:-·:_~~~=-=~~-~·--:~~--~-•-••-~~ 
--·-· .... ---·-,··-----~--·--·---~~--·------
- -- -------- - - ...... ' 
· 1oo. Inquirer, July- 23. 1942; Times_;_ Ju.ly 24, --;1.942, 19. · 
· 101 •. Inquirer, July 25, 1942, 7; Times, Nev. 8, 1942, 29. 
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city news ergans by 19~0. While he was with Hearst, Ann.en-
berg perfect~d the use ef pr0m9ti0n.s, gimmicks and induce-
' . 
. ,1 -
ments to build circulations. He later used these techniques 
""' 
_ _ __ te tuna the £1n8fe1ally troubled Philadelphia Inquirer 1nte a 
selven~, viable enterprise with the largest c1rcula.t1on in 
the state. 
Un.fertunately, Annenberg became ebsessed with a desire 
fer power. The sen ef a pe9r immigrant, he rose rapidly from 
a subscription salesman. te the ewner ef a ·newsstand epera.tien 
- ·-t ···-------~------·----·-··----·- -. -- -- . . . --- ..... --·-··----·-······-··-····-··-- .. ., ................ - ...•.....• __ ...... ·- ·-- -··· -·········- .... 
- -··-·-·-
-----·-------------------: .~· .... '. . . . ·-
·I 
we r th $3 milliea. Then he ventured into the illicit business 
ef supplying turf news and became tee clese te underwerld 
elements and the urban rackets. Because ef Nationwide News/, 
an illegal ring ef herse parlors annually fleeced millions ef 
dellars from ~1g alld small-time gamblers. As Amaenberg get. 
richer, he aspired fer the pel1t1cal pewer and secial status 
/ denied te immigrants. 
,~PT• aoltieve this, he acquired the. Inquirer 1-R-l-9J6.- · ___  
At first, it appeared that he would ge alewly 0 building a 
faverable reputati®m and reviving the'moribund newspaper. In 
1938, hewever, he played a majer rele in electing the oe)J._serva-· 
tive Arthur Jam.es as governer and tried te seize centrel et 
Pennsylvania pel1t1cs. His attacks @n key people in the Dem-
.•. 
·····.. --- . -- ·····•· ·-··· ········--··- -' - ... . ........... -·----···-·-· ·------·-·-·-·-···~-·-~------····· •...... ............... ....... .. ... . ....... -
·-------··----- .. ·-··------.. -- - ·a.- eera tic Party and- -th.e--,·fero<ii .. ty and mal1c1eusn.ess ef these 
·L .... _ 
) 
attacks made him a target fer reprisal. Annenberg had ne eme 
to thank fer his tax wees but himself. Had he net antagonized 
se may key peeple ,·. he no d•ubt weuld have been allewed to pay . 
· .... 
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R 
sentence. 
- ' . '. 
Instead he spent twe years in prisen--two long -- -·-··---·---·------~------1 
years that broke his health. 
' 
The tragedy ef Annen.berg's life was' his own feeling : . 
. ... . -··· -~ ............. ., --- ___________ ... _,_: -~--:·,..-::,·-· :~-·"" ··-···-~-·-··~·· • ., ...... ,-. ~-·"·•, ............. ···•·· - .........• ,,. ~ ......... ., . . .•..•....•.••....•.• -<··--·· ......... ' ........ '--, ..... ·-·· ...... .•. . ~ . -- .. . . ......... ·------~·-· ...• ,....,,----·--·· 
that he was persecuted because ef his conservative b't!li.efs. 
Such was net the case. He was persecuted because ef his 
tactics. His newspaper was financially successful and appeal-
-------------,~~---~------·--------1•g in makeup and style, but 1 t did net present issues and 
J 
' ' I'.: 
epini@ns i:n an ·ethical manner. The Inguirer bludge0ne4 eppen.-
. ~' ' 
ents' epin.iems·w1th half-truths, falseheeds and diste>rt1ons. 
, The Inquirer under Annemberg was net a great mewspaper as he 
so Gfte:m claimed. It was tee much the tc@l ef 1 ts ambitious ....... l"'.f'" •... , . ' . 
· publisher and the Republican. Party he aspired to co:ntrel. But 
· 1 t was a geed nel'1spaper. It~ style and fermat were medern 
- and pleasing am.d 1 t serv·ed all levels ef reader·ship. It was 
truly a newspaper fer all the peeple, but it was net "An 
Independent Newspaper Fer All The Peeple," as the masthead 
claimed. 
Amnenberg~ then, must be included ameng the men who 
snaped American journalism and made it inte a consumer-oriented 
enterprise. His centr1but10:ns were :net crucial to the everall 
.. 
develepment ef the newspaper, but they were significant 1n 
.. the area of marketing and prometie:ns. He was--a---genius when 
.. ,_ -it came to. gagging public tastes and desires. Fer example, he -
saved the Inquirer frem ebliviem. He knew what readers wanted 
1:n a newspaper,,, and he structured the Inquirer aceQrdingly • 
• 
. ' 
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_________ .Ins_t_ead __ e_f _di-smi-ssing--An11en-berg--·-as---an-e-t-her · ~ tax 
dedger." one must be cegn1zant of his contr1 bution 11'1 the 
area of cemmunicat1ons~ . Te. say 9 ,,h0wever, that he was a great I .,. 
---- --,1!', 
,• --•-• • • • • •• • ---~----"'·"~-----------------------J-eum.alist wou-ld ·be··a.n····exaggerat·1·err of the· ·racrt. · ·To say that·· ..... ------- -•••-••----~-• • m< ~-
he made significant centributiens is a historical fact. 
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A STATEMENT OF EDITORIAL POLICY BY M. L. ANNENBERG 
IN PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER, OCT. 9, 1937, 8. 
ttNewspaper publ.1sh1ng is a tremendeus respens1bil1 ty 
\ 
for the power ef a newspaper is beyend comprehension. The 
press 1s almost the en1y continuous saurce ef 1nfarmat1on cen-
cern1ng current events amd ideas. Public ep1n~en 1s largely 
farmed by wltat appears 1:n print. 
" 
--------------------My---11-f-etime !n newspaper work has impressed upen. me 
o·ertain tenets. As I leolt back upen my j@b new they seem like 
buoys marking the channel. One may evade them, but not for 
·-· 
leng. One may heed\ them and sail serenely ••· 
'\~ d"''""'-''>c·· ' 
-~/' _.,,_~ 
I believe the gr~est Ju1d9.psst is truth~ 
promising truth, w1theut regard te persenal ep1n1en 
'·._j 
Uncem-
or per-
son.al interest. All that appears in my paper• s cel11:nms must 
--------·- ~b-e tnue as far as careful invest1gat1em cam make 1 t. 
Accuracy 1s closely related te truth. A paper must 
report events and ideas clearly and accurately. There must 
be ne deuble meaning, no twisting of facts. 
Then there is independence.· Freedom frem tee strict 
pa:r.t.1.,saash.i-P-----1.n.--an.y-·--di-F-acti-~n-;-----free<iem-----:f·r@m-· .. demina ti@m by an.y-·--- ~--~~·-~ ! 
' ,, . 
pelitioal, industrial er labor greup; freedem--espee'ially-- -
from "remete centrol. 11 
.. 
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Only a . free press can ·serve fa1 th.fully. I am 
-----------6----------------------~----------------- - -- - ---- -
. \y 
jealeus- ef my independence. I want to be free to take.up 
.-.------- ---·-----···---·--.------- --- --------·----------------·---·------·--· ' . ·- --- -
.. 
· defend the weak against tyranny. Free te promote oemm~ity 
- . . . . 
- - . - -· .. - - - . - .. - . - .. ··- ....... ' ... ----·· ... -
·-
-- . .. ... . ""' ....... " .......... - -· -.... ' - ... --· . , __ .. , ... ··-.. . .. ---- ·- ........ - ... ·~ .... . 
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well-being against any erganizat1en--pel1t1cal er •therwise--
-~. 
that threatens it. Free. te fight whem need be. 
Then comes fairness. It is a n.ewspaper's"duty·te use 
the greatest eautien te see tha_t ne en,, high er lew, is in-
jured 1m. character er plaeed in a false p•s1t1en.. Freedom ef 
the-press dees net mean license. ) 
, 
Decency is anether gu1depest. I want children and 
sensitive people te be able te read_any paper ef mine without 
harm. I WBli t thinkers to read it w1 th pref l t. .- I want to in-
f arm, and emtertain ••• but I want ae questionable meaning, ae 
.. - ,,; 
leering quip. 
Here, in brief, are seme of the markers that guide 
the ceurse ef the Philadelphia Inquirer. 
The primary duty of this newspaper ___ 1s ___ tt ____ be. __ lflla.l __ te. __  
its readers. The natllral-result ef such a policy can enly be 
reader loyalty t~ the Inquirer. And this is my mest prized 
asset. 11 
.... 
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